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ABSTRACT 

This work, SOME ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE PURISM AMONG KURDISH SPEAKERS, 

deals with the process of the purification of the written" language 

of the Kurdish minority in Iraq. 

The study is the result of the investigation and analysis of written 

Kurdish records covering a period of half a century, from 1924 to 

1973. Earl ier records have also been examined and compared. 

The Analysis has identified three different stages in the development 

of the written Kurdish language within this fifty years. They are: 

I. The Early Period in which the written language reI ied 

heavily on Arabic loanwords. The mean percentage of 

loans in this period is 46.48%. 

2. The Middle Period in which a sharp drop in the employment 

of Arabic loanwords is noticed. The mean percentage of 

loans in this period is 9.80%. 

3. The Modern Period where the written language is almost 

completely purified. The percentage of loans in this period 

is 4.46%. 

The purification process in the Kurdish written language, which is 

mainly the result of the reaction of the speakers of Kurdish against 

certain socio-economic pressures, has, in addition to purifying the 

language, resulted in: 

a. the introduction of diglossia; 

b. the introduction of changes in the lexicon which produced 

phonological and morphological changes in the written 

language; 

iii 



c. the development of a standard 1 iterary language. 

This study has aiso shown that language purism is of two kinds: one is 

motivated by language loyalty which seeks to preserve the language as 

it exists at a certain period of time and calls for refrainment from 

further borrowing, the other is motivated by language nationalism and 

calls. in addition) for the el imination of earlier loanwords. 

iv 



O. INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Field of Study 

This study is an attempt to investigate, analyse and describe 

the Kurdish written language used in Iraq over a period of half a 

century, precisely from the time when the present state of Iraq was 

established as a political entity with defined geographical boundaries 

at the end Bf World War I to the early years of the seventies of 

this century. 

The reason for limiting the study to this geographical area is 

that it is only in Iraq that the Kurdish language has been regularly 

used for writing. Furthermore, it is only in Iraq that Kurdish was 

made the official language of the administration, as it was In the 

predominantly Kurdish district in 1918 (Edmonds, 1957, p.ll). This 

status was later confirmed by the ~~guage Law of 1931 after the 

state of Iraq joined the League of Nations. According to this law 

Kurdish began to be used (i) in primary schools as a medium of 

instruction, (ii) in local government offices and (iii) in law 

courts in the areas where Kurds form the majority of the population. 

0.2 Purpose and Scope of the Study 

The aim of this study is to examine and describe the stages of 

the development of the Kurdish written language from the time it was 

first used as a vehicle for writing and for instruction in schools 

until the early seventies of this century. 

The study also aims to arrive at general conclusions regarding 

the development of a written standard language of a minority group in 

a political entity where the official language lS different from it. 

To achieve this aim, it is necessary to briefly survey the 

written Kurdish language of the period previous fo the first World 

War and to describe the areas to which its use was limited. 
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The examination of the development of the Kurdish written 

language in the fifty years after the War attempts to discover the 

nature and extent of the changes that have occurred in written Kurdish 

as a result of its increasing use for instruction and for discussing 

a number of subjects for which the language was not formerly used. In 

other words, I will investigate the linguistic methods utilized for 

extending the potential of Kurdish and for making it capable of 

expressing the various topics and themes that were either not expressible 

in Kurdish or that were expressed with heavy reliance on borrowed items. 

This thesis provides empirical evidence for the rise of a purified 

written standard in a language of a minority group, in this case 

Kurdish, despite the great cultural, sociological and administrational 

pressures it had to face from the firmly-established Arabic language 

which is the national language of the country, the language of 

religion and of the majority. 

The success of the Kurds in maintaining and developing their 

native language in the face of the overwhelming pressures mentioned 

above is due to many extra-linguistic factors which have firmly 

strengthened language loyalty among the Kurds of Iraq. The causes 

fanning language loyalty and language nationalism will be examined 

and elaborated. 

0.3 Data and Data Collection 

For the purpose of this work, extensive study has been made of 

almost all the pertinent available written records in Kurdish. These 

include written material appearing before the beginning of this 

century as well as that which has appeared since then. The poetry of 

the earlier Kurdish poets has been ~tudied and also all the Kurdish 

newspapers, magazines, periodicals and books published since the 

establishment of the modern state of Iraq. 

In addition to the sources above, I succeeded in obtaining some 

old primary school-texts that were written in or translated into 

Kurdish from Arabic text-books. Some of these books were valuable for 

comparing the language in which they were written with the recent 

text-books published by the education authorities of the country. 
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In my search for data, I went through the collections of books 

and periodicals in the following places: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

the ma~n public library in Sulaimania; 

the main public library in Arbil; 

the library of the Kurdish Language Academy 

the library of the department of Kurdish at 

of Arts, university of Baghdad; 

in Baghdad; 

the College 

5. the collection of Kurdish books at the Directorate General 

of Kurdish stud,ies in Baghdad; and 

6. the relevant books and unpublished theses at the Library of 

Higher Studies, College of Arts, University of Baghdad. 

The data presented at the end of this work were selected at random, 

but cover a wide range of textual types (See chapter 2, p.17). The 

extracts are chosen from a wide variety of sources and cover a period 

of half a century, precisely from 1924 to 1973. The chronological 

order of the texts is used as a guide for their selection. 

The samples selected deal with a wide variety of literary, 

scientific, educational, theological, historical, geographic, political, 

social, economic and linguistic subjects. They range in length from a 

short news item to a long article. The data, therefore, are stratified 

by different strata in time, space and~ubject matter. The stratification 

of the data in this manner is intended to increase "the representativeness 

of the ••• samples and to increase the precision of the results of the 

study," (Moser, 1968, p.78). Where relevant, additional data are 

analyzed and compared in the body of the thesis. 

The data are appended to the thesis. There are three appendices: 

appendix I contains the data for Chapter Two, appendix II contains the 

data for Chapter Three, and appendix III contains the data for Chapter 

Four. 

The 'texts in each appendix are chronologically arranged starting 

from the earliest one, 1924 and ending with the latest, 1973. However, 

'the last four selections in appendix I, which are samples taken from 

school-texts, published in 1928 and 192Q, are grouped together and 

put after the other samples. 
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The source of each text and its date are given at the top of the 

phonemic transcription of the selection, and this is followed by its 

English translation. The phonemic transcription of the various teXts 

examined l.n this thesis l.S mine. This was a difficult task owing to 

the absence of any kind of actual recorded material that could be 

resorted to or listened to for knowing the exact pronunciation of 

the Kurdish speakers l.n the early twentieth century or a little before 

that. Under these conditions, the only way out of this problem was to 

rely on the pronunciatio,n of old Kurdish speakers, which would 

presumably reflect the Kurdish pronunciation of the borrowed items in 

those early days. 

0.4 Descr~o~ of Chapters 

This work contains the following six chapters in addition to the 

introduction: 

Chapter One, THE KURDS AND THEIR LANGUAGE - A HISTORICAL SURVEY, 

l.S a study of the origin of the Kurds and of their country and language. 

In this chapter an attempt is also made to examine the language 

situation of the Kurds and their attitudes towards their language and 

their origin before World War I. 

Chapter Two, THE EARLY PERIOD OF TJ1E KURDISH WRITTEN LANGUAGE, l.S a 

linguistic analysis ,and description of written records published from 

1924 to 1939. The latter data represents the year in which the first 

literary Kurdish maga;~ine /galawe3/ was published. 

Chapter Three, THE MIDDLE PERI09 OF THE KURDISH WRITTEN LANGUAGE, 

l.S a linguistic study and description of Kurdish written records 

published from the date of the appe~rance of the periodical /galawe3/ 

in 1939 to the time when the monarchy in Ira~ was overthrown on 

July 14, 1958; that is to say. until the establishment of the first 

republic. The year 1958 marks the beginning of great political, social 

and economic changes in the structure of the country as a whole. 

Chapter Four, THE MODERN PERIOD OF THE KURDISH LANGUAGE, is a 

study and analysis of the written records from 1958 to the early 

seventies. In this chapter an attempt is made to describe the 

KURDISH LITERARY STANDARD produced as a result of using Kurdish 

as a medium of instruction in all school levels. It is in this 
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chapter that a description is made of the effects of purism ~n 

producing a literary language capable of expressing the ideas 

and thoughts of the various disciplines and fields of knowledge. 

It is also in this chapter that the relationship and difference 

between the spoken language and the standard literary language 

is discussed. 

Chapter Five, LANGUAGE ~~D LANGUAGE NATIONALISM, deals 

with the causes of the linguistic phenomenon known as linguistic 

purism and its correiation with language identity, language 

maintenance, language separateness and language loyalty. 

Chapter Six, CONCLUSIONS, attempts to arrive at some 

sociolinguistic universals regarding the correlation between 

language purism and language nationalism in the languages of 

minority groups. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. THE KURDS AND THEIR LANGUAGE 

A HISTORICAL SURVEY 

1.1 The Kurds and Their Habitat 

The Kurds are a sizeable group of people who live today as 

minority groups in several neighbouring countries of the Middle 

East, such as Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Syria. There are also some 

Kurds who live in the State of Armenia in the Soviet Union. 

The homeland of the Kurds is called Kurdistan which, geo

graphically speaking, forms one continuous stretch of land (see 

map p. I ) that is mainly mountainous. Politically, Kurdistan is 

divided into several parts each of which belongs to a state or 

political entity. 

The origin of the Kurds is still a question that historians 

have not yet reached a general consensus' about. Under the term 

"Kurd", the Encyclopedia of Islam, 1927, says that despite the 

existence of "a large number of important works dealing with the 

Kurds from linguistic, historical, ethnographical and political 

points of view, we still lack a general study devoted to the people". 

It then goes on to suggest that the land of the ancient 

Kardouchai is at present one of the principal centres of the Kurds. 

Speaking about the same theme, Edmonds (1957, p.7) claims that the 

Kurds of today represent the Medes of the Third Great Oriental 

Monarchy and that the name Kurd is probably "an echo of similar 

names used by the classical writers, such as ..• the Kardouchai 

who attacked Xenophon and the Ten Thousand ... as they retreated 

through Zakho region in 400 B.C." 

The Kurdish historian Zaki (19?,1, p.39) expresses the non

existence of authentic evidence about the origin of the Kurds more 

directly, saying "we cannot give a decisive opinion regarding the 

origin of the Kurds". Neverth Ie h . th 650 B C e ss, e g~ves e year •. as 

the approximate date of their arrival in Kurdistan. 
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The Kurds of Iraq-, whose written language is the subject of 

this study, live in the mountainous north part of Iraq in the area 

formerly known as the Mosul Wilayat at the time Iraq was under the 

control of the Ottoman Empire from 1514 to the end of World War I. 

The Mosul Wilayat included the counties (liwas) of Sulaimania, Arbil, 

Kirkuk and Mosul. The names of these counties were recently changed 

and Mosul was divided into two. Thus the former Mosul Wilayat 

include five Governates today which are: Sulaimania, Arbil~ Ta'mim, 

Mosul and Duhok. 

The modern state of Iraq was carved out of the possessions of 

the Ottoman Empire after the first World War. It was established 

as a monarchy under British mandate and remained so until 1932. 

From that date until 1958, Iraq was an independent monarchy. In 

July, 1958, it became a republic after a revolution. 

The number of Kurds in Iraq is variously estimated owing to 

the lack of reliable statistical figures. However, educated Kurds 

put their number at about three million. 

1.2 The Kurdish Language 

Kurdish is one of the languages of the Iranian branch of the 

Indo-European family of languages. The Encyclopaedia of Islam (1927, 

p.27 ff) describes Kurdish as a western Iranian language but it 

says that its descent is different from that of Persian and it 

shows a character clearly distinct from that of Persian. 

No ancient records of Kurdish exist. However, some Kurdish 

writers like Sujadi (1976, p.58) say that w·ritten Kurdish goes 

as far back as the 15th century A.D.; others claim that the poetry 

of the Kurdish poet, Mullah of Jezireh, who lived in 1429, 

represents the first example of written Kurdish literature. 

Western writers, for instance Bois (1966, p.122), believe that 

"the origins of Kurdish literature are obscure and uncertain and 

that historians cannot always agree on the dates of some poets 

and that Kurdish authors tend to date works far back into the 

past, -a chronology which cannot always be proved". 
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Written records of Kurdish poetry of the eighteenth and n1ne

teenth centuries are plentiful. The works of famous Kurdish poets 

such as Nali (1797 - 1855), Salim (1800 - 1860), Haji Kadir Koyi 

(1815 - 1892), Sheikh Raza (1835 - 1909) and many others are 

fairly well recorded and are still popular. It might seem 

reasonable to suggest that any comprehensive historical study of the 

Kurdish language should not start with a date prior to the 

fifteenth century at the earliest for even the literature of that 

early period is not easily authenticated. 

1.3 The Kurds and Religion 

The majority of the Kurds are Moslems and their contact with 

Islamic religion began several years after the advent of Islam. 

The Encyclopaedia of Islam (1927, p.1136) gives the following 

account about the conversion of the Kurds and their earliest 

contact with the Arabs: 

"the Moslem Arabs came into contact with the Kurds 

after the occupation of Tikrit and Hulwin in 637. 

In Susiana in 639 the Arabs fought against the Kurds 

•.. in 643 ... the Kurds forcibly converted to 

Islam, apostatized en masse". 

The dates quoted above represent the beginning of direct 

contact between the Kurds of Iraq and the Arabs because the 

cities of Tikrit and Hulwan are in Iraq. This means that the 

Kurds have been in constant contact with the Arabic language and 

with the Islamic religion for over thirteen centuries. 

The conversion of the Kurds to Islam meant the introduction of 

a religion taught and practised in Arabic since Islam does not 

condone the translation of the Islamic religious ~exts into other 

languages. It also meant the introduction of Islamic philosophy, 

Islamic laws and Islamic ways of life and all of these were taught 

and presented in Arabic. 
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Furthermore, mosques were built in the Kurdish area where the 

regular five-times-a-day prayers were held and where the holy book, 

the Quran, was read and taught. It should be assumed that from the 

beginning Arabic as a language and grammar was also taught in these 

mosques in order to make people know and understand the new religion 

(see p. I/O of this work for the mosque schools). 

The long intensive and extensive contact with a religion taught 

and practised in Arabic and with Arabic as a language in which new 

ideas and thoughts are introduced must have made a deep imprint on 

Kurdish, although no written records document that process until 

the present century. 

The study of the influence of Arabic and other languages on 

the written Kurdish language is presented in the next chapters. 

1.4 The Language Situation in Iraq until 1918 

The geographical entity known as Iraq today was under the rule 

of the Ottoman Empire from 1514 to 1918. During all these years the 

language of the government, the military, the law and education was 

Turkish. Arabic, however, was the language of religion while Persian 

was the language of literature. 

When the first World War came to an end and Iraq was cut off 

from the Empire, Arabic was made the national language of the 

country. Obviously, the Kurds who went to school before 1918 

learned Turkish, but they knew Arabic also simply because they were 

Moslems, i.e. they were expected to have read the Quran and 

practised their religious services in Arabic. Even the illiterate 

male Kurds who had to serve in the army of the· Empire learnt 

Turkish. Nevertheless, the Turkish language of those days was 

replete with Arabic loan words since "for more than (1000) years 

the Turks had been a Moslem people sharing in the common Islamic 

civilization of the Middle East. Arabic and Persian had been their 

classical languages and had made a contribution to their vocabulary 

comparable in scale and content with the Greek, Latin and Romance 
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element! in English" (Lewis, 1968, p.434). The Kurds have been 

a Moslem people for over (1300) years and so their language was 

influenced by Arabic directly through their Islamic religion 

and indirectly through learning Turkish, the language of the 

government, the military, the law and education. The Kurdish 

language of the pre-war period is therefore expected to contain 

a large number of Arabic vocabulary items and expressions. 

Similarly, the written Kurdish language appearing after the 

first World War is expected to have been replete with Arabic 

borrowings. The study of the Kurdish language of this period 

is presented i~ Chapter ,..~o of this work. 

1.5 Attitude of the Kurds towards Arabic and towards Kurdish 

The conversion of the Kurds of Iraq to Islam, the continuous 

practising of their religious services in Arabic and the fact 

that the holy book of Islam, the Quran, is in Arabic, has instilled 

into the Kurds a great reverence and veneration for the Arabic 

language. This feeling is reflected clearly 1n the works of the 

Kurdish poets' in the period before World War I. The Encyclopaedia 

of Islam (1927, p.1l54) says that "Kurdish writers preferred to 

wri te in Arabic, Persian or Turkish". This perhaps explains the 

reason why a large number of poems are written in Arabic by the 

early Kurdish poets like Mullah of Jezireh, Nali, Sheikh Raza, 

HajiQadir Kayi and others. 

It also seems to have been thought inelegant and ungraceful 

1n those days to write in Kurdish. The Kurdish poet Nali (1797 -

1855) was derided for composing in Kurdish and in one of his poems 

he replied to those deriders saying "I deliberately compose in 

Kurdish because I want to show that I am a c'avalier in the field 

of eloquence in all languages"l. By "all languages" the poet 

means Arabic, Persian and Kurdish because he composed in these 

1 
the Kurdish lines of the poem are these 

Itab'i'-i Jakir bar-i min KurdT agar ?inJa aka/ ?imtihan-i xoya 

maq~udT la 'i'amda wa aka/ Ya la maydan-i fasahatda ba misl-i 

fahswar / be ta?amul harrnnu naw'i' a zubane wa aka/ kas ba ?alfazim 

nale xo Kurdiya xo Kirdiya/ 
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three languages. Apparently, the test of poetic excellence in 

those days was to write in Arabic, the language of the Quran, 

in Persian, the language of classical literature and in Turkish, 

the language of the. government. For this reason we find that 

none of the Kurdish poets of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries 

composed in Kurdish alone. The poe t Haj i Qadir Koyi (1815 - 1897) 

was the only one who advocated the use of Kurdish and lamented the 

use of other languages by Kurdish writers. He said in one of his 

poems, "tell me what's wrong with Kurdish! it is also a language 

.of God and has no blemish,,2. In another poem he says, "If books, 

notebooks, history and letters had been written in Kurdish, the 

names and deeds of our mu11as , elders, sheikhs and kings would 

have survived till doomsday. It is decreed against our elders 

and Kings, come~ let's follow the road of wisdom,,3. In the last 

line the poet prominently advocates the use of Kurdish in writing 

and describes it as the "road of wisdom". The last quotation 

distinctly proves that not only books but even personal letters 

were not written in Kurdish during the life-time o~ the poet, that 

1S, until the close of the nineteenth century. This indicates that 

(i) Kurdish writers wrote in languages other than Kurdish, and (ii) 

Kurdish as a language was only used for speech. This is confirmed 

by Sujadi (1976, p.57) where he says that after the spread of Islam 

"Kurdish was neither the' language of religion nor the language of 

literature to encourage Kurdish writers to write in their own 

language". Moslem religion and the fact that the prophet Mohannned 

the poet's words are the following: 

/Kurdl ?axir bile tJ iya \aybt 

har Kalam-i haqa u niya \aybi/ 

the poem in Kurdish is the following: 

/Kiteb u daftar u Kagaz ba Kurdi gar binustaya zimanI 

mala u pit u padifaman hata mahfar da rna nawunif~ni 

ba zidd-I pit u pafaman bitawa wara ba beyna sar re-y mihrabani/ 
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was an· Arab and that the Quran 1S 1n Arabic appears to have 

had such a firm grip on the feelings and minds of the Kurdish 

people that some of them even claimed Arabic descent. Soane 

(1912, p .178) says that'l the Hamavand tribe near Sulaimania claim 

Arab origin, a pretension not unusual among some of the smaller 

Kurdish tribes, and unsupported by any evidence for, and contra

dicted by much against its possibility". Soane goes on to . 

suggest that "religious fervour ..• is inseparable from a great 

respect.for Arabic language and lineage, with which the ... border 

Kurd almost invariably evinces a desire to identify himself" 

(Ibid. p.l78). 

If the attitude of the illiterate tribal Kurds towards 

Arabic and the Arabs is so reverential, the feeling of the 

literate Kurds who studied the Quran and the other religious 

books in Arabic must at least be identical to that of their 

uneducated fellow countrymen if not more ardent. 

1.6 Kurdish Dialects 

The Kurdish language has many local dialects, but the exact 

number of these dialects is still not agreed upon. The main 

cause of disagreement is probably the lack of comprehensive 

dialectal studies owing to the nature of the geographical distri

bution of the Kurds. However, the number of the main dialects 

generally given is four (Foad, 1971, p.16; Karadaki, 1971, p.40). 

These four dialects are: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

the western dialect known as "the upper Kurdish dialect" 

or Kirmancl?I ?uru, 

the southern Kurdish dialect known as "the lower Kurdish 

dialect" or Kirmand?I xwaru, 

the Lur dialect or Luri, and 

the Zaza dialect or Zazai. 

The first two dialects are spoken in Iraq, while the third 1S 

spoken in the south-western part of Iran and the fourth is spoken 

in Turkey. Mackenzie (1961, p.xviii) who studied the Kurdish 

dialects of Iraq speaks of two main dialect groups, the Sulaimania 
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dialect group which contains seven sub-dialects and the Surci 

dialect group which contains five sub-dialects. There is a 

general tendency to divide the Kurdish language of Iraq into 

two main dialects: 

1. the Sulaimania dialect better known as Sorani or KirmanJ,I 

xwaru spoken in the area east and south of the Greater Zab 

River, and 

2. the BadInanI dialect or Kirmancl)i ?uru spoken ~n the areas 

west and north of the Greater Zab River. 

In this study the terms Sorani and Badinani are used to refer to 

these dialects. 

Both dialects are used for writing ~n Iraq. However, it ~s 

the Sorani dialect which is mainly used for writing in all fields 

of knowledge. Indeed, it is this dialect that was used for 

writing from the beginning of the establishment of the modern 

state of Iraq. Edmonds (1957, p.ll) says in this connection that 

"it is the lively and elastic idiom of Sulaimaniya that has 

established itself as the standard vehicle of expression, not 

only in Iraq, but on the Persian side of the frontier also". 

Edmonds goes on to say that "in 1918 it was at Sulaimaniya that 

Kurdish was first made the official language of the administration". 

Today, Sorani is the dialect used for writing in almost all 

parts of the Kurdish area in Iraq. It is used for: 

(i) writing newspapers, magazines and periodicals; 

(ii) writing all text-books for all educational levels, i.e. for 

the primary, intermediate and secondary school levels; 

(iii) teaching and lecturing at the departments of Kurdish 

studies in the Colleges of Arts at the Universities of 

Sulaimaniya and Baghdad. 

(iv) teaching and lecturing at the sub-department of Kurdish at 

the College of Education, University of Baghdad. 

(v) teaching Kurdish to non-Kurdish students in the final year 

of their secondary education, in the various teachers' pre

paratory institutes, in the military and police-officers' 

colleges, and 

(vi) translating all the text-books that the Directorate General 

of Kurdish Studies prepares. 
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The Sorani dialect is also used for writing almost all the studies 

and articles that the Kurdish Language Academy publish in their 

journal. Out of a total number of 3293 pages of the four volumes 

of the journal the Academy published from 1971 to 1975 only 395 

pages are written in Badinani while 2918 pages are in Sorani, the 

number of articles published in Badinani is 8 out of 79 articles. 

It is significant to mention that these 8 articles are written by 

only two writers while the articles in Sorani are contributed by 

a large number of writers. 

Sorani 1S, therefore, the dialect used in Iraq for almost 

all Kurdish publications and for teaching in the various schools 

and colleges. As this study deals with the Kurdish written 

language and its development, the investigation, analysis and 

description presented in this work concentrate mainly on this 

dialect. Reference to Badinani or to any other Kurdish dialect 

will be made only when it serves to clarify points raised in the 

body of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. THE EARLY PERIOD OF THE KURDISH 

WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

2.1 The Beginning of the Kurdish Written Language 

This period covers about twenty years. It starts from the 

end of the Ottoman Empire in Iraq and ends in 1939. The beginning 

of the period coincides with several changes. Firstly, the geogra

phical region known today as Iraq came into existence and was put 

under the mandatory rule of Britain; secondly, Arabic was established 

as the national language of the country; thirdly, a number of modern 

schools were established under the advice and supervision of 

British political advisors; fourthly, Kurdish was made the official 

language in the Kurdish area; fifthly, newspapers began to appear 

in Arabic and also in Kurdish. The first Kurdish newspaper, the 

weekly Tegayshtini Rasti, was published by the British army in 

Baghdad on December 1, 1918 as a propaganda organ (Ahmed, 1978, 

p.lll). Sixthly, British political advisors in the Kurdish area 

like E.B. Soane and C.J: Edmonds took great interest in Kurdish 

and they did their best to encourage the Kurds in Salaimania to 

write in Kurdish. Indeed, Soane was, perhaps, the first person 

ever to urge the Kurds to do this. When he became political 

officer in Sulaimania in 1919, "he made Kurdish a medium of 

instruction and of writing between the government offices in the 

district. He himself visited schools and warmly urged teachers 

and students to use Kurdish" (Ibid., p.105 ff). 

Thus, from the very beginning and with the help of the 

British Political Officers, the Sorani dialect of Kurdish was 

encouraged as the principal medium for writing. The first 

indigenous Kurdish weekly newspaper, Pesh Kawtin was published in 

Sulaimania on April 29, 1920. 
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2.2 Kurdish Publications between 1920 - .1939 

From 1920 to 1939 only 13 newspapers were published and all 

of them were short-lived. The table below gives the names of the 

papers, the dates of their first and last issues together with 

the number of issues published. 

Table No. 1 

Name of Kurdish Newspapers Issued from 1920 to 1939 

Name of paper or Type of Date of first Date of 
No. 

o magazine Publication publication Disappearance 

1 pefkawtin Weekly April 29" 1920 July 2791922 

2 v • 
Kurdustan Weekly Nov.15,1922 March 3,1923 ro:S-1 

3 baQg- i Kurdustan Weekly Sept 2 1 1922 Oct 27
7

1922 

4 bar)g- i ~aqq Weekly 1922 April 12 , 1922 

5 umed-i ?istiql;il Weekly Sept 20,11923 ? 

6 ?iyanawa Weekly Sept 18 , 1924 ? 

7 dyari: Kurdus tan Weekly March 11 ,1925 May 11,,1926 

8 ?iyan Weekly' Jan 21, 1926 1938 

9 Zar-i Kirmand':)i' Monthly 1926 1932 

10 pay?a ? 1927 1927 

11 EinakJ: Weekly Oct 24 1 1935 May 16)1936 

12 - . ... bi-monthly Feb 25 1 1938 ? zan~st~ 

13 zuban Weekly Sept 12 / 1937 April 29 )1939 

Two of these newspapers lasted for only one issue. The weekly 

paper 3iy~n was the only paper that lasted for a relatively long 

period of time. 

The total number of actual issues of papers and periodicals in 

Kurdish between 1920 and 1939, that is, in 6935 days is 887 issues. 
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pf issues 
published 

118 

15 

14 

3 

25 

36 

16 

553 

24 

1 

11 

1 

70 



The number of Kurdish books 1 pub lished in Iraq during the 

same period is 85. The majority of these books deal with religion 

and poetry. 

The bibliography of Kurdish books regards the year 1925 as 

the real beginning of Kurdish book publishing. From that year 

on Kurdish books were published regularly. It also consid~rs 

Fayzi's book ~nd3umon-i ?~Tb~n-i Kurd 'Society of Kurdish Writers' 

published in Istanbul, 1920 as the first book that was entirely 

in Kurdish (Ahmed 1977, p. 7) . 

2.4 Data of the Early Period 

The data of this period consists of 26 items of texts chosen 

from the various newspapers and books published between the years 

1924 and 1939. The selection of the texts is based on (i) 

stratification by subject matter, i.e. each selection deals with 

a certain subject; and (ii) stratification by time, that is, the 

selections spread over the entire period under discussion. 

Furthermore, the choice is also determined by the strangeness of 

the items in the vocabular~ used and in the sentences formed, 

that is to say, by their remoteness and difference from the 

Kurdish language used today in similar publications. The data 

selected are, however, representative of the written Kurdish 

language of the period under discussion. 

Each of the 26 texts is phonemically transcribed and translated 

into English. The source from which it is chosen and the date of 

its publication is given at the top. Each text is then examined 

linguistically, that is, the loanwords used in the text are isolated, 

phonemically glossed and their individual meanings are g1ven. 

1 The number of books published in this period is calculated from 

The Bibliography of Kurdish Books, Narimam Mustafa Sayid Ahmed, 

Kurdish Academy Press, 191'7-
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The total number of words used in the selection is given, and 

the number of loanwords together with its percentage is given. 

Where there are hybrid compound verbs (see p.2~) they are 

analysed. Detailed analysis of the whole data is made after 

each of the texts has been examined. 

The basis for determining whether a word or a phrase is 

borrowed or is a native Kurdish word is the structure of the 

languages, especially Kurdish and Arabic. An item is regarded 

as Arabic if its phonological or morphological structure is 

Arabic. In case of doubt, Arabic dictionaries are consulted. 

The isolation of the English, French and Turkish loanwords 

is made easy by the availability of various sources that could 

be consulted and because the words sound very different from 

both Arabic and Kurdish. 

Since the majority of the loans are borrowed from Arabic, 

an attempt is made to give a brief description of the phonological 

and morphological systems of both Arabic and Kurdish below. 

2.5 Brief Remarks on the Structure of Arabic and Kurdish 

A. Arabic 

Arabic is a semitic language and its literary dialect, 

known as Classical Arabic, distinguishes 28 consonantal 

and 6 vowel phonemes. 

The following are the Arabic consonants: 
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bilabial b m w f 

interdental e 

dental t d n 

alveolar 5 Z 

palatal I y 

velar k 

uvular q X 

pharyngeal h 

glottal ? h 

I 

The following are pharyngealized conson~~,ts or 

emphatic consonants: 

dental t 1 

interdental d 

alveolar s 

Three of the six vowels of Arabic are short and 

three are long. The short vowels are i, ~ and u and the 

long ones are i, Q and U (the long vowels are usually 

symbolized as ii, au ~nd uu). The Iii vowel is a close 

front vowel; lui is a close back vowel and /~/ is an open 

central vowel. 

Written Arabic has 28 letters and an additional 

symbol called 'hamza' which is equivalent to the glottal 

stop. 
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All the consonants except the dark lateral are 

represented in writing, while only one vowel out of the 

six vowels is represented and this is the long open 

central vowel. 

Nouns 

distinguish three numbers - singular, dual and plural. 

Plural nouns are of three kinds: 

1 d
2 .. 

. soun fem1n1ne plural, 

2. sound masculine plural, and 

3. broken plural. 

The sound feminine plural nouns are usually formed 

from the singular by the addition of the suffix -at 
such as ncibo..t "plant", n'abo..to..t "plants". However, when 

the singular noun ends with the feminine marker -a, the 

marker is syncopated when -at is added, e.g. gukuma 

"government", ~ukumo..t "governments". 

The sound masculine plural 1S formed from the 

singular by the addition of the suffix -un in the 

nominative and the suffix -Tn in the accusative and 

genitive, e.g. mulo.llim "teacher", mu\allimun and 

mUlal Ii mt n "teachers". 

The broken plural is formed by changing the whole 

form of the singular noun, e.g. _ qo..nOn "law", ,Cfa.wa.nin 

"laws". The majority of the broken plural nouns are 

regarded as feminine plural in Arabic. 

The term 'sound' is the normal textbook term used; 

'sound' suffixes do not change the form of the noun 

stem. 
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Broken plural nouns are formed by a large number 

of pluralizing patterns that differ with the different 

singular nouns, Wright (1964, p. 199) gives more than 

20 different patterns depending on the shape of the 

singular noun, e. g. '"10.1 am "pencil", ?o.qlCi.;n" "pencils", 

but kitOJ) "book", kutub "books". 

Nouns ~n Arabic have two genders, masculine and 

feminine. A noun is regarded as feminine either by 

natural gender, e.g. bint "girl" or by its form, the 

feminine ending being _o.t or _a. (occasionally realized 

as _ (\h for emphasis). The ending _o.t is realized only 

when the feminine noun is inflected with the various 

case endings 3 When there is no case ending the feminine 

noun ends with -a.. 

The majority of Arabic verbs contain three consonants; 

however, four-consonant verbs are not rare (Ibid, p.29). 

From the first form of the three and four consonant verbs 

several other forms, usually ten are derived and these 

express modifications of the idea conveyed by the first 

form. 

From the verb, a form is derived which Beeston,ll970), 

calls "verbal abstract". This is a "substantive denoting 

in principle the concept common to all the morphological 

variations of a verb, abstracted from those elements in 

the verb which show how the concept is actualized in 

experience" (Beeston, 1970, p.35). Yashmanov,l1963)) calls 

such abstractions "verbal nouns". In this work the latter 

term is used'to refer to such entities when they occur as 

loanwords. 

3 Arabic nouns have various case endings, but as these 

endings do not appear in the loanwords, they are not 

discussed here. 
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Like the verbal noun, the participle in Arabic is 

a noun (substantive or adjective) which matches a verb. 

Both Yashmanov and Wright speak of two different forms 

of participles - one is a substantive or a noun agent 

(nomina agentis) derived from the active form of the 

verb, the other is adjective (nomina patientis) derived 

from the passive form of the verb. The term "participle" 

will be used for both ~n the initial stage here; later 

on~ however, they will be discussed separately. 

B. Kurdish 

Kurdish belongs to the Iranian branch of the Indo

European family of languages. Its Sorani dialect which 

is the literary variety has 31 consonant phonemes. 

bilabial p b m w 

labio-dental f V 

dental t d n 

alveolar s s z \ l r 

alveolar-palatal tJ d? S y 

velar k 9 I) 

uvular q X 9 

pharyngeal h -

glottal ? h 

r 

Kurdish has 8 vowel phonemes: -I '1 e a. ~ u -u, o. A r.....,.O",r,'s '"' ri , , , ,1..10" ~ .. T 

/\ the phoneme~\ of the two languages shows that the main 

difference between the two sound systems is that there are 

certain sounds in one language that do not exist in the 

other language. For instance, the Arabic sounds a, 0, 

t and d are not found in Kurdish, while the Kurdish sounds 
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p, v, tJ, ~, g, Q, r, e and 0 do not exist 1n classical 

Arabic. Furthermore, the Kurdish ~ and? have a very 

low frequency; in fact (Mackenzie, 1961, p.7) claims 

that the Kurdish glottal stop occurs in Arabic loanwords 

only. 

Kurdish has S1X parts of speech - nouns, pronouns, 

adjectives, verbs, adverbs and prepositions. Nouns 

di'stinguish two numbers, singular and plural and the 

plural is formed by the addition of the suffix -On. Like 

Arabic, nouns and adjectives are distinguishable by 

function rather than form. There are no feminine 

endings and no feminine gender as there is in Arabic. 

Verbs in Kurdish are derived from the infinitive by 

removing the infinitivizing marker -in. Like Arabic, 

Kurdish has two tenses, present and past, but the past in 

Kurdish has four different forms, the past simple, the 

immediate past, the past continuous and the past perfect. 

The following is an example: 

xwo.rd in lito eat" is an infinitive 

xwo.rd "ate" is the root of the past 

, 

tense 

xo "eat" 1S the root of the present 
tense 

axom "I eat" is the present tense 

xwo.rdi m "I ate" is the past simple 

OITlxwo.rd "I was eating" 1S the past continuous 

xwo.rdi bum "I had eaten" is the past perfect 

xwo.rd uma. "I ate or I have eaten" is the immediate past. 
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Kurdish has two different kinds of verb, a simple 

verb which is usually one element like the examples 

above and a compound verb which has two independent 
• elements. The first element can be a noun, an adverb or 

an adjective, while the second element is usually a verb. 

For instance, the noun ma.la. "swimming" or the adjective 

r6.st "straight", "true" can be added as first elem~nts 

to the infinitive kirdin "to make" to form ma.la. kirdin 

"to swim" and rCist ki rdi n "to straighten" or "to tell the 

truth". 

Sometimes in such compounds one element is Kurdish and 

the other is a loanword. I refer to these as hybrid 

compounds. Hybrids that are not compounds, that is, those 

which are formed of a loanword and a Kurdish affix 

are referred to simply as hybrids. 

2.6 Data Analysis 

In this section each of the 26 texts of the data of this 

chapter will be individually examined in order to isolate the 

loanwords. Loans borrowed from languages other than Arabic will be 

identified. Each loanword is glossed and if it is used more than 

once , the number of its occurrence is indicated beside it. 

The phonemic transcription of each loanword represents its 

pronunciation in the receiving language. Where this pronunciation 

differs from that of the source language the normal pronunciation 

is given in brackets immediately after the word glossed. 

The texts analysed are numbered. These numbers refer to the 

numbers of the texts in the data appended to this work. 

TEXT NO.1, News item, 1924 

This text contains 51 words; 18 are Arabic loanwords. The 
. ~ 

percentage of loans is 35.~~~. The loanwords are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

qa.rar [ qo.ra.r J 

b. feminine singular nouns, 3: 

w5.sita. [w5.si!a.] 

qa.t ra. [ qa.! ra.J 

ha.y?a. 

c. 'feminine plural nouns, 3: 

'decision' 

'means, mode' 

'drop' 

'committee, group' 

9a.rQ?ib 'wonders, strangenesses' 

?u~uJ [?U~LJI J(used twice) 'ways, procedures' 

d~ verbal nouns, 5: 

?ah I 

taqJ.7m 

wi I a.da. 

tahITI 

rahm 

e. adjectives, 4: 

'citizens, people' 

'offer, present' 

'birth' 

'analysis' 

'womb' 

fa.nniyya. 'artful, skilful' 

tubbi [tibbi](used twice) 'medical' 

mumkin 'possible' 

f. participles, 1: 

ma.\' lum 'known' 

g. non-Arabic loans, 1: 

'doctor' 

3 hybrid compound verbs occur: in this text. They are 

tq.gdTm k i rduwa. 'he was offered'; ~a.ra.rida. 'he decided' 

and ha.y?a.tek dObine 'that a committee be formed'. The 

first compound is formed with a form of Kurdish verb kindin 

'to make', the second with a form of the verb dOn 'to give' 

and the third with a form of the verb da.na.n 'to put'. 

I 
UNIVERSITY. 

OF YORI( 
LIBRARY 
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TEXT NO.2, Apology, 1924 

This text contains 16 words, 8 are Arabic loans. The per

centage of loans is 50%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 

?i 'i.'t i zo.r [?i 'i.'t i ollrJ 
d)uz? 

b. verbal nouns, 4: 

to.?xTr 

xusus 

ri d?a. [ri cl?a.? ] 

taqsrr- [ taq~rt J 

c. prepositional phrase, 1 : 

mo.'i.'o.l ?aso.f 

2: 

, apology' 

'part' 

'delay' 

'connection, assoc.iation' 

'request' 

'fault, shortcoming' 

'alas! , with regret' 

d. non-Arabic word, 1: 

mo.kT no. 'machine' 

This Latin word is borrowed through Arabic since it 

has the feminine ending -a.. 

2 hybrid compound verbs occur In this text, they are: 

tt),qsi rmo.n b i boxfle 

'we request' 

'that our fault be 
forgiven' 

The two hybrid compounds have borrowed verbal nouns as their 

first elements: rid3n and taqSir_. The first is used with the 

present tense of the Kurdish verb k.i rdi n "to make" for the first 

person plural. The second is used with the passive subjunctive 

form of the Kurdish verb ba.xftn "to grant, to give away". 
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The prepositional phrase mQ1QI?asQf ~s formed of the prepo

sition mQ1Q "with" -1- "the" an allomorph of the Arabic definite 

article ?QI- and the noun ?asa.f "regret" . 

TEXT NO.3, News Item, 1924 

This text contains 59 words, 31 are loan words. All i"oan_ 

words are Arabic except 4. The percentage of loans is 5~.)'%. 

The loans are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 3: 

?QY lui 

wa.z T r 
?i~tiI'CJn 

b. feminine singular nouns, 3: 

ta.yya.ra. [!n.yya.ra.] 

qt HQ [q;~ fA.} 

mamla.ka. 

c. masculine plura~ nouns, 4: 

ru?asa. [ru?asa.?] 

?aJ ro.f 

mo.?mu ri n 

tudJa.r [tud?d?a.r] 

d. feminine plural nouns, 2: 

1 a.J a.?i. r 
za.wa.t [cfA. W O-.t ] 

e. adjectives, 2: 

ba.l z [ba.12] 

laska.ri yya. 
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'September' 

'minister' 

\ respect' 

'plane' 

'company of soldiers' 

'country, kingdom' 

'heads, chiefs' 

'dignitaries' 

'employees' 

'merchants' 

'tribes' 

'personalities, dignitaries' 

'some' 

'pertaining to the 
military' 



f. verbal nOllllS, 11: 

taJHf (used 3 times) 

foxOmQ (used twice) 

tQYQra.n [!QYQro.n ] 

qlsrn 

SQff [~Qff] 

bQIo.JQ 

SQI5.m 

XQlq- [xQlq ] 

g. participles, 2: 

muh tQjt-Qrn 

~a.zi r [~aei rJ 

h. phrase, 1: 

mOma.~il Qyh i m 

~. non-Arabic words, 3: 

polTs 

'arrival' 

'highness, excellency' 

'aviation, flight' 

'part, division' 

'line, line of soldiers' 

'pleasantness' 

'salute, greeting' 

'people' 

'respectful' 

'present' 

'the above-mentioned' 

'lord' 

'police' 

1 hybrid compound verb occurs in this text; it is 

sQ.1 CimT k i rd "he saluted". It is formed from the 

borrowed Arabic verbal nOllll sQlnm and the past tense 

of the Kurdish verb ki rd in "to make". 

The Arab ic borrowed phrase mumCi.7i 1 Qyh i m "the above

mentioned; literally, those who are pointed to" is formed 

from: 

mumo. "mentioned; pointed to" 

7i IQy- "to" which is an allomorph of the Arabic 

preposition 7i 10. 

-him "them" 
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TEXT NO.4, Obituary, 1924 

This text contains 26 words, 16 are loanwords and all are 

from Arabic. The percentage of loans is 61.53%. The loanwords 

are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

?o.y 1'01 

b.' feminine singular nouns, 3: 

wo.fnt (used twice) 

to.<i'ziyo.t [to.<i'ziyo.] 

c. verbal nouns, 6: 

?aso.f 

~o.ya.n 

tamo.nn [tamo.nna.] 

rob. mOot [ i'ob.mo.] 

gufro.n 

ho.zro.t [~a.2ro.t J 

d. participles, 3~ 

mu?s if 

ma.w\'ud 

ma.xd'Om 

e. phrases, 3: 

b j'?a.ct?o.l 

muJ a.r? i 1 o.y h 0. 

bnr1 to.\'a.ln 

'September' 

'death' 

'condolence' 

'sorrow' 

'announcement, making known' 

'praying, hoping' 

'mercy' 

'forgiveness' 

'greatness, highness' 

'sorrowful, regretful' 

'promised, pre-determined' 

'served; here: related' 

'at a pre-destined time' 

'she who is pointed to' 

'His Almighty; God' 

3 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text, they are: 

wo.fntT k i rd 

bo.yo.n o.ko.y n 

t amo.no. o.k o.y n' 
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'she/he died' 

'we declare' 

'we pray, we wish to God' 



All these compounds are formed with the Kurdish verb 

ki rdi n "to make" as a second element. The first elements 

are wo.fo.t, bo.yo.n and tamo.na.. 

The three Arabic borrowed phrases are formed in the 

following way: 

l. b i ?a.d?a.1 

bi- "in" 

?o4?o.l "time; destiny" 
2. muJ a.r? i I o.y h a. 

muSa.lI- "pointed to" 

?i Io.y- "to" 

-he. "her" 

3. b o.lI-j t 0.1'0.1 a. 
bo.H [b o.H? J"creator" 

ta.l'o.l a. "ascending" 

TEXT NO.5, Editorial, 1925 

a _ound preposition 

a masculine singular noun 

participle 

allomorph of the Arabic 

preposition ?i 10. "to" 

botUld pronoun 

participle 

verbal noun 

This text contains 92 words; 42 are loanwords, all from 

Arabic except 2. The percentage of the loans is 45.65%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 5: 

Ii sCin 

~o.l [~0.1 ] (used twice) 

?imtiyo.~ 

maq§.art 
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'tongue' 

'condition, situation' 

'concession, permit' 

'intention, place aimed for' 



b. feminine singular nouns, 8: 

~ ukumo.t [~ukumo.] (used twice) 

c0QHdo. (used twice) 

milla.t [milia.] 

s i ya.so.t [s i YOsQJ 

suro.t [~uro.J 

t o.rd)umo. 

c. masculine plural nouns 

d. feminine plural nouns, 5: 

to.?mina.t 

qa.wo..nTn 

?owa.mi r 

d i ya.r 

e. verbal nouns, 10: 

?istid~~ [?istid~a.?] 

mu I k [mu I k] 

no.S r 

to.l ab [10.1 at! 
tifl [!iflJ 

fi tro.t [fi !~o.] 

daxl [daxl ] 

tOJ1wTm 

~o.ya.t 

b o.ya.n 

f. adjectives, 8: 

siya.si (used 3 times) 

yowmi 

Ia.zim 

?id?tima.n 

?i qt i Qo.dT 

naq~; 
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'government' 

'newspaper' 

'people, community' 

'politics' 

'picture' 

'translation' 

'famous men' 

'guarantees, deposits' 

'laws' 

'orders' 

'countries' 

'petition, application' 

'property' 

'pub lishing' 

'thing demanded, request' 

'child' 

'intuition, innate' 

'connection, relation' 

'calendar' 

'life' 

'declaration, announcement' 

'political' 

'daily' 

'necessary' 

'social' 

'economic, economical' 

'financial, cash payment' 



g. participle, 1: 

maSql;(1 

h. adverb, 1: 

?a.wwo.lo.n [ ?a.wwo.l o.n ] 

~. conjunction, 1: 

I 11k in 

j. non-Arabic words, 2: 

da.pozi t 

fotogro.f 

'reasonable, respectable' 

'firstly, initially' 

'but' 

'deposit' 

'photograph' 

3 hybrid compo\...\!nd verbs occur ~n this text; they are: 

?istidlOm dO. 

tOol ab a.k i rd 

b o.y o.n a.k a. 

"I applied" 

"it required" 

"it presents; it shows" 

The second element of the first compound is the past form 

of the Kurdish verb do.n "to give", the second and third 

are the past forms of the Kurdish verb kirdin "to make". 

The non-Arabic word fotoQrfif is borrowed via the Arabic 

language since the sound /9/ in the original language is 

changed into /9/. Had it been borrowed directly, the plosive 

would have been retained as Kurdish contains this phoneme. 

TEXT NO.6, Scientific Information, 1925 

This text contains 180 words, 88 are loanwords, all except two ().~c.. 

Arabic. The percentage of loanwords is 48.88%. The loans are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns, 11: 

vv-ma.rr L x 

dJa.dt 

sa.yy'O.r [sa.yya:r] (used twice) 

, 'i'a.yb 

'i'a.r ['i'a.r ] 

tasa.ww i r 
na.wS (used twice) 

xa.t [xa.!!] (used twice) 

b. feminine singular nouns, 8: 

?a.rz [~a.)t2] 

da.rrut?a. 

mahaJa.t [maha.rQ.] 

sa.n'i'a.t [~a.n'i'a.] 

~a.raka.t [~a.raka.] (used 3 times) 

taJ?ruba. 

c. feminine plural nouns, 12: 

?a.f 10k 

nud3um 

'Mars' 

'Jupiter' 

'planet 

, shame' 

'disgrace, insult' 

'imagination' 

'kind, sort' 

'line; here: orbit' 

'earth' 

'degree' 

'skill ' 

'trade, work; here: 
strange creation' 

'movement' 

'experiment, experience' 

'planets; stars' 

'stars' 

sa.yya.ra.t [sa.yya.rnt] (used 3 times) 'planets' 

d. 

h ukuma.t 

?a.la.t 

? a.d a.w1i. t 

l'a.d":)Ci.?i b 

?a.nwa.l 

h a.raka.t 

?a.d':)ram [?a.d ,ram l (used twice) 

saka.na.t 

verbal nouns, 35 : 

bahs [ba12 S J - (used twice) 

l'a.ql [ l'a.ql ] (used twice) 

ba,J a.r [ba.S a.r ] (used 3 times) 
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'governments' 

'machine" 

'tools' 

'strange things' 

'kinds, sorts' 

'movements' 

'celestial bodies' 

'stoppings' 

'discussing' 

'mind' 

'person, human being' 



e. 

t a.'i'ti f 

ki t~ 

'i'i 1m 

h a.z ra. t 

'i'i bCira.t 

ka.J f 

rasd 

?i d?11d 

'i'a.ma.1 

'i'a.dd 

hi kma.t 

fikr 

xusus 

t a.?yi d 

ta.s6.du f 

(used twice) 

[~a.Q ra.t ] 

['i'iba.ra.] 

(used twice) 

(used twice) 

(used twice) 

[~ikma.] 

ki tab [kitOb] 

"i sba.t [?i 8ba.t ] 

J u'i' I a. 

xusOf 

q uwwa.t [ 'luwwa.] 

adjectives, 7: 

liizi m 

ba.qTqT 

Ja.rH 

w i ~da.n i yya.t [w i ~da.n i 'fya.] 

da.?i mi 

ku Iii 

d,?uz?i 

f. participles, 7: 

so.n i 'i' 

'i' a.t i I ['i' 0.1 i I ] 

qu.sl r [q~i 1"] 

xo.ri q£'~ (used twice.} . 
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'definition, description' 

'book' 

'science' 

'title meaning highness' 

'amounting, consisting' 

'discovering, understanding' 

'observing, watching' 

'finding, building' 

'work' 

, counting' 

'wisdom' 

'thought' 

'specialness' 

'support' 

'happening by accident, 

incidentality' 

'book' 

'proof' 

'flame; light' 

'eclipse' 

'power, strength' 

'necessary' 

'real' 

'legitimate, conforming to 

religious practices' 

'pertaining to the oneness 

. of God' 

'continuous' 

'full, complete' 

'partial' 

'creator, maker' 

'idle; powerless' 
, sJ....,.!; ;... c"- ~,..b'~ , 

'extraordinary' 



mu'i'a.yya.n 

mU'la.ddos 

g. adverbs, 2: 

fa.wq 

?s o.sa.n 

h. phrases, 3: 

sa.7i ri hi 

b i I'i'aks 

b i 10. fos i I 

1. prepositions, 1: 

70s nn. [ ?a.8na.? ] 

j. non-Arabic loanwords, 2: 

?osta.rIOb 

qozmog ra.fya. 

'determined, fixed' 

'holy' 

'above; higher in order i 

'mainly, fundamentally' 

'the rest of it; the others' 

'on the contrary' 

'without interruption' 

'during' 

'astrolabe' 

'cosmography' 

9 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text; 8 of them 

have a form of the Kurdish verb kirdin as a second 

element. The ninth has a form of the Kurdish verb 

heno.n "to bring" as a second element. The compounds 

are: 

l. bobs k i rd in "to discuss" 

2. ta.'i'Hf ki rdi n "to define" 

3. ?T~Q.d k i rduwa. "has made, has formed" 

4. 'i'a.d akre "is regarded, is consulted" 

5. koJ f ki rdi n "to discover, to study" 

6. t~a.ww i ~ nCik ret "cannot be imagined" 

7. tJa.raka.t aka.n "they move" 

8. tosOduf akQ.t "it happens by accident" 

9. ba. 'i'ama.1 henrawa. "have been used" 
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The following three nouns occur in this teKt in the 

singular and ~n the plural forms: 

singular 

no.w? 

h o.ra.ka.t 

sa.yyo.r 

plural 

?a.nWQ\\ 

ha.ra.ka.t 

5 a.y y 0. r Cit 

The Arabic loanword for "book" is used twice; once it is 

written as kiteb which ~s the usual rendition of the word and 

once as kitQb which is the regular phonological shape of the 

word in Arabic. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The 3 borrowed phrases are formed as follows: 

bi I\'aks 

bi-

-1-

\'a.ks 

bi In. fn.s i I 

bi-

10. 

fCis i I 

s~i rihi 

sG.i'i r 

-i 

-hi 

"in, on, at" 

"the" 

"contrary" 

"with" 

"no" 

"thing that separate" 

"rest" 

"his" 
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bound preposition 

definite article 

verbal noun 

preposition 

negative particle 

participle 

participle 

genitive case ending 

possessive pronoun of 

the third person singular 

masculine. 



TEXT NO.7, News Item - Diplomacy, 1925 

This text contains 36 words,14 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 38.88%. The loans are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 2: 

7i 'i't i ro.f 'recognition; confession' 

wa.zTrmu fa.wwa.z[ wa.z i rmu fa.wwa.g] 'minis ter plenipotentiary' 

b. feminine singular nouns, 5: 

qa.t'i'lyya.t [qat'i'lyya.] 

hukuma.t [~ukuma.] 

c. verbal nouns, 4: 

tab liS 

ra.7is 

muwo.faqa.t [muwo.faqa.] 

Jik! [fikl ] 

d. adjectives, 1: 

do.7imT 

e. participles, 1: 

rnuwa.qqa.ta. 

f. adverb, 1: 

rnuwa.qqa.ta.n 

'finality' 

'government' 

'summon; telling' 

'head; chief' 

'agreement' 

'shape; form' 

'permanent, continuous' 

'provisional' 

'temporarily' 

3 hybrid compound verbs occurred in this text. All of 

them have the Kurdish verb kirdin as a second element. 

The compound verbs are: 

1. t oj) I i 9 i k i rd nhe informed him" 

2. muwo.faqa.tT ki rd "he agreed" 

3. 7i'i'tiro.f bike. "that he recognizes" 
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TEXT NO.8, Local News, 1925 

This text contains 20 words, 13 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 65%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 3: 

ma.d? lis 

to.H-in 

b. verbal nouns, 5: 

to.?d?il 

?i rCido. 

muddo.t [muddo.] 

?i lti bar-o.n 

c. adjectives, 2: 

ma.l i ki 

sani [8ani] 

d. participles, 3: 

(used twice) 
'meeting place, here: 

parliament' 

'name of a month' 

(used twice) 'postponement' 

'decree' 

'period, duration' 

'as from' 

'royal' 

'second' 

mablus [mablu8 ] (used twice) 'representative, delegate' 

sO.d i r ' issued' 

No hybrid compound verbs occurred in this text. 

TEXT NO.9, Editorial - philosophical, 1927 

This text contains 105 words, 57 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 54.28%. The loanwords are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns, 8 

to.tabbv.S 'succession' 

qanun (used 5 times) 'law' 

bTr [bi?r] 'well' 

maqa..I, 'article, essay' 

b. feminine singular nouns, 5: 

5 i lsi I a. ' chain' 

mi II00t [mi 1100](used 3 times) 'nation; people' 

?i st i qama.t [?i st i qamo. 

c. feminine plural nouns, 7: 

d. 

?a.da.b i yya.t 

\'uzw i yya.t [\' u2w i yya.t ] 

~ o.ywo.na.t 

nabo.ta.t 

? ClJJ'? n Q.s 

?o.nwo.\' 

za.wa.?id 

verbal nouns, 19:-

dunya. 

tadqT q 

ta.kfunu I (used twice) 

?i nq i ro..z [ ? i nq I ~o.9 ] 
sa.wq 

na.w~ 

cl?ins 

ta.wa.fuq 

?i zmi h 1a.1 [?i9mi~Ia.1 ] 

ma.wt 

h o.y?o.t [ho.y?o.] 

fa.q~ , 

lo.to.l a.t [\,0.10.10.J 
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'straightness; here: 
honesty' 

'literature; literary works' 

'organisms' 

'animals' 

'plants' 

'species, races' 

'kinds, sorts' 

'additio~s; extras' 

'world, universe' 

'careful studying' 

'integration' 

'extinction " 

'driving, compelling' 

'kind, sort' 

'species, race' 

'harmony' 

'de~e~ney~t;i" ~' 

'death' 

'organization; committee' 

'poverty' 

'idleness' 



ta.ra.f [!a.ra.f ] 

la.zm 

Sa.li 

d?idd 

d?uhd 

e. adjectives, 6: 

~a.ywo..ni yya. 

nabo..t i yya. 

fitri [fi!ri] 

za.1Tf [ QoSi f ] 

?aba.di 

?i ct\ti maS i yya. 

f. participles, 8: 

tab il 

mahkum 

mubta."1 a. 

mus t()..~,..,\ 

lOmi I 

mu?assir [mu?a.88ir] 

munaqqajJ 

mud?a.rra.d 

g. adverbs, 2: 

~a.yna.n 

da.?i ma.n 

h. phrases, 2:· 

I a. ya.t a.ga.yya.r 

bino..?a.n la.la.yhi 
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'side' 

'determination' 

'diligence' 

'hard work' 

'painstaking efforts' 

'pertaining to animals' 

'pertaining to plants' 

'instinctive' 

'weak' 

'eternal' 

'social' 

'follower' 

'controlled; imprisoned' 

'plighted' 

'deserving, worthy of' 

'factor; worker' 

'effective' 

'emandated; revised' 

'abstracted; free from 
additions' 

'in the same way' 

'always' 

'not changing' 

'on this basis; building 
on this' 



4 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text and all are 

with a form of the Kurdish verb k i rd in. They are: 

l. t adqT q b i kre' "that it be carefully studied' 

2. ta.tob u\' b i kre "that it be traced" 

3. sawql aka.t "it compels him" 

4. t awQ. f uC; nQ.kCi "it does not harmonize" 

The text includes a hybrid compound adjective made by 

adding the loanword \'a.zm to the Kurdish noun ka.r "work". 

The compound adj ective is 'ia.zf'l:lr-kCir "determined; one who 

has will-power". 

The two borrowed phrases are formed as follows: 

1. 1 Ci ya.t aga.y a.r 

10. 

ya.taga.ya.r 

2. binCi?a.n \'a.la.yhi 

"no" 

"it changes" 

negative particle 

verb in the present 

tense with the masculine 

third person singular 

b i na.?a.n 

\'a.la.y

-hi 

"building on; consequently" adverb 

"on" allomorph of qa.l~ preposition 

"him" bound pronoun 

TEXT NO. 10, Commentary, 1928 

This text contains 25 words, 12 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans in the text is 48%. The loan

words are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 4: 

ma.qi~J. 

I axs [fax~ ] 

?irtikOb 

(used twice) 
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'purpose, aim' 

'person' 

, comll'l itti" 3 \ 



b. verbal nouns, 4: 

~apS [b abs ] 

d?urm 
?il'dfun 

to.lo.f 

c. participle, 4: 

mahbus 

mahkum 

d. adverbs, 4: 

mOdo.m 

(used twice) 

'prison, imprisonment' 

'crime' 

'execution, death penalty' 

'destruction, ruin' 

'imprisoned' 

'convicted' 

'since, as long as' 

3 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text and all of 

them have a form of the Kurdish verb kirdin as their 

second element. They are: 

1. mabkum kirdin 

2. ?irtikob a.ko.t 

3 • t 0.1 a. fbi k re t 

"to i'mpri' son,'" " imprisonment 

"he connnits usually something 

wrong" 

"that he be destroyed" 

1 hybrid compound noun occurs ini the text. It is 

tla.pisxQno. "prison". The word ha.pis_ ha.ps is a loanword 

and -xo.no. "place, house" is a native bound morpheme. 

TEXT NO. 11, Political Speech, 1930 

The text contains 85 words, 41 are borrowed and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 48.23%. The loanwords are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns, 6 : 

qo.rQr [q o.rCir] 'decision' 

qonun 'law' 

ma.d', i"i 5 
'meeting place; house for 

gathering' 

mo./ i k 'king' 

7i n i rCif 'recognition' 

7i b t i d?5.d? 'protest' 

b. feminine singular nouns, 3: 

mnddo. (used 3 times) 'article in a treaty; clause' 

hukumo.t [~ukumo.](used twice) 'government' 

c. feminine plural nouns, 3: 

h uqUQ (used twice) 

mo.ta.ITb [ma.!a.ITb] 

d. verbal nouns, 15: 

nutq [nu!q] 

to.f rtf 
muzOh o.ro.t[ mudOho.ro.] (used 

- twice) 
qawm 

b o.rb [ tl o.rb ] 

fi r6"~t[ fur~o.] 

qTmo.t [qTm{J..] 

?i 5 t i fado. 

mu1Ohado. 

tosbit [to.9btt] 

to.ro.f [!o.ro.f] 

d?o./a./~t [d?o.lalo.] 

ra.7Ts 

t o.?yT d 

e. adjectives, 4: 

lumumT (used twice) 

lCiI i 

?osasT 
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'rights' 

'demands' 

'speech' 

'arrival, visit' 

'demonstration' 

'people; nation' 

'war' 

'opportunity' 

'value' 

'use; benefit' 

'treaty' 

'confirmation; establishment' 

'side; party to' 

'majesty' 

'head; chief' 

'approval; support' 

'general; public' 

'high, lofty' 

'essential, basic' 



f. 

g. 

h. 

participles, 3: 

mUhtaJom 'respected' 

mo.] i'u~ a. 'explained' 

mo.] i'Ulo. 'legitimate' 

adverbs, 2: 

?os no. [?0.9no.? ] 
' during, at a particular 

time J 

i'osma.n 'officially' 

phrases, 3: 

wo.l i land 'crown prince' 

mo.l 0.1 i' S(\. f 'regretfully; alas! ' 

l usbo.t u I ?uma.n 'league of nations' 

4 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text. The first 

one has the Kurdish verb hena.n "to bring" as its 

second element, the other three have the verb kirdin 

"to make". They are: 

t 0.1 i'if he na.n "to arrive" 

?isti fCidam6.n naki rd "we did not benefit fl 

tosbit k i rObu "had been fixed" 
?i s:t i ~a.fT pe k i ra.wo. "has been recognized" 

The borrowed phrases are three, two of them are compound 

nouns and one is a prepositional phrase. The compound nouns 

are formed as follows: 

1. wo.lH'and 

wo.lT 

S:and 

2. S:u~bo.tu I?uma.n 

"successor, coming after" masculine singular noun 

"time; era" masculine singular noun 

S:usbo.t _ S:usbo. "group, league" feminine singular noun 

Arabic nominative case ending 

definite article -1- "the" 

?umam "na t ions" masculine plural noun 
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The prepositional phrase malal?osaf is formed as follows: 

moSa "with" preposition 

-1- "the" allomorph of the definite 

article ?al-

"?~Sc .. f ". ,..e_ ~ ,...(. t " verbal noun 

TEXT NO. 12, Government Policy, 1930 

This text contains 41 words, 18 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 43.90%. The loanwords are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

masculine singular nouns, 4: 

?id?tima.l 

?T zoh [?T Qot! J 
?i tt i ba.l' 

luzu [luQu] 

feminine singular nouns, 3: 

siyasa.t [siyasa.] 

huk~ma.t [hukuma.] - -
mom 1 aka.t [moml aka.] 

feminine plural nouns, 1: 

ba.y6.na.t 

d. verbal nouns, 7: 

foxama.t [foxama.J 

wa.kT 1 

waqt, 

ba.yo.n 

na.zar[ naea.r ] 

wa.l'd 

cT;i sm 

e. adjectives, 1: 

muh i m 
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'a meeting' 

'explanation' 

'following, pursuing' 

'organ; member' 

'policy' 

'government' 

'kingdom; country' 

'declarations; circulars' 

'highness, eminence' 

'deputy' 

'time' 

'statement' 

'sight, seeing' 

'promise' 

'body' 

'important' 



f. participles,l: 

muJ a.rra.f 'honoured' 

g. phrase s, 1 : 

ra.?Tsu Iwuza.ro. [ra.?Tsu Iwuza.ro.?] 'prime minister' 

2 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text and both 

are formed with the Kurdish verb kirdin. They are: 

?izOh ki rdi n ? itt i b & k i rd i n 

The phrase, a compound noun, is ra.?tsulwuza.ra and 

it is formed as follows: 

ra.?is 

-u 

-1-

"chief, head" masculine singular noun 

the Arabic nominative case ending 

"the" allomorph of the Arabic 

definite article ?a.I-
- r ... -11 " .. " w u za.ra. C'.J"1.~""" J mlnls ter s masculine plural noun 

TEXT NO. 13, Law Bill, 1930 

This text contains 83 words, 45 are loanwords and all 

are Arabic. The percentage of loanwords is 54.21%. The 

borrowed words are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 10: 

qa.nun (used 3 times) 'law' 

ma.1Cif (used 5 times) 'salary' 

toJHn 'name of a month' 

t a.qo.l ud 'retirement' 

b. feminine singular nouns, 7: 

zo.rtba. [9a.rTbo.] (used 3 times) 'tax' 

ka." i ma. (used twice) 'word' 

mT za.n i yya. 'budget' 

?i krCimi yya. 'bonus gratuity' 
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c. feminine plural nouns, 10: 

ma.l'CifCit 

mux~~Q.t 

wCiri dCit 

xa.d a.mCit 

(used twice) 

(used 6 times) 

d. masculine plural nouns, 5: 

wuza.ra [wuzo.rQ?] 

muwa.zza.fin [muwa..9~a.fTn] 

must a.xda.mt n 

?a.l'yQn 

nuwwOb 

e. verbal nouns, 4: 

fumOI 

qa.yd 

(used 3 times) 

f. adjectives, 4: 

g. 

l' umumi yya. 

sQni [8Qni] 

da?i mT 

xu~O~iyya. 

participles, 4: 
mustatla.q 

IQ?i ba. 

muwCl.C!fqa.t 

zop i t [~ao i ! ] 
l'Omma. 

'salaries' 

'allowances' 

'incomes' 

'services' 

'ministers' 

'officials' 

'employees' 

'members of the High House, 
equivalent to House of Lords' 

'members of House of Commons' 

'inclusiveness' 

'recording; debiting' 

'general; covering the whole' 

'second' 

'permanent' 

'having a special character' 

'·j.t dwe:. to l:ic J 

'bill of law' 

'temporary' 

'military officer' 

'governing all; general' 

1 hybrid compound occurs in this text and it is formed 

with a form of the verb kirdin. The compound verb is 

qa.yd a.kre "it will be recorded". 
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TEXT NO. 14, Introduction - history, 1931 

This text contains 132 words, 40 are loanwords and all are 

borrowed from Arabic. The percentage of loans is 30.3%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 4: 

? i zh (ir [? i Q h (in 

maktab 

su?o..l 

?imlQ; [?imlo..?] 

b. feminine singular nouns, 6: 

tabTlo.t [!abTl'a.] 

mi IIa.t [mi IIa.J 

2a.yriyya.t [~a.yr-iyya.] 

ka.1 i ma. 

qa.wmi yya. 

da.ra.d3a. 

c. masculine plural nouns, 2: 

?a.f roo 
?a.l'~ao 

d. feminine plural nouns, 2: 

ka.1 i ma.t (used twice) 

e. verbal nouns, 20: 

xu 1 as a. [xu 1 ~a.J 

ta.r-Tx [ta.?rTx] (used twice) 

kiteb [kitao] (used twice) 

ta.lb Ir 
Ia.fz [ la.fQ] 

hiss -
y- y 

gurur 
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'showing; exhibiting' 

'school' 

'question' 

'dictation' 

'nature' 

'nation, people' 

'alienness; separateness' 

'word' 

'nationality' 

'degree' 

'individuals' 

'nerves' 

'words' 

'summary' 

'history' 

'book' 

'expression' 

'word; pronounced expression' 

'feeling' 

'vanity' 



f. 

g. 

h. 

f i rso.t [ fur~o.J 

~aqq (used twice) 

70s I [7~ I] 

qo.wm (used twice) 

waqt 

fikr 

zo.ru ro.t [ ~ o.ru ro. ] 

ta.dq Xq 

adjectives, 2: 

1umumT 

qawmT 

participles, 2: 

ma.cl?b u r 
d,Omi 10. 

adverb s, 2: 

7awwo.lo.n 

so..n i yo.n [e'O..n i yo.ll ] 

'opportunity' 

'right; justice' 

'origin' 

'nation, people' 

'time, period' 

'mind' 

'necessity' 

'careful study; scrutiny' 

'general, common' 

'national' 

'obliged, forced' 

'rallying' 

'firstly' 

'secondly' 

4 hybrid compound verbs occur in the text and all have 

the Kurdish verb kirdin as a second element. The 

compound verbs are: 

hiss ki rd "felt" -
ma.d ,b U r k i rd "obliged, forced" 

?i zho.r k i rd "showed" 

Su?CiI ki rd "asked" 

TEXT NO. 15, Protest, 1933 

This text contains 33 words, 5 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 15.33%. The loanwords are: 
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a. feminine s ingular nouns .... 1: 

mi 1 Io.t [mi Ilo.J 

b. masculine pI ural nouns, 1: 

zurra.'i' 

c. feminine pI ur al nouns, 1: 

muqo'ddosQt 

d. verbal nouns) 2: 

W O,t ClJ1 [W o'1o'n ] 

t ama.'i' [! amo''i' ] 

'nation, people' 

'farmers' 

'things holy' 

'homeland, one's country' 

'greed' 

1 hybrid compound noun occurs in this text. It is 

formed by adding the Kurdish element kCir "the person who" 

to the borrowed tama.'i', thus tamo..'i'ka.r "greedy person". 

TEXT NO. 16, Religion, 1933 

This text contains 137 words, 35 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 25.54%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 5: 

'Ii ~'t i ra.f 

din 

ma.zh o.r [mae h o.r J 

'i'Cilam 

?i 1011 

b. feminine singular nouns, 4: 

ro~ [ru~] 

m6.dda. 

za.H'a. [oO,rra.] 

(used twice) 
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'confession' 

, re 1 i 9 i on' 

'appearance, semblance' 

'world' 

'God' 

'soul, spirit' 

'substance' 

'atom' 



c. masculine plural nouns, 1: 

xal q [ xal q ] 

d. feminine plural noun, 1: 

e. verbal 'nouns, 22: 

dawr [dawr] (used twice) 

5 a.rOJ]. a. t [~a.rOl]. a. ] 

b a.yo.n 

<i'o.sr [<i'~r] (used twice) 

n i <i' ma. t [n i <i' ma. ] 

f a.y z [f a.y 9 ] 
<i'i no.ya.t [<i' i no.ya.] 

quwwa.t 

b i nO. [b i no.? ] 

f ara. f [f a.ra f ] 

sulh 

sa.l an 
xo.b a.r [xo.b a.rJ 

t a.rn Tm 

J i fo.. [f i fa.? ] (used twice) 

d)ism 

wo.xt [wa.qt ] 

?ibtido. [?ibtido.?] 

xi zma.t [xidma] 

f. adjective, 1: 

'?obo.dT 

g. participle, 1: 

'people' 

'astounding things' 

'era, epoch' 

'frankness' 

'declaration; statement', 

'century; time'

'blessing' 

'bounty' 

'divine' 

'power; strength' 

'building' 

'honour' 

'peace, agreement' 

'piety; righteousness' 

'news, tidings' 

, singing' 

'recovery' 

'body' 

'time' 

'beginning; start' 

'service, help' 

'eternal' 

'poet' 

3 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text, two of them 

with kirdin and one with dn.n "to give". The compounds are: 

?i<i'ti ro.fI ki rduwa. 

ta.rnTmyo.n kirduwa. 

x o.b a.ry (in d Ow a 
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"he has confessed" 

"they have sung them" 

"they have informed" 



TEXT NO. 17, News Item - Education, 1937 

This text contains 57 words, 25 are borrowed words. All the 

borrowed words except two are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 

43.5%. The borrowed words are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 3: 

?ustfu[]usto..o] (used twice) 

<LamTd 

h. feminine singular nouns, 4: 

wa.zo.ra.t [wo.za.ra.] 

kulliyya. 

! uga.t [I u~a.] (used twice) 

c. masculine plural nouns, 1: 

muda.rri sin 

d. feminine plural nouns, 7: 

ma.<LoJi f 

wo.za.?i f 

muda.rri so.t 

~uqu.q-, 

riya.ziyya.t [riy~iyyo.t J 

tabT<L i yya.t [!abT\ i yya.t ] 

e. verbal nouns, 2: 

ta.rix [ta.?rix] 

za.ra.<La.t [zi ra.<La.J 

f. participles, 4: 

mudira. 

muda.rri sa. 

muda.rri 5 

muta.wasita. [mutawa.si!a.] 
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'professor' 

'dean' 

'ministry' 

'college' 

'language' 

't'eachers of secondary 
schools' 

'plural of knowledge' 

'posts, jobs' 

'women teachers for 
secondary schools' 

'rights' 

'mathematics' 

'natural sciences' 

'history' 

'agriculture' 

'headmistress of a school' 

'woman teacher for a 
secondary school' 

'man teacher for a secondary 
school' 

'intermediate school' 



g. adjective, 1: 

sa.no.wT [eo.nawTJ 

h. phrase, 1: 

do.ru 1 ml' 0.1 1 i ma.t 

~. non-Arabic loans; 2: 

d?u~ra.f i yo. 

bo.yo IOJ' 

'secondary' 

'preparatory school for 
women teachers-' 

'geography' 

'biology' 

The loanwords include the masculine word mudo.rris 

"man teacher" and the feminine mudo.rri so. "woman teacher". 

It also includes the feminine word mudTro. "woman 

director; headmistress". 

The phrase d~rulmu~o.l limo.t is formed -in the following 

way: 

da.r "school, house" a feminine noun 

the nominative case ending in Arabic 

-1- allomorph of the Arabic definite article 

mul'o.llima.t "women teachers" a feminine plural noun 

TEf! NO. 18, Programme of Government, 1937 

This text contains 246 words, 141 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic except 6. The percentage of the loanwords is 57.31%. The 

loans are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 16: 

qa.nun 
ni fCiq 

fasOd 

?ixtisas 

?islOh 

(used twice) 

(used twice) 
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'law' 

'hypocrisy' 

'corruption' 

'specialization' 

'improvement, reform' 



na.za.r [n04 a.r ] 

7i tt i fa.q 

diwo.n 

7 i ~.za.r [7 i ~~ Cin 
d i fCil' 

(used twice) 'sight; seeing' 

'agreement' 

'department' 

'preparation' 

'defence' 

mustawo. 

71qtlsa.d 

xa.t [xa.!!] 

b. feminine singular nouns, 21: 

'level; standard' 

'economics' 

'line' 

wa.zo.ra.t [wa.zo.ra.] 'ministry' 

siyasa.t [siyasa.](used 5 times) 'policy' 

ma.mla.ka.t [ma.mla.ka.] 'country; kingdom' 

d?i ha.t [d,i ha.] 'side' 

wit!da.t [wi~da.] 

b i 1M 

wa.zTfa. [w04tfa.] 

ba.1 a.di yya. 

ra.fOh i yya.t [ra.fOh i yya.] 

ma'l i yya. 

mT zo.n i yya. 

l'a.dliyya. 

ta.qwiya. 

ro~ [Hj~] 

7a.mn i yya.t [7a.mn i yya.] 

qa.za.?lyya. [qa.<1o..7iyya.] 
" . . 

ta.rq' va. 

c. masculine plural nouns, 5: 

l' a.ma.1 a. 

muwa.zza.fTn [muw~~a.fT n] 

hukknm 

qui6.t [qu£!o..t] 
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'unity' 

'country' 

'job; occupation' 

'muni"cipality' 

'prosperity' 

'finance' 

'budget' 

'pertaining to justice' 

'strengthening; making 
more powerful' 

'spit-it; soul' 

'security, public peace' 

, judiciary' 

'promotion' 

'those who own or possess' 

'workers - both plural & singular. 
Derived from Arabic word 

tneaniDft'work! 

'officials' 

'j udges' 

'religious judges' 



d. feminine plural nouns, 22: 

l'umur (used twice) 

?ah killn 

?Q.dOb 

mu?assasn.t 

ta.?mTna.t 

?~a.l C 7~wo.l ] 

Surta. U ur!a.] 

taJki In.t (used twice) 

~uquq (used twice) 

?a.J yo. [?a.J yn.? ] 

?usul [?u~ul] 

mu~Qkamo.t 

l'uquba.t 
v _ 

rusum 

?as I iha. 

muwasa.lo.t 

noba.ta.t 

J u?un 

ma.l'a.ri f 

e. verbal nouns, 45: 

?i do.ra. [?i do.ra.] (used twice) 

soST (used twice) 

ta.tbTq [ta.!bTq] 

ra.fl' 

sihha.t [~i~~a.] (used twice) 

d,a.lb 

Sikl [Jikl] (used twice) 

~o.ps [~obs] 

quwwa.t [quwwa.] 

zyQ.d [zi yOda.] 

wisl'a.t [wisl'a.] 

?i ~Oda. (used twice) 

da.wla.t [da.w Ia.] (used twice) 
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'affairs' 

'provisions of the law' 

'morals' 

'establishments, institutions' 

'securities, means of 
protection' 

'conditions' 

'police; policemen' 

'organizations' 

'rights' 

'things; here: commodities' 

'procedure s ' 

'court trials' 

'punishments' 

'duties' 

'weapons' 

'communications' 

'plants' 

'affairs' 

'plural of knowledge' 

'administration' 

'working hard' 

'implementation, putting 
into effect' 

'casting away, lifting' 

'health' 

'bringing; introduction' 

'form, shape' 

'prisoner! 

'power' 

'addition' 

'spaciousness' 

'repetition' 

'state' 



qQrz [qQr~] 'loan, amount borrowed' 

taqli~ud 'retirement' 

taS'dT I 'amendment' 

wQZ~ [wa.::!~] 'condition, situadon' 

tQ?sTs 'setting up, establishing' 

zQrli~Qt [zi ~li~Q] (used twice) 'agriculture' 

~a.da.1 Qt [~a.da.1 Q] 'j ustice' 

?osOs 'foundation, basis' 

tQfttJ 'inspection' 

ta.dwTn 'recording' 

sulh [~ulb] 'peaceful agreement' 

~a.dl 'justice' 

tud)lirQt [tid?~rQ] 'commerce, trade' 

tQzyid 

kQfa.?Qt [kQfa.?Q] 

ci?QY S 

'increasing, making greater' 

'competence, ability' 

'army' 

r-Qf~ 

tQ~ lim 

ta.d?hTz 

'raising, heightening' 

(used 3 times) 'teaching; education' 

'supplying; equipping' 

XQtQr [XQ!Qr] 

fQYQZM [fQyaelin] 

tahsTn 

t a.d rTb 

f. adjectives" 18: 

xo.ri ci?i yYQ 

?~n·abi 

xo.ri ct:)i 

~umumT 

~umumi yyQ 

~OmmQ 

madQni 

~oskQrr 

tuct:)~rT [tid?a.rT] 

~MIT 
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, danger' 

'flood' 

'improving' 

'training' 

'external:ministry of 
foreign affairs' 

, tb 1"< I a'" . ' 
'f.)Lternal' 

'general' 

'widespread' 

'public' 

'civil' 

'pertaining to the 
military' 

'commercial' 

'j udicial ' 



qo..nDni 

d-,a.zo.? i yy 0.. 

~uquqiyyo.. 

mO.ddT 

(used twice) 'lawful, legal' 

'pertaining to criminals' 

'legal' 

maS no.wi 

<lad I i yyo.. 

g. participles, 6: 

h. 

mu~o.fo..zo.. [mu~o.faeo..J 

qa.lib [qa.lib] 

Io.?i ho.. 

ko.tib 

mu<lo..lllm 

phrase, 1: 

<l u~b o..t u I ?umo..m 

i. non-Arabic loanwords~ 6: 

(used 
twice) 

'material' 

'moral' 

, judiciary; judicial' 

'protecting' 

'frame' 

'b ill of law' 

'writer' 

'male teacher' 

'League of Nations' 

p r-ogram (borrowed via Arabic from 'progrannne' English) 

polis (borrowed from English) 'police' 

bodd-:so.. (borrowed from English) 'budget' 

odo.. (borrowed from Turkish) 'room' 

to.po (borrowed from Turkish) , office of· ownership 
records, deed office' 

S omo..n d 0.. f a.r (borrowed from French) 'train' 

5 hybrid compound verbs and hybrid compound nouns occur in 

this text. The compound verbs are: 

1. ~a.lb kirdin "to bring" 

2. zyCid b i k re "that it be increased" 

3. wi s<lo..tT bid rete "that it be enlarged" 

4. ro..f6hiyya.ti bidr-ete "that it be made prosperous" 

5. qa.rzi bo nQkre "that no borrowing be made 
for it" 
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Three of the above verbs, nos. 1, 2 and 5, are formed with 

kirdin. The other two are formed with do.n "to give". 

The hybrid compound nouns are: 

k i tebxa.na. "library; bookshop" and ya.kd3i ha.ti' "one-

sidedness". The former is made from the loanword kiteb 

"book" and the native word .. xa.no. "house". The latter is 

made of the Kurdish word ya.k "one" and the Arabic loan-

word d;)iha.t "side" and the final -i is the Kurdish 

nominal forming suffix. 

The non-Arabic loanwords are English, Turkish and Fren~h. 

The English words are pro~ra.m which is borrowed via Arabic 

since the [g]which does not exist in Arabic is changed 

-into [gJ. The word bodd3a.. English budget. is a phonological 

rei nterpretat Ion' The French word cheml n de fer I s rendered 

Jama.nda.fa.r In Kurdish. 

TEXT NO. 19, News Item, 1937 

This text contains 19 words, 8 are loanwords. The Arabic 

loans are 6. The percentage of loans is 42.1%. The borrowed 

words are: 

a. feminine singular nouns, 2: 

d-'-3a.mh uri yy o.t [d?a.mh uri yy a. ] 

da.xi Ii yyo. 

b. feminine plural nouns, 1: 

wi Ia.ya.t 
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'republic' 

'Home Office' 

'states; districts' 



c. ve rb al nouns, 2: 

ra.?Ts 'head, chief' 

woJ<.T I 'deputy' 

d. adjectives, 1 : 

Io./!-qi 'eastern' 

e. non-Arabic loanwords, 2: 

j stasyon (from French) 'station' 

I ama.nda.fClr (from French) 'train' 

TEXT NO. 20, Social News, 1937 

This text contains 31 words, 11 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 35.4%. The- loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

?usta.z [flA.sti t] 

b. feminine singular nouns, 1: 

rd]. [ru~ J 

c. masculine plural nouns, 2: 

?aho..lT 

ta.l aba. [!a.1 aba.J 

d. feminine plural nouns, 2: 

kaJ So.fa. (used twice) 
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'professor' 

'soul, spirit' 

'citizens, inhabitants' 

'students' 

'scouts' 



e· verbal nouns, 3: 

f a.r~ [f a.rill2 ] 

Sukur [Jukr] 

1 utf [ 1 u! t] 

f. participle, 1: 

mudaJri 5 

g. phrase, 1: 

do..ru Im'i'a.11 i min 

'merriment, joy' 

'thanking' 

'kindness' 

'male teacher' 

'institute for preparing 
male school teachers' 

The borrowed phrase d~rulmu'i'a.1 limTn is formed as follows: 

-u-

-1-

mu'i'o.llimin 

"house" 

Arabic nominative case ending 

allomorph of the Arabic definite article 

~'male teachers" a plural masculine 
noun 

TEXT NO 21, Separation of Powers - Legal, 1938 

This text contains 31 words, 19 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 61.2%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 2: 

ma.d-:) 1 i 5 v 

?i qti r~ 

b. feminine singular nouns, 6: 

'council' 

'proposal, suggestion' 

wa.zTta. [w0:9ifa.] 'job, occupation' 

quwwa.t (used 4 times) 'power' 

hukuma.t [~ukuma.] 'government' 
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c. masculine plural nouns, 

wuzo.ro. [wuzo.Fo.?] 

d. feminine plural nouns, 

~uqUq 

~a.Iill2iyya.t 

quwo. 

e. adjectives, 3: 

taJ rTl' i yya. 

?i d?ra.?i yya. 

l'ad Ii yya. 

f. verbal nouns, 4: 

l'i 1m 

?i da.ra. [?i da.ra.] 

fikl Oakl] 

ta.frrq 

TEXT NO. 22 

1 : 

3: 

'ministers' 

'rights' 

'authorities' 

'powers' 

'legislative' 

'executive' 

'j udicial' 

'science' 

'administration' 

'shape' 

'separation' 

This text contains 13 words, 4 are borrowed from Arabic. 

The percentage of loans is 30.7%. The folowing are the loanwords: 

a. participles, 4: 

muta.wassita. [mutowos'5ffa.] 

mUdTra. 

mul'a.llima. 

ma.l'IDm 

'intermediate school' 

'headmistress' 

'woman teacher' 

'known' 

1 hybrid compound verb occurs ln this text. It is 

ma.l'IDm ki ra. IIwas made known ll
• This compound has the 

Kurdish verb kirdin as its second element. 
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TEXT NO. 23, History, 1928 

This text contains 114 words, 49 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loanwords is 42.9%. The loanwords are: 

a. 

b. 

masculine singular nouns, 8: 

t uraqqi [taJaqqi J ' development' 

'i.'e.lom 'world' 

?iqtido.r [?i qt i da.r] , capability' 

?osas ' foundation, fou.."lding' 

t as o.dc.. ~cl 'plurality' 

?iq lim 'district' 

W o.t an [wo.!. o.n ] 'homeland' 

xo.l i cJ.:> 'gulf' 

feminine singular nouns, 10: 

dawlo.t [dawlo.J (used twice) 'country; state' 

mod ~n i yy o.t[ ma.do.n i yyo.J (t
US

:
d

) , civil ization ' Wl.ce 
mi Ilo.t [mi Ilo.J 'people, nation' 

mo.n·i fo.t [mo.'i.'f·i fa.J 

mom I ako.t [mom I ako.t J 

~o.ziro. 

?o.rz [?o.rd J ' 

(used 
twice) 

'knowledge' 

'country, kingdom' 

'island' 

'earth' 

c. masculine plural noun, 2: 

'i.' u I ome. ['i.' u I ome.? J 

d. feminine plural nouns, 5: 

?as a.r [?a.9a.r ] 

?o.t ra.f [?o.! ro.f J 

?e.1 i ha. 

?o.I yo. [?o.I ye.? ] 
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'scientists' 

'ruins' 

'sides' 

'Gods' 

'things; goods' 



e. verbal nouns, 18: 

qism 'part' 

f as I [f~ I] , chapter' 

J Qrq (used 3 times) 'east' 

ta.rix [ta.?f!-ix] 'history' 

fimo.l 'north' 

tQrQf [!QrQfJ 'side' 

nohr 'river' 

b i nO. [b i no.? ] 'building' 

libQ.dQt [libQ.dQ] 'praying' 

qawm 'people' 

bohr (used twice) 'sea' -
gQrb 'west' 

~unub 'south' 

ni hCiYQ 'end' 

J ubh 'semi; like' 

f. adjectives, 4: 

qa.dTm 'ancient, old' 

qa.dTmQ 'ancient, old - used 
feminine nouns' 

haqiqi 'real' 

?ohmQr 'red' 

g. prepositions, 1 : 

bQyn· 'between' 

h. phrases, 1: 

I ubh-T ~QzTrQ 'peninsula' 

1 hybrid compound verb occurs in this item. It is 

b i nQ ki rduwQ "has been made". The Kurdish verbal 

element kirduwQ is derived from ki rdin. 
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with 



TEXT NO. 24, Language and Grammar, 1928 

This text contains 173 words, 94 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loans is 54.34%. The borrowed words 

are: 

a. 

b. 

masculine singular nouns, 16: 

maktab 

sobab 

7imla. [7imla.7] 

maSna. 

na.wt' (used 4 times) 
-y zoml r [5!amTrJ " 

masdo.r -
ha.l [~a.1 ] 

?istiqbCiI 

wCi~ib 

feminine singular nouns, 9 : 

mi Ilo.t [mi 110.] 

ko.l imo. (used 5 times) 

qi~~o. 

sifo.t [.§ifo.] 

?ooa.t 

c. feminine plural nouns, 7: 

qa.wa.t'i d 

mo.t'a,ri f 

to.d rTsa.t 

maka.t i b 

maka.tTb 

?aqsOm (used twice) 
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'school' 

'reason' 

'dictation' 

'meaning' 

'kind, sort' 

'pronoun' 

'infinitive' 

'present; now' 

'future' 

'duty' 

'people, nation' 

'word' 

'story' 

'adjective' 

'article' 

'grammar; lit. rules' 

'things known; education' 

'teachings, tutoring' 

'schools' 

'letters' 

'parts' 



d. verbal nouns, 36: 

~'asr [l~n 

san 

sad [sarf J 

nahu 

wo.qt 

tciraf [!araf J 

baya.n 

had [~a.rf] 

(used twice) 

(used twice) 

[ ~ (used twice) 
h i ~o. hid ?~!JI 

Ia.fz [Iaf~] 

?i sm 

bahs [ba12eJ 

qism 

~am1 
to.qsTm 

?ami r [?amrJ 
fill 

e. adjectives, 8: 

?axir 

Ia.zim 

?awwa.l[ ?awwa.1 ] 

10m 

x~ 

basH, [b~i! J 

(used 8 times) 

(used twice) 

(used twice) 

(used 8 times) 

§ S (used 
axs i yya. [ ax~ i yya.J twice) 

f. participles, 18: 

muq a.dd i ma. 

mutrad (used 4 times) 

mul'okkab 

mutt as i I 

munfas i I 

ma.zT [m~TJ (used 3 times) 
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'era, epoch' 

'studying; working hard', 

'morphology' 

'syntax' 

'time' 

'side; party to' 

'discussion' 

'letter' 

, spelling' 

'pronunciation' 

'noun' 

'discussion; subject' 

'part; kind' 

'adding; plurals' 

'division' 

'order, connnand' 

'verb' 

'late, recent' 

'necessary' 

'first' 

'connnon, not special' 

'special, particular' 

'simple' 

'personal' 

'one or thing introducing' 

, singular' 

'compound 

'bound, not free' 

'free, not bound' 

'past; lit. something or 
someone gone by' 



mutQ~a.ddi 

mutoka.11 i m 

muxo.tob [muxo.!ob] 

go.?i b 

,Io.zim 

ma.1' I um 

ma.d")hu I 

'transitive' 

'speaker' 

'addressee' 

'one who is absent, here: 
the third person' 

'intransitive' 

'active voice in grammar' 

'passive in grammar' 

2 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text and both 

have the native verb kirdin as their second element. 

They are: 

s a.'i'i n a.k rOw a. "no effort has been made" 

ba.yo.n ki rdi n "to show; to clarify" 

TEXT NO. 25, Arithmetic, 1928 

This text contains 140 words, 69 are loanwords and all are 

Arabic. The percentage of loanwords is 49.28%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 10: 

hisOb (used twice) 'arithmetic' 

l' a.da.d (used 5 times) 'number' 

mi'sa.1 'example' 

maxr~ (used t.y/ice) 'denominator' 

b. feminine singular nouns, 5: 

ma.rtaba. 'category' 

qQ.'i' ida. 'rule' 

q i sma. 'division' 

s u ro.t [~Uro.J (used twice) 'numerator' 
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c. feminine plural nouns, 11: 

?a.xmo.s 

kusur (used 4 times) 

?Qlma.1 

?QJl ful 

1 QJ QrCit 

mi ?a.t 

?Qldful (used twice) 

d. verbal nouns, 16: 

kQS i r [t<1.l5~1 (used 5 times) 

li 1m 

tQl rTf 

~aml 

tQr~ C!Qr~ J (used twice) 

zQrb [.Q.Qrb J 

tnqsTm (used 3 times) 

mu I~QZQ [mu l~aeQJ 
-v muqQrQnQ 

e. adjectives, 14: 

sumin [euminJ 

xumsa.n 

SQIOsQ [eQIMQJ 

?QrboSQ 

luSH 
?i It i ya.dT 

sahTh (used 7 times) 

f. participles, 10: 

murabbaS 

mQt r'Oh 

hasi I [~~i I J 
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'fifths' 

'fractions' 

'skills in arithmetic' 

'units in arithmetic' 

'tens' 

'hundreds' 

'numbers' 

'fraction' 

'science' 

'definition' 

'addition' 

'substraction' 

'multiplication' 

'dividing' 

'notice' 

'comparison' 

'one-eighth' 

, two-fifths' 

'three' 

'four' 

'decimal' 

'common fraction' 

'whole (number) , 

'simple; here: lowest' 

'square' 

'substracted' 

'thing obtained' 



maqsum 'dividend' 

xaridJ (used twice) 'coming out' 

muzo.\'cLf [mu~o.'i'a.f ](used twice) 'doubled' 

muJt a.ra.k 

qObi I 

g. preposition, 1: 

ba.yn 

h. phrase, 2: 

ma.t Hih mi nhu 

?a.tt a.tri q ?i 10.1 'i' a.wami I
i I?a.wwa.liyya. 

'shared' 

'capable' 

'between' 

'minuend' 

'factoring' 

2 hybrid compound verbs occur in this text and both are 

formed with a form of kirdin. They are: 

taqsim kirdin "to divide" 

za.rb da.kre "it is multiplied" 

The borrowed word xumsQn is a dual form. 

TEXT NO. 26, Natural Science, 1929 

This text contains 45 words, 24 are loanwords: 6 are non

Arabic words and the rest are Arabic ... The percentage of loans is 

53.3%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 11: 

ha.wo. [ho...w Ii. 1J 
?ifti'i'CiI 

~~l [~~ I] (used twice) 

?imtiz~ 
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2.6.1 

b. feminine plural nouns, 4: 

d \.I fus 

?aJ Va. [?aJ y~? ] 

tabi 1 i yya.t 

?~sOm 

c. verbal nouns, 3: 

'lessons' 

'things; materials' 

'natural science' 

'bodies' 

musa.l'a.da. 

1 i bo.ra.t (used twice) 

'help' 

'consisting' 

d. non-Arabic loans, 6: 

?oksi~in 

h i dro~tn 

go.z 

(used twice) 

(used 3 times) 

'oxygen' 

'hydrogen' 

'gas' 

2 hybrid compound verbs occur ~n this text and both have 

the Kurdish verb kirdin as their second element. They 

are: 

?i S t i 10.1 a.kii 

has I a.ka. 

Statistical Results 

"it burns" 

"it produces" 

Below is a list of the number of words of each of the 

texts analysed in the preceding section together with the 

number of loanwords and their percentage~' 
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No. of No. of words in No. of Percentage of 

text the text loanwords loanwords 

1 51 18 3,".4.;q 

2 16 8 50% 

3 59 31 52.rn: 

4 26 16 61. 35% 

~ 92 42 45.65% 

6 180 88 48.88% 

7 36 14 38.88% 

8 20 13 65% 

9 105 57 54.28% 

10 25 12 48%' :. 

11 85 41 48.23% 

12 41 18 43.91% 

13 83 45 52.21% 

14 132 40 30.3% 

15 33 5 15.33% 

16 137 35 25.54% 

17 57 25 43.5% 

18 246 141 57.31% 

19 19 8 42.1% 

20 31 11 35.4% 

21 31 19 61. 2% 

22 13 4 30.7% 

23 114 49 42.9% 

24 173 94 54.34% 

25 140 69 49.28% 

26 45 24 53.3% 
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The total number of words of the texts is 1992 and the 

total number of loanwords is 926; the mean percentage of 

loanwords is 46 .. 48%. 

The loanwords used belong to var~ous categories of words: 

the following li~t gives the number of loanwords belonging to 

each category and their percentages in relation to the total 

number of the loanwords and in relation to the total number 

of words in the data of this chapter. 

PERCENTAGES IN RELATION TO 

CATEGORY OF WORD NO. OF WORDS 1. LOANWORDS 2. TOTAL NO. OF 
WORDS IN DATA 

1. Masculine Singular Nouns 136 14.68 6.82 

2. Feminine Singular Nouns 120 12.95 6.02 

3. Masculine Plural Nouns 25 2.69 1.25 

4. Feminine Plural Nouns 109 11. 77 5.47 

5. Verbal Nouns 302 32.61 15.16 

6. Adjectives 91 9.82 4.56 

7. Participles 84 9.07 4.21 

8. Adverbs 11 1.18 0.55 

9. Conj unctions 1 0.10 0.05 

10. Prepositions 2 0.21 0.10 

11. Phrases 20 2.15 1.00 

12. Non-Arabic Words 25 2.69 1.25 
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2.7 Analysis of Loanwords 

The words borrowed into the written Kurdish of the 

period under discussion are mainly Arabic in origin and 

they make 97.30% of the total loanwords, while the per

centage of ,non-Arabic loanwords is 2.70%. 

In this section each word class of the borrowed 

words is examined and discussed. 

1. Nouns 

The data include 390 nouns borrowed from Arabic; 

256 of them are singular and 134 are plural nouns 

both masculine and feminine. 

Among the borrowed feminine singular nouns, 39 

occurred with a final -Qt which is a precase ending 

in Arabic while 37 occurred with the usual' pre-pausal 

ending -Q (see texts 5, 6, 9, 14, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24 

and 25 for examples of such usage). It is quite 

possible that the nouns with -Qt are earlier borrowings 

than the others and they reflect an imperfect 

knowledge of the grammar of Arabic derived only from 

school texts and incompletely since Arabs do not usually 

use the feminine singular nouns with -Qt unless the case 

demands it. 

A number of the borrowed feminine singular nouns 

do not have any distinguishing feminine ending since they 
P-S 

are feminine by signification only such~ ~ "soul" and 

bi 100 "country" in texts nos. 16 and 18 respectively. 

The masculine singular nouns are 136 and they do 

not have any distinguishing gender ending, e.g. qQrQr 

"decision", 1 i sa.n "tongue", ?usta.z "professor" in 

texts nos. 1, 4 and 20 respectively. 
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4 

The borrowed Arabic plural nouns are 134 in 
~-.I. 

number/can be divided into two main categories: 

(i) feminine plural nouns, and (ii) masculine 

plural nouns. Each category is then divided into 
4 two kinds: sound plural and broken plural as shown 

in the diagram below: 

plural nouns 

~, 
... '~ 

~ 
feminine plural nouns masculine plural nouns 

sound feminine broken feminine 

plural plural 

I 

sound masculine 

plural 

broken 
masculine 

plural 

The different kinds of Arabic plural nouns occurring in 

the data are discussed below. 

Arab Grammarians regard all broken plurals as feminine of which 

some can also be used as masculine. I have divided the broken 

plurals into feminine and masculine Ln accordance with their 

common usage in the Arabic language. 
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l. 

2. 

a. Sound Feminine Plural Nouns 

These are the plural nouns that end with the 

Arabic plural morpheme -Qt. The data include 31 

such nouns. The following are examples of the 

Arabic sound feminine nouns used in text no. 6 only. 

sa.yyo.ra.t "planets" 

h ukuma.t "governments" 

?a.la.t "machines" 

?a.d a.wa.t "eq uipmen ts" 

h a.ra.ka.t "movements" 

Sound feminine plural nouns occurred in texts 

nos. 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21 and 24. 

b.. Broken Feminine Plural Nouns 

These nouns are formed from the singular by 

changing the stem of tlte singular nouns. More 

than sixty broken feminine plural nouns occur in 

the data of this chapter and the majority of them 

have the following four patterns: 

CuCuC the singular is ca.cc e.g. 

?usu 1 " ?05I text no. 1 

huquq " ha.qq text no. 17 
v -rusum " r.05m text no. 18 

?umur " ?omr text no. 18 

Ju?un " S a.?n text no. 18 

.durus " da.rs text no. 26 

?acCo..c the singular ~s CuCC e.g. 

?~rOm " d:,urm text no. 5 

?ahka.m " hukm text no. 18 

?a.xmCis " xums text no. 25 
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3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Ca.ca.? i C the singular is ca.ciCa. e.g. 

wo.za.?i f " wazifa. text no. 17 

loJO,?i r " 1 afT ra. text no. 3 

Ma.cQci C the singular u MoCCac e. g. 

ma.ta.1 i b " ma.t I al:> text no. 24 

makCi.t i b " maktal:> text no. 24 

Borrowed Arabic broken feminine plural nouns 

occurred in texts nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 16, 17, 18, 

20, 21, 23, 24, 25 and 26 of the data analysed in 

section 2.6. 

c. Sound Masculine Plural Nouns 

Only five Arabic sound masculine plural nouns 

occurred in the data and they all ended with the 

accusative/genitive bound pluralizing suffix -in. 

That is to say, none of them occurred with the 

nominative pluralizing·suffix -un. The following 

are the words borrowed, their meanings and the 

number of the text in which each occurred. 

ma.?mLirin "officials" text no. 

muwo.zza.fT n "public servants" text no. 

musto.xdamTn "employees" text no. 

muda.rri sTn "men secondary school teachers" text no. 

mula.1 Ii min "men primary school teachers" text no. 

d. Broken Masculine Plural Nouns 

I 

13 

13 

17 

20 

Nineteen Arabic.broken masculine plural nouns are 

used in the data of this chapter as loanwords. Only 

3 of them have the same pattern; the rest follow 

and 18 

different patterns. The 3 words are tUd"')d:;Ci.r "merchants", 

zurra.l "farmers", b.ukkam "judges"; they have the 

pattern CuCCQc and its singular is Ca.ciC. 
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Borrowed broken masculine plurals nouns occurred 

in texts nos. 3, 5, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21 and 23. 

It is significant to point out that a number of 

nouns are borrowed both in their singular and plural 

forms'. The data include 18 such nouns. The 

following are the nouns used: 

Singular form No. of text Plural No. of text Meaning of singular 

-v 3 wuza.ra. 13 "minister" WOoZI r 

h ukuma.t 5 ~ukumat 6 "government" 

sa.yya.r 6 5 a.yya.ra.t 6 "planet" 

na.wt' 6 1~woS 6 "kind, sort" 

h Ooraka. 6 h a.raka.t 6 "movement" 

sa.nt' a.t 6 sa.na.?i t' 16 "trade" 

qa.nun 9 - ... 5 "law" qa.wa.n I n 

meSaS 13 mOot'5.!at 13 "salary" 

kOolima. 13 ka.1 i ma.t 14 "word" 

ma.ktab 14 maka.t i b 24 "school" 

?i Ian 16 ?a.1 i he. 24 "God" 
"male secondary muda.rri 5 17 muda.rri 51 n 17 school teacher" 

muda.rri sa. 17 muda.rri sa.t 17 "female " " 
mut'a.1 lima. 22 mut' a. I Ii ma.t 17 

"woman primary 
teacher" 

re.?Ts 19 ru?osa. 3 "chief" 

quwwa.t 21 quwa. 21 "power" 

qi sm 

kosi r 

24 ?aqsQ.m 24 "division, 

25 kusur 25 "fraction" 

The use of these Arabic borrowed nouns in their singular 

and plural forms indicates that such words are fully 

assimilated into the Kurdish language since the Kurds 

can keep the different numbers apart and can pluralize 

them according to their various forms and kinds. The 

above list shows that 7 nouns are pluralized with -at 
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which means that they are sound feminine plurals, 

1 is pluralized by the addition of the sound 

masculine plural ending -Tn while the rest are 

pluralized according to 9 different patterns of 

the broken plural nouns. In other words, it 1S 

not only the words that are assimilated into the 

~rdish language, but the Arabic grammatical 

rules of forming the plural of these words have 

become 'institutionalized' in the language. 

Several nouns are borrowed in their masculine 

as well as in their feminine genders, i.e. the 

Arabic feminine gender suffix -a is used as a 

differentiating grammatical feature in such nouns 

although Kurdish does not have any distinguishing 

gender morpheme. The following are the borrowed 

nouns used in this way: 

1. mudarris (male secondary school teacher), but 

mudarrisa (female secondary school teacher), text 17 

2. ma\al lim (male primary school teacher), but 

mu\al lima (female primary school teacher), text 17 and 

3. mudira (headmistress, woman director), text 17 and 

this contrastsin gender with mudTr. 

It seems that Kurdish has, in this way, 

borrowed a gender distinguishing morpheme from 

Arabic which has become productive though its use 

is confined to borrowed nouns indicating professions 

and careers. 
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2. Verbal Nouns 

The data include 302 verbal nouns which are "abstract 

substantives that express action, passion or state indica

ted by the corresponding Veyt,s" (Wright, 1964, p .110) . 

Wright gives more than 30 different forms of such substantives 

that may be derived from the ground form of the ordinary 

Arabic triliteral verb. 

Like the nouns, the verbal nouns are borrowed without 

any case endings, and as substantives they are either 

feminine or masculine. The feminine have the ending -~ 

of which 30 occurred in the data. 

The majority of the masculine verbal nouns borrowed 

follow one of the following construction patterns: 

a. Ca.cC e. g. bolls l'a.ql ~aps ~~rb I~fz 

which occurred ~n texts nos. 6 and 10. 

b. CiCC e.g. flKr· ~ii<l l'i 1m 

in texts nos. 6, 7 and 21 respectively. 

c. CuCC e.g. nutq su Ih I ut f 

in texts nos. ll; 16 and 20 respectively. 

d. Ci CO:C e.g. l'i ~Ci? ki tab J i mO.l 

in texts nos. 2, 6 and 23 respectively. 

e. TGl.CCTC e.g. ta.qdTm t~?xTI' tab IT~ ta.dqTq 

in texts nos. i, 2, 7 and 14 respectively. 

The feminine verbal nouns borrowed are formed from the 

Arabic consonantal roots in accordance with the following 

patterns: 

a. CiCC~ e.g. fi t r~ nil'm~ s ihh~ 

in texts nos. 5, 16 and 18 respectively. 
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b. CuCCa. e.g. J ull a. quwwa. 

in texts nos. 6 and 16 respectively. 

c. C i COCa. e.g. wi ICido. ?irOdo. ?i da.ra. 

in texts nos. 1, 8 and 18 respectively. 

d. Ca.cQ.co. e.g. 1 o.tCi I a. faxfuno. 5 a.rOh a. 

1n texts nos. 9, 12 and 16 respectively. 

e. MuCQ.co.Co. e.g. muwCifaqo. muzOho.ro. musa.l ad a. 

in texts nos. 7, 11 and 26 respectively. 

The large number of verbal nouns borrowed into 

Kurdish has certainly increased the vocabulary stock of 

the language. They must also have helped the speakers 

of Kurdish to express certain abstract notions. Further

more, they have enormously increased the potential of 

forming hybrid compound verbs for it is possible to 

form such compounds by the addition of the Kurdish verbal 

element kirdin "make" to any item of the verbal nouns 

of patt.ern MuCa.Co.Co. and To.£cTc and also to the majority 

of pattern Co.CC, CiCC, CuCC. Thus it is possible to say: 

muzOh 1'0. k i rd in 

tagdim kirdin 

bo.ljs kirdin 

f i kr k i fd in 

su Ih ki rd in 

3. Participles 

"to demonstrate" 

"to offer" 

"to do research; to discuss" 

"to think, to contemplate" 

"to make peace" 

The number of participles that occurred in the data 

of this chapter is 84. The term participle here refers to: 

(i) nomina agenti _ or ,u~e~tive participles which are 

actually agents or actors, and 
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(ii) adjective participles. 

All participles are derived from the ground form of 

the Arabic triliteral verbs. Feminine participles have 

the femininizing suffixal morpheme -a. 

The number of agentive participles is 31 and they are 

formed in the following patterns: 

(i) Ca.c i C as in ha.zir 15.t i I lOmi I S5.<i'i r k5.t i b 

in texts nos. 3, 6, 9, 16, 18 respectively. 

(ii) MuCaCCi C as in d vv. mu arrls. mu\'all i m 

l.n texts nos. 17 and 18 respectively. 

The feminine of the above participles also occurred 

and the pattern is then C5.CiCa and. MuCa.CCiCa. , e.g. 

d?ami~a. and muda.rrisa. in texts nos. 14 and 17 respectively. 

The adjective participles· in the data are formed on 

the following patterns: 

a. MaCCuC as in ma.\'lum ma.lqul mqbbus mad,hul 

in texts nos. 1, 5, 10 and 24 respectively. 

b. MuCa.CCa.C as in muqadda.s muna.qqab, muS a.rra.f 

mura.bba.l in texts 6, 9, 12 and 25. 

c. MuCCa.Ca.C as in mull t a.ra.m . muS t a.ra.k 

in texts nos. 3 and 25. 

d. MuCCa.Ci C as in munfa.s i I muttO§i I 

in text no. 24. 

e. MuTOCOCCiC as in muta.ka.llim muta.wa.ss i t.(a.) 

in texts nos. 24 and 17.· 

The feminine of the adjective participle is formed by 

the addition of the feminine marker -a. 
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4. Adjectives 

The number of loan adjectives used in the data ~s 

91. Some of these are regular adjectives, i.e. 

adjectives by signification such as faxTm, ZQ\Tf, 

muhim,~ bosH, s0Th in texts nos. 5, 9, 12, and 25 

respectively. 

Others belong to the sub-class known as relative 

adjectives and are formed from nouns by the addition of 

the suffix -T or -TYYQ. These adjectives can also 

function as abstract nouns (Wright, 1975, p.165). The 

following are examples of such adjectives that occurred 

in the data: 

.7ia)tima\T, qawmi, madQni (in texts nqs. 5,18, 

18 respectively); and 7id?timn\TYYQ, xnrid)iYYQ, 

~uquqiYYQ (in texts nos. 9, 18, 18 respectively. 

5. Adverbs 

The adverbs that occurred in the data were 11. The 

following are examples of such adverbs: 

muwaqqa.ta.n. da.7imQn. rQ7sQn. 7awwQIQn. 

These occurred in texts nos. 7, 9, 11 and 14. 

6. Prepositions 

Only 2 prepositions are used on their own in relation 

to Kurdish phrases in the data. They are: 7asna. and 

bQyn in texts nos. 6 and 23 respectively. 

However, a further 6 prepositions ~n the borrowed 

Arabic phrases occurred. They are: 
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malo. "with",?i 10. "to", bi- "in", bi 10. "without", 

lo.l a. "on" and min "from". 

These occurred in texts nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 25. 

7. Phrases 

The number of borrowed Arabic phrases that occurred 

~n the data is 20, two of which are used twice. The 

borrowed phrases can be divided into: 

(i) prepositional phrases, such as: 

(a) mal 0.1 ?os o.f "with regret" 

(b) bi?~o.l "at a pre-destined time" 

(c) b i Ileks "on the contrary" 

(d) bi Ia.fosi I "without interruption" 

These prepositional phrases occurred in texts nos. 2, 4 

and 6 respectively and each of them was analysed morpho

logically in section 2.6 • 

(ii) nominal phrases like: 

(a) mumo..?i I o.yh i m "the one pointed to" 

(b) muJo..r? i Io.yha. "the one indicated" 

(c) so.?i rihi "the rest of it" 

(d) matt ruhm i nh u '-'that deducted from it" 

These occurred in texts no. 3, 4, 6 and 25 respectively. 

(iii) phrases that are endocentrically constructed, i.e. 

noun phrases formed of tw~ nouns, e.g. 

(a) 1u§ba.iL\l?umaro 

(b) wa.ITlahd 

(c) da.rulmula.llimin 

"League of Nations" 

"Crown Prince" 

"Male preparatory school" 

9 phrases of this kind occur in the data. 
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The phrase Ia.yo.t~o.yyo.r "does not change" which 

occurred in- text no. 9 is the only one where a verb is 

used. Morphologically, this phrase can be analysed as 

follows: 

1·0. 

y o.t Cl.Qo.yy o.r 

negative particle meaning "no" 

"it changes" where yo. ~s the 

third person masculine singular 

subject pronoun. 

However, the whole phrase is used in the data as 

one vocabulary item to which the Kurdish copular suffix 

-in of the third person plural is added. In fact the 

Arabic phrase is treated as an adjective and the meaning 

has come to be "they are unchangeable". 

The borrowed phrases in (ij) above include 3 different 

Arabic pronominal suffixes of the accusative case. They are: 

-h i m "them" 

-ho. "her" 

-hu "him" 

-hi "him" 

The last two pronouns are allomorphs of the third person 

singular morpheme. 

2.8 Phonological Modification of Loanwords 

The phonological system of Kurdish differs from that of 

Arabic (see 2.5 P • .21(.of this work). Consequently, some 
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of the loanwords introduced from Arabic underwent certain 

sound changes to make them conform to the sound system 

of the receiving language, Kurdish. Sound modifications 

occurred either because Kurdish does not, in its phonolo

gical system, h,ave particular sounds the loanwords 

contained or because of limitations in the sequential 

syntagmatic relations of sounds in the language. 

The data investigated shows that the main modifi

cation in the sounds of the loans occurred in (i) 

the manner of articulation of some sounds, and (ii) 

the point of articulation of some others. In this 

section the actual instances of changes are discussed. 

(i) Changes in Manner of Articulation: 

(a) k '> t The pharyngealized (emphatic) voiceless 

dental stop of Arabic became voiceless 

dental stop whereve~ it occurred in the 

loanwords. 

Thus the Arabic words il,bbi, qiillQ., debit which 

occurred in texts nos. 1, 3 and 13 respectively 

were realized as tubbi, qitlln and zObit. 

The data contained 26 borrowed words where Iii 

was changed into It/. 

(b) s ') s -
The pharyngealized (emphatic) voiceless 

alveolar fricative became a voiceless 

alveolar fricative in the majority of 

the borrowed words containing this sound. 

In the other words, however, the velarized 

sound is retained. The data includes 

24 loanwords that contained this sound; 

only 14 have changed into lsi. 
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The reason for the change is that the 

velarized variety occurs with a very low 

functional load in Kurdish; only 3 Kurdish 

words have this sound. 

Some of the words in which this change 

occurred are: 

§ u ro., I axs, xulaao., §it!t!o., 5 i fo. which 

occurred in texts nos. 5, 10, 14, 18 and 24 

and were changed into: 

sUro.t, I axs , xu I Os 0., sihho.tand sifo.t. _._-

The following are examples of some of the 

words which retained the pharyngealized sounds: 

ta.qsir, ?iqti~Q.d ,?~l, fa.sl and these 

occurred in texts nos. 2, 5, 14 and 23 respectively. 

The borrowed word qi~~o. in text no. 24 -
retained its double pharyngealized /~/ possibly 

because the change might produce homophony and 

therefore confusion with the native word qiso. 

"talk, speak". 

The retention of the /~I sound in the borrowed 

wor.ds has greatly increased the functional load of 

this phoneme. 

(c) r > r The trilled Arabic I~I was occasionally 

realized as a flap /r/ medially and finally. 

Kurdish has both a trilled and a flapped /r/. 

The flap never occurs initially nor does it 

occur next to backed and more open vowel 

allophones which) In Arabic, normally come next to 
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(d) 

pharyngealized consonants. The following are 

examples of trilled Arabic rls realized as 

flaps: 

qa.r,a.r ? i nt i da.r ta.yya.ra. had ra.t ha.rb wa.zn.ra. 

which occurred.in texts nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 11 and 18 

and were realized as ga.ra.r, ?intizar, ta.yya.ra., 

ba.zra.t, bo.rb, wa.zara.t. 

>1 The clear lateral sound /1/ in Arabic 

loanwords was occasionally realized as a 

velarized (dark) /1/. 

Both Kurdish and Arabic have clear and 

dark laterals as separate phonemes; however, 

the dark variety in classical Arabic occurs 

in only one word, namely ?0.1J5h "Cod", 

whereas in Kurdish it occurs medially and 

finally and has a.high functional load. 

The following are examples in which 

the clear lateral is realized as a dark 

lateral in Arabic loans: 

to.lab and mulk, l'a.ql, Si kl, ?~l, f~l, 

which occurred in texts nos. 5, 6, 7, 14 and 

23. It seems that the change from clear to 

dark lateral occurs when the lateral is 

preceded or followed by a sound which is 

velar, uvular or pharyngeal such as k, q, ~ 

or a sound which is pharyngealized as in 

to.lab above. 
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(ii) Change in Point of Articulation 

Under this heading, retraction to a Kurdish 

position ~s noticed in three sounds. 

(a) e ') s 

(b) 0 '>' z 

(c) Q"> z 

The interdental voiceless fricative 

becomes voiceless alveolar fricative 

wherever it occurred in Arabic loans, e.g. 

b atl a, ea.n i, ntea:r, which occurred in 

texts nos. 6, 8 and 23 were realised as 

bobs, sa.ni and ?asa.r. 

Voiced interdental fricative became 

voiced alveolar fricative in the borrowed 

words, e.g. ?iltioa.r, oQrrQ ,and ?ustao 

in texts nos. 2, 10 and 17 became 

?i)t i za.r, zQrra. and ?us ta.z. 

The pharytlgealized voiced dental 

fricative became voiced alveolar fricative 

wherever it occurred in the borrowed words, 

e.g. tla,grr, Q0.riba., Ia.fd in texts nos. 
= 

3, 13 and 14 became Qazi r, zQribQ Arid IQfz. 

Other phonological changes that occurred were: 

(a) Elision of word-final glottaL stop. This change 

occurred 'only when the glottal stop was preceded by a 

long open front vowel /0./. Twelve words with final 

-a.? occurred in the data and all changed to -a., e.g. 

ru?asa.?, ?istidlCi.?, wuza.rQ? and ?imIQ? in 

texts nos. 3, 5, 13 and 15 became 

ru?asQ., ?istidS'o' wuzQro, ?imlo.· 

(b) Several phonological changes occurred within single 

words, e.g. 
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t u'5d3cU)!' 

ki tUb 

became tU<5Cir in text no. 3. 

became kiteb (also kitOb) in text no. 6. 

fGh and wa.qt became roh and waxt in text no. 16. 

All these words except the first are probably 

early borrowings; but the reduction of the geminate 

cluster dJd) in tlJd-?~o.r to one consonant could 

be explained by the fact that no such geminate cluster 

exists in Kurdish. 

2.9 Effect of Loanwords on Kurdish 

The extensive borrowings from Arabic tell a story of 

long contact between Arabs and Kurds and reflect the 

tremendous influence of Arabic culture on Kurdish culture 

and thought. Linguistically, the borrowed words affected 

the Kurdish language (a) phonologically, (b) morphologically 

and (c) lexically. Culturally, the loanwords reflect 

influence in the fields of religion, administration, law, 

education, ecnomics, etc. 

In this section an attempt will be made to examine 

and identify the .cultural influences from Arabic that are 

reflected in the loanwords and the linguistic influence 

that follows. 

2.9.1 Phonological Effect 

The data investigated show the following influence 

on the phonological system of the Kurdish language: 

(a) the loanwords have introduced the glottal stop in 

word medial and final positions, whereas this sound 

occurs only initially in Kurdish words (Mackenzie, 

1961, p.4 and McCarus, 1957, p.139), e.g. 
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in text no. 2 

in text no. 3 

(b) the loanwords have introduced a change in the 

functional load of the velarized alveolar fricative 

/~/ which occurs in only three words in Kurdish 

(Mackenzie, 1961, p.4; and McCarns, 1957, p.139). 

(c) twelve consonant geminates are introduced with 

the loanwords of the data. In Kurdish only five 

geminates occur. They are: I I; ii; mm; nn; and vv. 

Mackenzie (1961, p.16) gives only these five 

geminates, whereas McCarns says that "all types of 

consonant except affricates occur in geminate 

clusters" (1957, p.29). However, the examples he 

quotes to substantiate his claim are all loanwords 

of Arabic origin. 

The following are the geminate groups introduced 

through Arabic loans and the number of the texts in which 

they occurred: 

l. tt as in muttas i I (text no. 24) 

2. bb as in murabba.l (text no. 25) 

3. dd as in muqoddas (text no. 5) 

4. ss as ~n mu?ass i r (text no. 9) 

5. ss as in qi~~a. (text no. 24) 

6. zz as in muwa.zza.tT n (text no. 13) 

7. ww as in ?awwa.la.n (text no. 5) 
" 

8. y" as in ta.na.ra. (text no. 3) 

9. kk as in murakkob (text no. 24) 

10. qq as in muw<lqga.ta. (text no. 7) 

11. hh as in s i ~~a.t (text no. 18) 

12. rr as in mUda.rri s (text no. 17) 

The percentage of increase in the geminate groups under the 

influence of Arabic loans is 240% since only five geminate 

groups occur in native Kurdish words. 

" 8~ " 



2.9.2. Morphological Effect 

The exten$iVe borrowings from Arabic have introduced 

certain changes in the morphological system of the 

Kurdish language. The changes are mainly limited to the 

introduction of some grammatical categories (affixes). 

The data investigated show the following changes: 

(a) Arabic pluralizing morphemes which can be divided 

as follows: 

(i) the Arabic sound masculine pluralizing 

morpheme -Tn as in mo.?mur + in "government 

officials" (see p. 75" for more examples); 

(ii) the Arabic sound feminine plural morpheme 

-lit as in muqaddas + lit "holy things" 

(see p.74- for more examples); and 

(iii) nine different patterns of the broken 

plural, as in qawo.n Tn "laws" (see p. 74 

for more information about this kind of 

plural). 

(b) The Arabic femininizing morpheme -a.. This is 

used in several words in the data to differentiate 

between male and female workers. The use of this 

morpheme in Kurdish is restricted to nouns denoting 
. ('." t h "( occupat10n, e. g. mUlo.l II m + a. woman eac er see 

p.77 for more examples of the use of this morpheme). 

(c) Various grammatical patterns of forming verbal 

nouns and participles from the base forms of 

Arabic verbs (see p. 7~ y. for the various 

grammatical patterns introduced into Kurdish). 
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(d) The Arabic adjectival suffixes -j and -Tyya. as in 

h ugugi and h ugugTyya. (see p. 81 for further examples). 

(e) The adverb forming morpheme ~, e.g. ?awwnlno 

"firstly", (see. p. 81 for further examples) • 

2.9.3 Lexical Effect 

9 a.t ra. 

d3uz? 

baSz 

The lists on pages 70 and 71 show that the per

centage of loanwords used in the data is 46.48%. 

Loanwords from Arabic ~~the great majority (see list 

on p. 71 for more information). 

An examination of the majority of the items 

borrowed from Arabic shows that they can be clustered 

into several groups each of which serves a certain 

socio-cultural aspect. This indicates that these 

items are not borrowed haphazardly, but are rather 

borrowed to fulfill some cultural functions which 

the Kurdish language h~d not until then had to 

fulfil. The concepts these lexical items introduced 

are new; the words came with people who introduced 

the concepts. However, there are many loanwords in 

the data that are common everyday words for which 

Kurdish words exist, e.g. 

"drop'" 

"part" 

"s.ome" 

wi 1Q.da. 

ta.?xi r 

wa.fa.t 

"birth" "womb" 

ma.Jan T r" famous men" 

?a.wwa.1 a.n "firstly" 
.!.il.l 
lakin 

"delay" 

"death" 

"child" 

"but" 

Lohm 
ri <50. 
Ii sa.n 

ya.wmT 

na.w'l 

"request" 

"tongue" 

"daily" 

"kind, sort" 

"flame" "stars" 

q uwwa.t "power" 

ku I IT "complete" 

sa.n T "second" 

J a.xs "person" 

su?a.1 "question" 

c:J--;,a.lb "bringing" 

?nrz "earth" 

?i f t i 'l0.1 "burning" 

'la.dd "counting" 

ICizim "necessary" 

2 a.n i 'l "make r" 

ma.wt "death" 

'leUi 

?i 1M 

fa.ya.za.n 

qa.dTm 

"high" 

"God" 

"flood il 

"old" 

f u'l Ia. 

!laqTqT 

fa.wq 

zaS i f 

"real" 

"above" 

"weak " 

'l i ~t i mas' "meeting" 

d-oism "body" 

tab.sin "improving" 

?ab.ma.r "red" 

?ib.ti raq"burning; combustion" 
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It is quite inconceivable that Kurdish did not 

contain words for 'birth' and 'death', or for 'one' 

and 'two'; or for 'red', 'old', etc. 

The reasons for borrowing such common words is 

perhaps the writers of these earliest days (i) 

desired to interlnrd their writings with as many 

Arabic words as possible to show that they are well

educated, (ii) believed that the Arabic words carried 

more meaning than their Kurdish equivalents, and (iii) 

thought that words like roam, wafQi, mawt, ~nni), 

?i laD are more proper in talking about wombs, death, 

creator and God than the common Kurdish words. 

The borrowed words that introduced new ~oncepts 

can be grouped under the following socio-cultural areas 

of influence: 

(i) religion, 

(ii) government and administration, 

(iii) law and its organization, 

(iv) education, and 

(v) army. 

(i) Religion 

The following words are bQrrowed from Arabic 

under the influence of the various concepts of 

Islam and its principles: 

salam (3) 5 'peace' ; rabma (4) 'mercy'; 

gufra.n (4) 'forgiveness'; bnH? and ba.rTtaSa.i'a. (4) 

'God Almighty' ; maw)ud (4) 'pre-destined, promised', 

5 Numbers given next to the borrowed items refer to the 

number of the text in which the word appeared in 

appendix I. 
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?~Q' (4) 'destiny'; bQ{Qr (5) 'human being'; 

muqa.ddas (6) 'holy, sacred'; l'a.zamo. (6) 'greatness'; 

s~nil' (6) 'creator'; ! a.rl' i (6)' conforming to 

religious laws'; muqa.ddOsQt (15) 'sacred things'; 

? i 1 0Jl . (16) , Go d' ; vroh _ (16) , .. 1 ' _ SPlrl.t, sou ; 

l'~a.?i b (16) 'miracles'; fa.yz (16) 'bounty'; 

n i l'ma. (16) 'blessing' ; dTn (16) 'religion'; 

Vv 
za.rro. (16) 'atom' ; l'i na.ya. (16) 'providence' ; 

nifaq (18) 'hypocrisy' ; fos'O.d (18) , corrupt ion' ; 

lutf (20) 'kindness in relation to God' ; 

S ukur (20) 'thankfulness' ; 70.1 i ha. (23) 'Gods' . 

(ii) Government and Administration. 

The following words.were borrowed into Kurdish 

ln this particular area: 

ha.y?o. (1) 'connnittee'; ru7as~ (3) 'chief heads'; 

!a.]a.7ir (3) 'tribes'; Qukuma. (4) 'government'; 

siyCiso. (4) 'politics'; ta.?mTn~t (5) 'deposits, 

securities"; 70wami r (5) 'orders; 7iqti~Q.dj" (5) 

'economical' ; h ukuma.t 
r 

(5) .. 'governments~; siyasl 

(5) 'political'; nOLjdi (5) 'cash'; wa.zT rmufowwa.z 

(7) 'minister plenipotentiary'; 7i l't i ra.f (7) 

'recognition'; ~o.7ls (7) 'leader' ; muw~foqo. (7) 

'approval'; mad; lis (8) 'council '; ma.bl'us (8) 

'delegates'; ?ibti~U~ (11) 'protest'; oao.l~lo. 

(11) 'majesty'; ma.l ik (ll) 'king'; 
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ma.ta.lTb (11) 'demands'; mu\'Cfrla.da. (ll) 'treaty'; 

?id;otimaS (12) "meeting'; \'uzu (12) 'member'; 

foxama. (12) 'highness, greatness'; mamlaka. (12) 

'kingdom'; ba.ya.na.t (12) 'declarations'; ?TzOJ::!. 

(12) 'explanation'; mTzo.niyya. (13) 'budget'; 

ma.\'a.! (13) 'salary'; ma.\'a.!a.t (13) 'salaries'; 

mux~~a.t (13) 'allowances'; ta.qa.?ud (13) 

'retirement'; xadarnut (13) 'services'; wuza.ra. 

'ministers'; muwazza.f1n (13) 'officials'; 

mustoxdamTn (13) 'employees'; ?a.\'yCln (13) 'peers'; 

muwwOP (13) 'members of parliament; delegates'; 

?a.frUd (14) 'individuals'; wa.za.ra. (17) 'ministry'; 

ba.la.diyya. (18) 'municipality'; diwo.n (18) 'main 

office'; mu?a.ssa.sa.t (18) 'establishments' ; 

xa.ri~iyya. (18) 'ministry of external affairs'; 

mada.ni (18) 'modern, civil'; tu~a.ri (18) 

'commercial'; ful"ta. (18) 'police'; bi ICid (18) 'country'. 

(iii) Law and Legal Organization. 

The' following are the loans related to this aspect 

of life: 

_qa.ra.r (1) 'decision'; qawa.nTn (5) 'laws'; 

?imtiya.z (5) 'priviledge'; ?istid\'Q. (5) 'summon'; 

toblig (7) 'note of information from court'; 

go.nun (9) 'law'; matlbUs (10) 'imprisoned'; 

~ (10) 'imprisonment' ; ~urm (10) 'crime' ; 
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?i\'dfun (10) 'death sentence'; ?irtikOb (10) 

'connnitting a crime'; huquq (11) 'rights'; 

moJru\'a. (11) 'legal, lawful'; 
- . ( 

I a.? I b.0{13) law bil1' ; 

~ul~. (16) 'peace'; mab.kum (17) 'convicted'; 

·qa.nuni (18) 'legal'; \'a.dl (18) 'justice'; 

?aQkfun (18) 'provisions of the law'; mub.Okamat 

(18) 'trials'; tlukknm (18) 'judges'; \'uquba.t 

(18) 'punishments'; ta.dwin (18) 'law recordings'; 

quzat (18) 'religious judges'; qa.za?iyya. (18) 

'pertaining to the legal system'; ka.tib-i ?a.dl (18) 

'notary public'; taJri\,iyya. (21) 'legislative'. 

(iv) Education. 

A large number of words related to education and 

its organization, to school subjects and their 

terminology and to concepts related to schools have 

been borrowed from Arabic. The following occurred 

in the data: 

nu~um (16) 'stars'; sa.yyar (6) 'planet'; 

'(~rOm (6) 'celestial bodies'; ?a.f 10k (6) 

'orbits'; ma.rrTx (6) 'Mars.'; d3a.di (6) 'Jupiter'; 

ma.qal (9) 'essay'; ?0d:5nOs (9) 'species'; 

b.a.ywooa.t (9) 'animals' ; nob at at (9) 'plants' ; 

\'uzwiyya.t (9) 'organisms'; taHx (14) 'history'; 

ma.ktob (14) 'school'; kulliyya. (17) 'col1ege'; 

mutawasita. (17) 'intermediate school'; 
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so.nawt (17) 'secondary school'; mo.\'Q.ri f (17) 

'education'; 'i'amTd (17) 'dean of college'; 

mudo.rris (17) 'male secondary; school teacher'; 

mudo.rrisso. (17) 'female secondary school teacher'; 

?usta.z· (17) 'lecturer, professor'; mudira. (17) 

'headmistress, female director'; taPT'i'iyyQt (17) 

'natural sciences'; mu\'o.llimat (17) 'women 

primary school teachers'; to£ ITm (18) . 'teaching'; 

ta.l aba. (20) 'students' ; ma.\' ri fa.t (23) 'knowledge'; 

ta.M·iso.t (24) 'teachings'; maJ<.QtTb (24) 'letters'; 

?aJyQ (26) 'preliminaries of science'. 

The following words have been borrowed under the 

influence of language and grammar: 

?imlQ (14) 'dictation i ; Ia.fz (14) 'word or 

item pronounced'; ko.l i mo.t (14) 'words'; l..Y.sQ.. 

(17) 'language' ; ta.rd-;,umo. (18) 'translation' ; 

giii.o. (24) 

gawaS i d (24) 

'story'; maSnQ (24) 'meaning'; 

'grammar'; ~ahu (24) 'syntax'; 

sa.rf (24) 'derivation, morphology'; ?ism (24) 

'noun';. ~I (24) 'verb'; go.rf (24) 'particle, 

letter'; ha.l (24) 'present'; ?istigbD.1 (24) 

'future'; ?omr (24) 'imperative'; ma.\'IYm (24) 

'active'; m~hul (24) 'passive'; mutaSa.dT (24) 

'transitive' ; lfu i m (24) 'intransitive' ; 

mutaJ<.a.1 lim (24) 'first person, addresser'; 
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muxa.tab (24) 'addressed'; mutra.d (24) 'singular'; 

~'i' (24) 'plural'; zOInTr (24) 'pronoun' ; 

munfas i I (24) 'not bound'; muttas i I (24) 'bound'; 

mi sQ.1 (25) 'example'. 

The words below have been borrowed under the 

influence of the teaching of mathematic subjects: 

riyfu:iyya.t (17) 'mathematics'; tlisOb (25) 

'arithmetic'; 'i'Qda.d (25) 'number'; 

'units'; 'i'o.Jo.ra.t (25) 'tens'; mi?a.t 

?Ob.Q.d 

(25) 

'hundreds'; mo.rtaba. (25) 'category'; "<k)0In'i' 

(25) 'addition' ; to.rO (25) 'substraction' ; 

(25) 

mo.t rub (25) 'subtrahend'; zo.rb (25) 'multiplication' ; 

to.gsim (25) 'dividing'; gismo. (25) 'division'; 

magsum (25) 'dividend'; kasir (25) 'fraction'; 

suro.t (25) 'numerator'; ma.xr9Q3 (25) 'denominator'; 

'i'uSrT (25) 'decimal'; ?i'i'tiy'O.dT (25) 'connnon'; 

mul'-abbo.~ (25) 'square'; muza.'i'o.f (25) 'coefficinet' • 

(v) Army. 

The data include the following words which are 

related to the army and military matters: 

git;o. (3) 'company of soldiers'; 'i'asko.riyyo. (3) 

'military'; to.yya.ro. (3) 'plane'; bo.rb (11) 'war'; 

zabit (12) 'officer'; difQ.'i' (18) 'defense'; 

~ (18) 'army'; ?asliho. (18) 'weapons'. 
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The lists of words above show that the majority 

of the loanwords are borrowed to satisfy an immediate 

need in the language particularly those items that 

are related to matters of religion, law, mathematics 

and language. This suggests that Kurdish did not 

have exact equivalents for the description of these 

concepts introduced after the Kurds and Arabs came 

into i ntens i va contac,t. However, common non-technical 

loanwords such as IU~Q 'language', fQYQza.n 'flood', 

IQrq 'east', ~Qrb 'west', nUd:)um 'stars', GQrb 'war', 

?aslihQ 'weapons', etc. are perhaps borrowed because 

of the prestige that the Arabic language enjoyed among 

the Kurds, (see section 1.5 p./off·for the attitude of 

the Kurds towards the Arabic language). 

Exact dates of these Arabic loanwords are not 

possible to give since no early Kurdish records are 

available. However, it is certainly true to say that 

words related to religion and its services and those 

related to the organization of the law and civil life 

are borrowed earlier, while words related to govern

ment organization and education are later borrowing. 

Under later borrowing we probably find words like 

WQzi l'-mufowwQZ, bQya.na.t, ?TzOh, mQla.Ja.t, muxasasa.t, 

to.qa.lud, xadama.t, muwQzzQfin, mustastaxdamTn, ?aSyo.n, 

nuwwOb, bQla.diYYQ, mu?assasa.t, muw~QIa.t, d=ryamhul'-iyyQ, 

SQIOJ.J.iyya.t, foxOmQ, siyasi, madQni, tQ?mTna.t, 

?imtiya.z, kulliYYQ, mutowasi tQ, sCinowi, mudQl'l'isQ, 

mudTl'-Q, kQJSa.fQ, etc. 

The term 'earlier' means here during the time of 

Ottoman's rule of Iraq. The words that have come 

into Kurdish since the establishment of modern Iraq are 

probably many; the following are examples: 
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?o.l'ya.n, nuwwOb, mutawas ita., sa.naw i, muda.r~i ssQ., 

mudi ro. and ko.I Ja:fo.. 

The first two words were not used during the 

~ttomanrule, for they used mabl'us (see text no.8) 

instead. The second two words are new because the 

words Qamidiyyo. and ~urdiyyo. were used before the 

end of the first World War. The words mutawisito. 

'intermediate' and so.nawT 'secondary' are in fact 

Arabic loan-translations of the English 'intermediate' 

and 'secondary'. 

The addition of the feminine marker -a. to 

words like mudo.rr-i 5 'man teacher' and mLidir 

'director, headmaster' is probably recent, since 

at the time of the Ottoman rule women did not hold 

such positions in Iraq. Hence mudo.r~isa. and 

mudTro. are borrowed since the establishment of 

modern Iraq. 

The word ko.IJa:fo. 'scouts' is also borrowed 

since the opening of modern schools in Iraq after 

the War as 'scouts' and 'scout activities' did not 

exist in the few Ottoman schools before the first 

World War. 

It is quite possible that Arabic words 

borrowed into Kurdish could be divided into two groups: 

those borrowed before the first World War and 

those that came after the war. But the question 

of setting exact dates is quite difficult owing 

to the non-existence of early records. It ~s 

probably useful if future research is done in this 

field since this work is not mainly concerned with 

establishing actual dates for these borrowings. 
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2.10 Employment of Loanwords 1n the Receiving Language 

Although the large number of borrowed words have 

introduced certain phonological and morphological 

changes in the Kurdish language (see sections 2.9.1 

and 2.9.2 pages ~~ Ff. and 00 f· for these changes), 

the majority of the loanwords were used in conformity 

with the morphological and syntactic system of 

Kurdish. In this section an investigation will be 

made of the ways in which the loanwords were used in 

Kurdish. 

The data show that the following and various 

Kurdish inflectional affixes were used with the 

loanwords. 

1. The Kurdish definite article -akn--kn--k- and 

the indefinite articleP -ek and -yek were used 

with the borrowed words, e.g. 

?i d-:s t i ma.~ + akn (12) 'the meeting' 

muzOhnrn + kn (ll) 'the demonstration' 

mi lint +ak + a.n (14) 'the nations' 

qi sm + ek ( 3) 'a part' 

t if I + ek (5) 'a child' 

qntrn + yek ( 1) 'a drop' 

hnftn + yek (3) 'a week' 

6. -akn and -ek are used with words ending with consonants, 

e.g. kur 'boy', kurakn and kurek; -kn and -yek are used 

when the word ends with a vowel, e.g. de 'village' dekn 

and deyek. When the ·plural marker -an is added after 

- ko, the result is deka.n 'the villages'. 
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2. The Kurdish liaison morpheme, i za.ta. (::1 with 

words ending with consonants and ~ with words 

ending with vowels) is employed to link words 

and form, endocentric constructions, e.g. 

taxama.t-T '_v ... wa.z I r-I ta.ya.~o.n (3) 

'his excellency, minister of aviation' 

wa.to..t- i mu?s it (4) 'sad death' 

tabIT~-T ~a.?Ts-T nukumut-i tfizu-y ero.ni 

kird (7) 'he informed the head of the 

new government of Iran' 

In the examples above, the izatu is used between 

loanwords; by this criterion the loans are 

treated like native words, an indication that 

they have been permanently assimilated into 

Kurdish. 

3. Loanwords are used in Kurdish between the two parts 

of the discontinuous demonstrative morphemes of 

Kurdish and in this way the loans appear as a part 

of the whole unit. 

are: 

am u 

u 

The discontinuous morphemes 

'this' 

'that' 

and the'plurals am·· ·Ci.nu 'these' and aw···~nu 

, those! e. g. 

am + ?u~fu I + a. 

am + li 1m + u 

aw + nawl + u 

aw + wUl d + o..nu 
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'this process' 

'this science' 

'that kind' 

'those promises' 



4. Borrowed nouns are usually treated as singular 

and were pluralized by suffixing them with the 

Kurdish plural morpheme -an. Such plurals were 

sometimes formed of the Arabic plurals also, 

e.g. 

sa.yya.r + o.n (6) 'planets' 

mobrtus + o.n (8) 'delegates' 

JOS i r + o.n (16) 'ports' 

h a.rf + o.n (24) 'letters' 

The Arabic sound plural mustaxdamin and the 

broken plural to.loba. were also pluralized as: 

mustaxdamTn + o.n (13) 

ta.lobo. + k + o.n (20) 

, emp l~yee s ' 

'the students' 

Such usage indicates that the sound masculine 

suffix of Arabic is not·comp1etely assimilated, 

and that the broken plural ta.loba. is regarded 

in the borrowing language as singular. In fact, 

the singular of this word ~s not borrowed. 

5. The loan nouns were also used between the two 

parts of the native discontinuous prepositions 

like 

10. 

ba. 

dO. 

awa. 

'in, at', and 

'with' 

and so the nouns and the prepositions form a 

well-knit prepositional phrase, e.g. 

I a. + dunyo. + dO. 

10. + moktob ¥'do. 

ba. + ?osfo. + awa. 
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6. Loanwords have been used with the present, 

past and future of the Kurdish copula". 

The present forms of this suffix are: 

1st person singular: C-im/V-m; 

2nd person singular: C-Tt/V-yt; 

3rd person singular: C-a. /V-ya.; 

TIle past forms are: 

1st person singular: + bum 

2nd person singular: + buyt 

3rd person'singualr: + bu 

The future forms are: 

1st person singular: + abim 

2nd person singular: + obit 

3rd person singular: + obe 

plural: C-Tn/V-yn 

plural: C-in/V-n 

plural: C-in/V-n 

plural: + b'Oyn 

plural: + bun 

plural: + bun 

plural: + abyn 

plural": + ab in 

pI ur a 1: + ab i n 

The following are examples of some loanwords that 

. 

have been used with the present form of the copula: 

mumkin + a. (1) 'it is possible' 

l<izim + a. (6) , it is necessary' 

du?i mT + ya. (6) 'it is continuous' 

muh i m + in (12) 'they are important' 

muf fa.d + a. (4) 'it is singular' 

Examples of the use of loanwords with the past 

form of the copula are: 

ta.?xif + bn 

:la.dir + bu 

(2) 

(8) 

'he/it was delayed' 

'he/it was issued' 

Examples of the use of loanwords with the future 

form of the copula are: 

maS' I um + abe 

mu§ a.rra.f + ab i m 

(1) 

(12) 
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The use of the various forms of the native copula 

with the Arabic borrowed words has facilitated the 

assimilation of the loans and increased the 

frequency of using them actively for communication. 

7. The assimilation of the loanwords to Kurdish is 

also reflected in the fact that they can all take 

Kurdish suffixes, examples are: 

a. the nominalizing suffix -T, e.g. 

maQbus 'imprisoned'; maQbusT (10) 'imprisonment' 

b. the adjective suffix -dar 

J~r~f 'honour', S~r~fdar (12) 'honourable' 

c. the comparative and superlative adjective 

suffixes, -tir and -ti rTn , e.g. 

qadi m 'old', qadi mt i rand qa.dtmt i rt n (23) 

d. In addition to the above, hybrid compound 

verbs are formed from loanwords by the addition 

of a verbal element after the loanword. 57 

such compound verbs occurred in the data and 

the majority of them were formed with the 

productive Kurdish verb"ki rdin 'to make'. 

The potentiality of forming such compound 

verbs is very high since it is possible to 

add kirdin to almost all verbal nouns parti

cularly those that have the patterns MuCCiC 

and To.CCTC (see p. ii'*' 90 for these patterns). 
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2.11 Survival of the Kurdish Language 

The data analysed showed that a large number of 

Arabic loanwords representing several word classes 

were in act~al use in the Kurdish language in this 

period. This extensive borrowing brought with'it a 

number of phonological and grammatical changes. 

However, despite these changes, the Kurdish language 

as a system did not change greatly. The analysis 

showed that the loanwords were borrowed in the form 

that could be easily adopted into the Kurdish 

structure. The fact that no item was borrowed with 

the various Arabic case endings is clear evidence 

in this direction. The plural nouns borrowed were 

always limited to a few forms and even these were, 

in some instances, treated as singular nouns in 

Kurdish. Similarly, the phrases that were borrowed 

were used as single words in Kurdish, that is, they 

were not analysable into tkeir constituent elements. 

The borrowed words were largely made to conform 

to the structure of the Kurdish language. As a result 

of this, Kurdish did not only survive the impact of 

this extensive borrowing from Arabic , but has also 

come out richer in vocabulary and more capable of 

expressing ideas and concepts that were not possible 

to express by means of the Kurdi'sh lexicon available 

before. 

The Kurdish written language of this period 

can be said to be characterized by: 

1. having a large number of Arabic loanwords, 

i.e. almost 50% of its vocabulary is 

borrowed; 

2. having a phonological system containing 

many phonemes and geminate consonantal 

groups that it did not have before. The 

functional load of some Kurdish phonemes 

is changed; 
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3. having a number of grammatical categories borrowed 

from Arabic such as the pluralizing morphemes, the 

grammatical pattern of forming participles and 

verbal nouns; 

4. having a femininizing affix, though its use is 

limited to several loanwords; 

5. having a large number of hybrid forms, i.e. 

linguistic forms made of borrowed items and 

Kurdish suffixes. It also contains a considerable 

number of hybrid compound verbs. 
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III CHAPTER THREE 

3. THE MIDDLE PERIOD OF THE WRITTEN KURDISH LANGUAGE 

3.1 The Middle Period 
C ' 

This period extends from 1939 to 1958. The choice 

of these two dates to represent this period is determined 

by the following factors: 

(i) In the year 1939 the first Kurdish monthly literary, 

social and educational magazine, /galawe,/ was published. 

Exceptionally, this Kurdish periodical lasted without 

interruption for a little over ten years. During this 

comparatively long life 116 issues of the magazine ap

peared, and each issue had more than one hundred 

printed pages. /galawe,/ covered a wide variety of 

subjects such as 1iterature,~ literary criticism, 

language; also sociological, educational and scientific 

matters. Many of the articles were translated from 

other languages, mainly from Arabic and English. 

Publishing this periodical every month required 

a great deal of written material to be prepared in 

Kurdish. The mere existence and continuation of this 

magazine created an active movement of writing in and 

trans1ating'into Kurdish. For the first time the 

Kurdish reading public had a periodical containing a 

number of articles which they could read every month. 

(ii) It is in this period also, precisely in 1943, 

that another Kurdish monthly periodical was published. 

This was /dQDg-i gitti tU?a/ or The Voice of the New 

World which was published by the Public Relations 
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Committee of the British Embassy in Baghdad. This 

periodical continued to appear until April, 1947 

and it published the news of the world and articles 

on democracy, liberty and freedom. In fact this 

magazine filled a gap in /go.l awe?/, which did not. 

publish anything on politics. 

These two monthly periodicals provided reading 

material for the Kurds on all subjects at the end of 

every month. 

The choice of 1958 as the end of this period is 

determined by the great social, economic, political 

and cultural changes that came on July 14, 1958 after 

the· revolution which ended the monarchy and set up a 

republic. 

The time separating the ~arly Period of the Written 

Kurdish Language from the Middle Period is almost 20 

years, for the former period started in 1919 and the 

latter in 1939. During these twenty years great chan&es 

took place in the education of the country as a whole. 

Changes were both in quantity, that is to say, in the 

number of schools and students, and in quality, that is, 

in the subjects taught in schools. In the next section 

the system of education in Iraq is .. discussed, both in 

this period and in the periods before it in order that 

the changes in literacy and the modernization of schools 

and teaching material be clearly perceived. 

3.2 Education in Iraq Before World War I 

Formal education as it is known today barely existed 

in Iraq during the long period of Ottoman rule and until 

the end of World War I. The Turks paid little attention 
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to education in Iraq except towards the end of their 

rule. The number of students enrolled in the primary 

schools in 1915 was no more than 6656 (Al-Hiti, 1976, 

p.43). However, traditional religious education 

continued everywhere in Iraq. The religious schools 

were of two'kinds, (i) the KuttBb which is a private 

school of one teacher known as Mulla, i.e. a religious 

teacher, and (ii) the religious school which 1S 

attached to a mosque. By the end of World War I, the 

number of 'KuttBb' in Iraq was 400 while there were 

only 149 mosque religious schools (Hashim, 1946, 

p.102). In these schools the main subject taught was 

the Quran. The teaching of reading and writing was 

intended to help the children to easily read and 

underStand the Quranic text. 

In 1914, the Ottoman Ministry of Education 

published a statistical rep~rt in which the following 

figures were given concerning the number of schools 

and students 1n Iraq~ 

160 primary schools 

4 secondary schools 

3 teachers' preparatory schools 

1 college of Law. 

The number of students in these schools was: 

6656 students in primary schools; 

818 students in secondary schools of 

whom 472 were in primary classes 

adjoined to these schools; 

170 students in teachers' preparatory 

244 students in the law college. 
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The total number of schools was 168 while the 

number of students was 7988 (Hilali, 1955, p.244ff.). 

The figures given above show that by the end of 

World War I, literacy in Iraq was very low. Hashim, 

1946 says that the number of literates did not exceed 

1% and this supports the view that an intelligent$i~ 

hardly existed in Iraq before the end of World War I. 

The medium of instruction in all these schools was 

Turkish and the subjects taught there were not 

religiously oriented and this probably accounts for 

the unwillingness of Iraqis to send their children 

to these formal Ottoman schools - their educational 

targets were essentially religious ones. 

The education conditions in the Kurdish area 

were no better except that the number of religious 

schools there was proportionfltely larger than their 

number in the rest of Iraq. This is clear in the 

figures given by Hilali (Op.Cit., p.89) where he says 

that there were in the Kurdish area 64 religious 

schools joined to the mosques out of 133 such schools 

in the whole of Iraq, i.e. about 40%. If the same 

percentage is applied to the number of Kuttab we get 

approximately 190. 

In addition, there were 18 primary schools there 

in 1914 in which there were 833 children. There were 

also two secondary schools, one in Sulaimania with 

163 students and the other in Kirkuk with 135 students. 

It appears that education in the Kurdish area was 

mainly Quranic in the religious schools where the 

instruction was in Arabic, and formal in the Ottoman 

schools where the medium of instruction was Turkish • 
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Thus the Kurdish language was not used for instruction 

in any kind of school. Sujadi (1971, p.24l) says that 

"in those days the highest level of education was the 

completion of ~slamic sciences and the foundation of 

these was studying the Quran and some Persian books." 

In fact a person who desired to complete his religious 

education and become a Mulla (religious teacher) had to 

study the following subjects in Arabic: (1) Arabic 

grammar, (2) morphology of Arabic, (3) Islamic laws, 

(4) the sayings of the Prophet Mohammed [~adie] , 

(5) analysis of the sayings of the Prophet, (6) 

Interpretations of lhe Quran, (7) Logic, (8) 

Elocution, (9) Physiology of the human body, (10) 

Astronomy, (11) The Philosophy of Islam, and (12) Speech. 

Hourani, (1961, p .50) says that "Turkish was the 

language of the Government and the army, Arabic was the 

language of knowledge and the~logy and Persian was the 

language of literature". And this supports what Suj adt 

says. 

Although Kurdish was not used for education and it 

was not taught as a language, it was usedjfor a number 

of centuries, for. writing poetry. This is evident in 

the works of the many good poets who are still read and 

understood nowadays like Nali (1797" -1855), Salim (1800 -

1866), Sheik Raza Talabani (1835 - 1909), Hajt Qadir 

Koyi (1820 - 1897), and many others. Most of these poets 

were educated in religious schools where they were taught 

in Arab ic but they wrote in Kurdish. However, their 

poems contained a large number of loanwords of Arabic 

origin, especially when the poems were about religion or 

religious subjects. 

Education at that time then meant studying the 

. Quran and good education meant~tudying Islamic theology 

and Arabic language and grammar. For this reason, we 
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find that most of the 975 Kurdish writers whose short 

biographies are given in the two volumes of Famous 

Kurds and Kurdistan, Zaki (1945), wrote in Arabic except 

a few poets. The majority of those writers were Mu11as 

and they wrote' hundreds of books on various aspects of 

religion in Arabic. 

This was the picture of the education in the 

Kurdish area until the end of the first World War. 

Naturally, these conditions did not change immediately 

but they persisted for some time after that. Thus, 

when the state of Iraq was established in 1919 and 

Kurdish was made the medium of instruction in the 

primary schools of the Kurdish area and was used for the 

press, the educated Kurds, especially the teGchers, faced 

a new and difficult situation as they had to write and to 

teach in Kurdish. It seems that the text-writers and 

teachers had to rely on the example set by the Kurdish 

poets in writing the language and also on speech. The 

difficulties of preparing Kurdish texts is described 

on page 33 of the Year Book of the Ministry of Education 

of Iraq,The Prog~ess of Education 1928 - 1929. The 

following is a translation of what is given in the report: 

"The Ministry of Education faced great difficulties in 

providing the Kurdish schools with school text-books, 

and it was ~ot easy to write the books in a short time 

and it was nec~ssary to wait until the number of 

students and schools have increased and until the 

Kurdish teachers are prepared. 

Some of the difficulties the teachers faced in 

writing Kurdish books was the Kurdish language itself, 

for as it is known Kurdish was not previously a 

language of knowledge but a language of speech and 

personal communication - nevertheless, the Kurdish 

teachers were able to write some books and translate 

some others." 
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The report then mentions 17 such books that were 

written in or translated into Kurdish. The report 

seems to sum up the situation of the Kurdish 

language at that time. 

3.3 Educ:ation until 1939 

The Treaty of Versailles which was signed on 

June 28th, 1919 placed Iraq under the mandate of 

Britain and it remained so until it became independent 

in 1930. 

Major H.E. Bowman, who first founded the 

educational office in Iraq, succeeded, by the end of 

1919, in opening 75 primary schools. Of these, 56 

taught in Arabic, 11 taught in Turkish, 7 taught in 

Kurdish l in the Kurdish area and 1 in Persian. 

Thus from the beginning.of the mandate, Kurdish 

was used as a medium of instruction in the primary 

schools. The Council of the League of Nations decided, 

in its 37th session on December 16, 1925 that the 

controversial and predominantly Kurdish Mosul Wilayat 

should go to Iraq rather than to Turkey and it also 

decided that the rights of the Kurds be guaranteed. 

The government of Iraq, in its turn and in its efforts 

to win over the Kurdish people repeatedly promised 

"that the rights of the Kurds would be respected, 

that their language would be taught in the schools and 

used in the courts and the administration, that the 

functionaries would be Kurds or at least able to speak 

the language, in the Kurdish area of the country" (Bois, 

1966, p. 144 f f.) . 

1 It was in 1919 that a printing press was brought to 

Sa1aimania and that for the first time the Kurdish 

language appeared in print in Iraq. 
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Soon after the Turks had left Iraq, the number 

of students in the primary schools of the country 

made an annual increase of 10.6% in the periods 

between 1921 ~1924 for their number rose from 15275 

to 20645. 

The following tab Ie shows the number of primary 

school students and their proportion to the 

population of Iraq for the year 1924/1925. The 

numbers are quoted from the Yearly Report of the 

Ministry of Education 1925 - 1926. 

The table below shows that Mosul has the largest 

number of primary schools and students, while 

Sulaimania has the smallest number and the lowest 

proportion to the number of population (see table 2). 

The main Kurdish districts are Kirkuk, Arbil 

and Su1aimania. Mosu1 has a majority of Kurds 

outside the central town, and as the number of schools 

in each section is not given, it is difficult to 

arrive at the accurate number of primary schools 

in the Kurdish townships and villages of Mosu1. 

However, the total number of schools, teachers and 

students in Kirkuk, Arbi1 and Su1aimania are: 25 

schools, 69 teachers and 1718 students. These 

numbers are comparatively low, yet if we compare the 

number of students given above with their number in 

1914 ( see p. I/o ) we find that it has more than 

doubled. 
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Table No. 2 

Name of . No. of schools No. of No. of No. of 

Administrative 
. Teachers Students students to 

For 1 For every 10,000 
District Boys 1 Girls Men 1 Women Boys. ICir1s persons 

1 1 
1 

1 1 
1 

1 1 
1 , , , 

Mosu1 68 , 19 176 , 72 431d'2327 1076 
1 , , , , , 

896 ' Kirkuk 15 , 2 45 1 4 102 63 , , , , , , 
614 .' Arbil 7 , - 15 , - - 30 

1 , , 
1 , , 

106 ' Su1aimania 1 , - 5, - - 15 
1 , , 
1 , ~ , 

Baghdad 17 , 7 98, 40 2604 111184 97 , 
1 , , , , 

1272 ' Diya1a 17 , 1 52, 2 78 82 , , , , , , , 
Dilaym 9 1 - 30, - 793, - 45 

1 , , 
, , , 

Kut 5 , - 19 , - 436 , - 25 
1 , , 
, , ., , 

Hilla ·6 , - 25, - 636 , - 34 , , , 
, , , 

Karbala 5 , - 23 , - 514 1 - 78 , 1 
, 

, , , 
Diwaniya 9 , - 29, - 686 1 - 18 , , , 

, , 1 

A1-Muntafik 11 , - 34, - 909 , - 28 
, , , 
, , , 

lamara 10 , 1 42, 5 946 1 203 75 , 1 1 , , , 
Basra 19 1 1 72, 7 1877 1 161 72 

, , , 
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Year after year, the number of schools, teachers, 

and students of all levels steadily increased. The 

Annual Report of the Ministry of Education of Iraq 
I! 

gives the following table which is the beginning of 

the period under discussion: 

Name of 

Table No. 3 

Table showing the number of primary schools, 

the number of teachers and of students for the 

year 1939/40 

No. of No. of No. of 
Administrative 

Schools Teachers Students 
District 

Mosul 103 487 15416 . 
Kirkuk 54 209 4962 

Arbil 33 117 2703 

Su1aimania 37 108 2854 

Baghdad 89 623 19316 

Diya1a 49 191 2945 

Di1aym 32 126 3422 .. 

Kut 25 106 2343 

Hilla 42 182 4163 

Karba1a 21 114 2917 

Diwaniya 45 192 4026 

AI-Muntafik 49 191 4120 

Cl'amara 39 203 4860 

Basra 55 292 8614 
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Table No. 3 shows that the number of primary 

schools in the three administrative districts, 

Su1aimania, Arbil and Kirkuk, is 124, that the 

number of teachers is 434, and the number of 

students is 10,519. Compared with table no. 2 

Lor 1925 .we find that schools have increased by 

99, teachers by 365 and students by 8801. 

In almost all these primary schools Kurdish 

was used as a medium of instruction and the students 

used Kurdish text-books and wrote in their own 

language. 

The number of Kurdish students in intermediate, 

secondary and college levels had also inc!eased, 

and although the medium of instruction in all these 

schools was Arabic, the subject matters taught at 

all these levels must have enlarged the linguistic 

ability of these students· whose initial education 

was in their own native language. 

It is necessary to mention that the schools 

opened after the year 1919 have introduced changes 

~n the quality of the subjects taught, for whereas 

in the Kuttab and religious schools students were 

taught religious subjects and Arabic in addition 

to the Quran, the modern schools offered subjects 

that were in keeping with the spirit of the modern 

age. The timetable of the primary schools contained 

the following subjects: religion and the Quran, 

Arabic, handwriting, arithmetic, science, geography, 

history, social sciences, English, drawing and 

physical education. In the intermediate and secondary 

schools subjects like geometry, physics, chemistry, 
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natural history, health, algebra, trigonometry, 

solid geometry, botany and zoology were taught. 

These subjects put the students in direct contact 

with the European scientific achievements and 

with the different aspects of European modern 

life. Learning English at school has also incre~sed 

awareness about social and technological develop

ments in the industrial countries. Thus, the new 

schools not only produced a larger number of literates, 

but also helped in equ~ring them with modern 

scientific knowledge. 

The Kurdish students who attended pr~mary 

schools in the Kurdish area after 1919 were taught 

in their own native language. They also studied 

-the scientific and sociological subjects in Kurdish. 

Hence in 1939, that is to say, at the beginning of 

this Middle Period of the language, there appeared 

a generation of Kurdish young men who attended 

schools where Kurdish was the medium of instruction 

and who studied a variety of subjects and wrote 

about them in Kurdish. This in itself is a great 

change from the situation existing before 1919 where 

young people were taught in and wrote either in 

Turkish or in Arabic, or ~n both languages. 

In order to find out how the Kurdish language 

changed after 20 years of its use for writing and/or 

translating text-books, books, articles, etc., a 

number of texts representing the Kurdish written 

language from 1939 to 1958 is selected from various 

sources. These selections are examined in the 

following section. After the analysis cf the data 

is completed, the findings arrived at will be 

compared with those of the previous chapter in order 

to measure the changes in the written language that 

have occurred. The linguistic changes will be used 

to explore the correlations between literacy in the 
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mother tongue and the effect of the modernization 

of the educational system on the development of the 

nat i ve language. 

3.4 Data and Data Analysis 

The data on which this chapter is based include 

20 different texts chosen from various products and 

books published in Iraq between 1939 and 1958. Choice 

of the texts was guided by the same principles 

followed in choosing the data for Chapter one (see 

0.3 p. 2 ff- of this work). 

The texts are numbered and chronologically 

arranged. The loanwords are isolated from each and 

classified according to the class of words to which 

each loanword belongs. The source language from 

which the loanwords are taken is indicated. In the 

other sections of this chapter, further study of the 

loanwords and their effect on the borrowing language, 

Kurdish, is attempted. 

TEXT NO.1, advertisement, 1939 

This text contains 71 words; 30 are loanwords 

and all are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 42.25%. 

The loans are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 3: 

maktab 
?i~tiya.t [?i~tiya.!J 

da.f t a.r 
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'note-book' 



h. feminine singular nouns, 7: 

wa.za.ra.t [wa.za.ra.J 

d")i nsiyya.t [~i nsiyya.] 

mad rasa. 

~i na.Ya.t 

Ja.hQda.t 

[~i nnya. J 
[J ah fuJa.] 

c. feminine plural nouns, 3: 

Ja.rn?it [Ja.rn?itJ 

?axlaq 

ni tu$ 

d. verbal nouns, 7: 

d i fCi'i' 

dow ra. 

dowOm 

husn 

su luk 

'i'um,~ 

d)a.yJ 

e. participles, 5: 

znb i t [~Ob i ! ] 
mu'i''Cid i I 

ma.hkum 

mu?a.yya.d 

mula.zim 

f. adjectives, 3: 

so.nowT [9"MowT] 

sa.ni [9nni] 

g. phrases, 2: 

na.?i b zOb i t [na.?i b 5!Ob i! ] 

'i'a.cIam ma!2kumi yya.t 

['i'a.dam ma!2kumi yya.J 
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'ministry' 

'citizenship certificate' 

'school' 

'crime' 

'certificate' 

'conditions' 

'manners; morals' 

'population' 

'defence' 

'course' 

'attendance' 

'excellence' 

'behaviour' 

'age' 

'army' 

'officer' 

'equivalent' 

, imprisoned' 

'supported' 

'lieutenant' 

'secondary' 

'second' 

'army quarter master' 

'non-conviction' 



2 hybrid compounds occurred in the text; one is 

a verb with kirdin as its second element, e.g. 

da.wo..n ako.n "they are attending". The other is 

a noun. Its second element is the Kurdish word 

?':~" d" roh~~-t-~ ,recor ,e.g. ~Q .nGmQ "certificate". 

TEXT NO.2, editorial, 1939 

This text contains 78 words, 7 are loanwords 

borrowed from Arabic. The percentage of loans is 

8.97%. The loans are: 

a. feminine singular nouns, 1: 

b. feminine plural nouns, 3: 

?o.dab i yya.t (used 3 times) 

c. verbal nouns, 1: 

kit eb [k i t $ ] 

d. adjectives, 2: 

?o.dabi 

so.qa.fi [ eo.qa.fi ] 

'translation' 

'literature' 

'book' 

, literary' 

'educational' 

1 hybrid compound verb occurred. The native 

second element is kirdin, e.g. tQrd,umQ 

k i rd in "translating". 
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TEXT NO.3, article on language and letter to editor, 1940 

This text contains 157 words, 12 are loanwords and 

all are Arabic. The percentage of loans ~s 7.64%. 

The loans are: 

a. masculin~ singular nouns, 5: 

maqo.l 

ta.lbTr 

~o.l [~0.1 ] 

maS nO. 

(used twice) 

b. feminine singular nouns, 5: 

'article in a 

paper or magazine l 

'expression' 

'condition' 

'meaning' 

ka.1 i ma. (used four times) 'word' 

'sentence' ~umla. 

c. verbal nouns, 2: 

ra.zo. U-i9,n.?] 

lumr 

'satisfaction' 

'age' 

4 hybrid compounds occurred in this text, they are: 

(a) ra.zama.ndT This is a compound noun formed by 

adding the Kurdish nominalizing suffix 

.-ma.ndT to the borrowed word ra.zo. and it means 

"satisfaction" 

(b) no.ra.zo.T A compound noun made of the Kurdish 

negative particle nO;- "not", the borrowed 

word ra.zo. and the nominalizing suffix -T. 

The compound means "dissatisfaction". 

(c) no.ra.zo. A compound adjective formed by prefixing 

the negative particle nO:- "not" to the 

borrowed word ra.ia.. The compound means "dissatisfied". 
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(d) boQ~l A compound adverb made of the borrowed 

'word ~ [Qa.I] and the Kurdish prepositional 

prefix ba.- "with". The compound means 

"hardly" . 

TEXT NO.4, article on personal education, 1940 

This text contains 45 words, 10 are loanwords, and 

all are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 22.22%. 

The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

da.rs 

b. feminine singular nouns, 3: 

wa.ztfa. [waeTfa.] 

5 a.nt a.t [~a.nt a.] 

ta.d??'-uba. 

c. feminine plural nouns, 1: 

?i rJQ.d~t 

d. verbal nouns, 4: 

fi k?'-

tamrtn 

ki teb [Ki't;.b1 (used twice) 

e. adjectives, 1: 

mumkin 
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'lesson' 

'job, work' 

'craft, trade' 

'experiment; 
experience' 

'plural of advice' 

'thought' 

'drill; practice' 

'book' 

'possible' 



6 hybrid compounds occurred in this text, 4 of 

them are verbs, 2 with a form of the verb ki rdin, e.g. 

f i k r i t k i rd uw a. "you have thought" 

timrin bika. "you should practice" 

The other two are formed with the Kurdish verb 

wa.rg i rt in" to take", they are: 

ta.d,ruba. wa.rb i gra. 

?irSQdQt wa.rbigra. 

The remaining compounds are: 

"you should get experience" 

"you should get advice" 

1. 5 a.n'i'oJta.r "craftsman". This is a noun compound 

formed by the loanword~ sa.n'i'at and 'the native 

bound morpheme -ka.r "worker, a person who does 

something". 

2. k i tebxMa. "bookstore; library". k i teb is a 

borrowed word and -xa.na "place, house of" is 

a Kurdish bound form. 

TEXT NO.5, extract from article on literary records, 1940 

This extract contains 20 words, 7 are loanwords and 

all are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 35%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1 : 

ma'l [ma'l ] 'wealth' 

b. feminine singular nouns, 1 : 

qimat [qima] 'value' 
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c. feminine plural nouns, 2: 

7a.dGb i yyo.t 'literature' 

7aso.JL [ 7Q.ea.r] 'relics; past records' 

d. verbal nouns, 3: 

qawm (used twice) 'nation' 

to.rTx [ta.7rTx] 'history' 

1 hybrid compound adjective occurs ~n this text, 

e.g. gTma.tda.r "valuable". It is formed by 

adding the Kurdish adjectivizing morpheme -da.r 

"the one that has" to the borrowed word qTma.t. 

TEXT NO.6, article on language, 1940 

This article contains 83 words, 3 are laonwords 

and all are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 3.61%. 

The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 2: 

Ji?r 
ma.na. [mal na.] 

b. verbal nouns, 1: 

xa.lk [xa.lq] 

TEXT NO.7, editorial, 1943: 

'poetry' 

'meaning' 

'people' 

This text contains 110 words, 4 are loanwords. Two 

of them are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 3.6%. 

The loans are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

'poetry' 

b. feminine plural nouns, 1: 

?a.dab i yyo.t 'literature' 

c. adjectives, non-Arabic, 2: 

dTmokra.ti (used twice) 'democratic' 

TEXT NO.8, remarks on suggested terms, 1943 

This text contains 48 words, 3 are loanwords and 

all are Arabic. The percentage of loans i& 6.25%. 

The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

ma.no. [ maS' nO. ] 

b. verbal nouns, 2: 

Sima.1 

dJi nub 

TEXT NO. 9~ A grammar of Kurdish, 1943 

'meaning' 

'north' 

'south' 

This text contains 31 words. No loanwords occur 

in this text. Nevertheless, several Kurdish words are 

used in this text and their meanings are given in 

Kurdish. 
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TEXT NO. 10, News item, 1943 

This text contains 33 words of which 5 are loans. 

Four are Arabic in origin and one is Turkish. The 

percentage of loans in this extract is 15.15%. This 

text is extracted from a long article covering 5 pages. 

At 'the end 'of the article 17 Kurdish words are glossed 

and their meaning is given in Arabic. The loanwords 

are: 

a. masculine singualr nouns, 

to.jrT n 

b. adject ives, 3: 

siyasT 

si muw 

ma.l i kT 

c. non-Arabic loan, Turkish 

?5.yi ndo. 

1: 

1: 

'name of a month' 

'political 

'high' 

'royal' 

'next, coming' 

TEXT NO. 11, caption under a picture, 1943 

This text contains 16 words, 1 is a loanwords and 

it is of English origin. The pe'rcentage of loans is 

6.25%. The loanword is: 

ofi so.r 'officer' 

TEXT NO. 12, article - descriptive, 1945 

This text contains 64 words, 5 are loanwords and all 

are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 7.81%. They are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns, 3: 

~ins 

mo.nzo.r [mo.n,go.r ] 

r~ ,[ ru~ ] 

b.~ feminine singular nouns, 1: 

c. adjectives, 1: 

100tTf [I aFt] 

TEXT NO. 13, public speech, 1945 

'sex' 

'scene, view' 

'spirit' 

'existence; presence' 

'fair, beautiful' 

This text contains 64 words, 6 are loanwords. Five 

of the loans are Arabic and 1 is Uatin. The percentage 

of loans is 9.06%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

d-.:, i ns 

b. feminine singular nouns, 1: 

dOWlo.t [dow 100J 

c. feminine plural nouns, 1: 

?o.d ob i yy"O.t 

d. verbal nouns, 1: 

e. adjectives, 1: 

mo.ll a. I i 
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'species' 

'state, country' 

'literature' 

. 'speech' 

'hono\:rific term meaning 
highness' 



f. non-Arabic words, 1: 

dTmokra.tT 'democracy' 

TEXT NO. 14, editorial, 1949 

This text contains 41 words, one is a loanword and 

it is Arabic. The percentage of loans is 2.4%. The 

loanword is the masculine singular noun 

da.rs 'lesson' 

TEXT NO. 15, comments, 1952 

This text contains 43 words. No loanwords occur 

in this text. 

TEXT NO. 16, remarks on education, 1952 

This text contains 58 words, 9 are loanwords and all 

are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 15.5%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

masculine singular nouns, 2: 

tikfar [tikrar] 

ma.ktab 

feminine plural nouns, 1 : 

mula.!! ima.t 

verbal nouns, 4: 

xi zma.t [xi dma.] 

la.ks 

mi sa.! [mi ea! ] 

ta.lyTn 
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'repetition' 

'school' 

'women teachers' 

'service' 

'reverse, contrary' 

'example' 

'appointing' 



d. 

e. 

participles, 1 : 

mul'a.llim 'male teacher' 

adjectives, 1: 

mu~t~ 'needy' 

3 hybrid compound verbs occurred in the text all 

with a form of kirdin as a second element. The 

compounds are: 

xi zma.t b i kCi.t 

t i k ro.ri b i ko,ynClWo, . 

ta.l'yT n nakraw in 

"that he serves" 

"that we repeat it" 

"they have not been appointed". 

TEXT NO. 17, article, 1954 

This text contains 30 words. No loans occur in the 

text; however, the meaning of the native word pa.rwa.rda. 

kirdin, which is the title, is given in Arabic and is 

put in brackets immediately after it. 

TEXT NO. 18, article - scientific, 1958 

This text contains 59 words. No loanwords occur in 

the text. 

TEXT NO. 19, extract - descriptive, 1958 

This text contains 65 words, 1 is a loanword but 

repeated three times and it is Arabic. 
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The percentage of loans is 4.61%. The loanword 

is: 

'fortress' 

TEx:r NO. 20., front pages of textbooks, 1949 - 1953 

This text includes two items, A and B. They are 

the words written on the cover of textbooks. 

Item A is written on the cover of two "Hygeine" 

text-ooks for the Kurdish primary schools, one published 

in 1949 and the other in 1951. 

Item B is written on the cover of two "Social 

Science" textbooks for the primary schools. One was 

published in 1951, the other in 1953. 

The number of words in this text is 42 if personal 

names are not counted and the number of loanwords is 

5. The percentage of loans is 11.90~. 

The loanwords are: 

a. feminine plural nouns, 1: 

w~i ba.t 

b. verbal·nouns, 3: 

k i teb [k i tab ] (I..\.sul tWI·C<) 
sihho. [si~~o.] 

c. participles, 1: 
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'duties' 

'book' 

'health, hygeine' 

'translator' 



3.4.1 

No. 

Statistical Results 

The list below shows the number of words of each of 

the texts examined in section 3.4 together with the 

number of loanwords used in each text and its percentage. 

of text No. of words No. of loans Percentage of loans 

1 71 30 42.25 

2 78 7 8.97 

3 157 12 7.64 

4 45 10 22.22 

5 20 7 35 

6 83 3 3.61 

7 llO 4 3.6 

8 48 3 6.25 

9 31 

10 33 5 15.15 

11 16 1 6.25 

12 64 5 7.81 

13 64 6 9."81 

14 41 1 2.4 

15 43 

16 58 9 15.5 

17 ·30 

18 59 

19 65 3 4.61 

20 42 5 11.90 

The total number of the words of the 20 texts 1S 1158 

and the number of loanwords employed is 111, i.e. the mean 

percentage of loans is 9.58% 

The list shows that the number of loanwords and their 

percentages gradually decreased and despite the fluctuation 

in the percentages it is evident that the tendency is 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

towards using fewer loanwords in this period. A comparison 

between these figures and those of the previous chapter 

shows the difference in the use of the loanwords and their 

percentages in the two periods. 

A glance at the percentages of loanwords in the two 

periods (see table no. 4) shows that there is a great 

decrease in the use of loanwords in the Middle Period, 

an indication of a rapid change, the development of a 

negative attitude towards the employment of non-Kurdish 

words. 

The loanwords of this chapter belong to various 

word-classes and categories. The following list gives 

the number of loans for each category together with 

their percentages in proportion to the total'number 

of loans and to the total number of the words of the 

data. 
PERCENTAGE IN RELATION TO 

CATEGORY OF WORD NUMBER 1. LOANWORD 2. WORDS OF THE 

Masculine Singular Nouns 22 19.81 

Feminine Singular Nouns 20 18.18 

Feminine Plural Nouns l3 11.7 

Verbal Nouns 28 25.22 

Adjectives 12 10.8 

Participles 8 7.20 

Phrases 2 1.8 

Non-Arabic Words 6 5.4 

Comparing the list above with the list on page 11 

which shows the categories of loanwords in Chapter Two, 

their numbers and percentages, we find (i) that the 

categories of borrowed words in this chapter are 8 while 

they are 12 in the previous chapter. This means that 4 
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1:94 

1.67 

1.15 

2.48 

1.06 

0.70 

0.17 

0.53 



categories of words did not occur ~n this chapter. 

They are: 

(a) masculine plural nouns; 

(b) adverbs; 

(c) conjuctions; and 

(d) prepositions 

(ii) that the percentages of each of the categories in 

proportion to the total number of the data in Chapter 

Three are much lower than those in Chapter Two. 

3.5 Analysis of Loanwords 

In this section each of the categories of loanwords 

is discussed to discover the pattern of formation for 

each, and to study their cumulative effect on the 

receiving language, Kurdish. 

a. Nouns 

The data investigated show that 22 masculine 

singular nouns, 20 feminine singular nouns and 13 

feminine plural nouns are borrowed. 10 of the 

feminine singular nouns have the Arabic pre-pausal 

ending -a., e.g. SahOdo., mo.d ra.s a., ko.\ i rna. which 

occurred in texts nos. 1 and"4. The remaining 10 

occurred with the pre-case ending -a.t, e.g. 

~insiyya.t, qTmo.t, dawlo.t which were used in texts 

nos. 1, 5 and 19. 

Ten feminine plural nouns of Arabic origin 

occur in the data of this chapter; 6 of them are 

sound plurals and ~ are broken plurals. 
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The feminine sound plural are ?i rlOdat, 

7a.dab i yya.t (used three times), mula.1 I i mat and 

w~ibat used in texts nos. 4, 5, 7, 13, 16 and 

20. 

The broken plurals are la.r~?it, ?axIOg, 

nufus and ?a.sar in texts nos. 1 and 5. It is 

noticed from the phonological shapes of these 

plurals that they belong to the following 

four different pluralizing patterns: 

CuCuC e. g. nufus 

?oCcac e.g. 7axlaq 

Ca.ca.?i C e.g. I a.ra.?i t [J a.ra?i!] 

COcOc e.g. 7a.sa.r [?a.8a.r] 

All these patterns occurred in chapter two in . 
addition to several others for which several examples 

existed while in this chapter there is only one 

example for each pattern. No examples of the 

masculine broken plural nouns are found in this 

chapter. 

A comparison between the nouns borrowed in this 

chapter and chapter two shows the following changes: 

Chapter two Chapter three 

Type of Noun Number borrowed Number borrowed 

Masculine singular noun 136 22 

Feminine singular noun 120 20 

Sound masculine plural 5 None 

Sound feminine plural 31 6 

Masculine broken plural 19 None 

Feminine broken plural 60+ 4 
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The numbers given above show that in chapter 

three borrowed nouns were greatly decreased and 

that' no sound masculine plural nouns and masculine 

broken plurals occurred in the data. Also, none 

of the nouns borrowed in the present chapter . 

occurred in its singular and plural forms, whereas 

in chapter two 18 such instances occurred (see 

p. '76 of this work for examples of such usage). 

No instance of a feminine noun occurred in 

the data of this chapter where the femininizing 

Arabic morpheme -a is a distinguishing gender 

factor in the receiving language. However, in 

the weekly~ . 3Tn of July 30, 1953 the borrowed 

word mumari za [mumari ~aJ "woman nurse"· is used. 

b. Verbal Nouns 

The verbal nouns that are used in the data 

of this chapter are 28 and the majority of them have 

the following structural patterns: 

Ca.cC as in qawm, leks (texts nos. 5 

CiCC as in ti kr (text no. 4) 

CuCC as in luml"-, husn (text no. 1) 

and 16) 

Ta.cCTC as in tamrTn," talyTn (texts nos. 4 and 16) 

No example of verbal noun occurred of. the pattern 

MuCacaca; only one verbal noun occurred with the 

feminine ending~, e.g. dawrn in text no. 1 and 

it has the pattern caeCa. 

c. Participles 

Seven participles occurred in this data, 5 of 

them are agentive participles and two are adjectival. 
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The agentive participles have the following patterns: 

(i) COCiC as in zOb it [zOb i! ] (text no. 1) 

(ii) MuCOci C as l.n mu<i'Mi I and mulo.zim (text no. 1) 

(iii) MuCacC'i C as l.n muta.rd,)i m and (texts no. 16 
mu<i'a.llim and 20) 

The adjectival participles have the following patterns: 

(i) MacCuC as in mahkum (text no. 1) 

(ii) MuCacCac as in mu?a.yya.d (text no. 1) 

Far fewer participles occurred in this chapter than 

in the previous one (see list on p. 7/ ). Further-

more, no feminine participles occur. In the previous 

chapter there are 9 different construction patterns 

for the participles (see p. ~O of this work) whereas 

only 5 such patterns occur in the data of this chapter. 

d. Adjectives 

The majority of the 12 adjectives occurring in 

this data have the Arabic adjectivizing suffix -T, e.g. 

?a.dabi, saqa.fi [Saqa.fi], siyCisT (see texts nos. 2 and 

10). The others are adjectives by signification, e.g. 

mumkin, mUQtoo:;, in texts nos. 4 and 16. No adjective 

occurred with the ending -Tyya. • 

. e. Phrases 

Only two phrases occurred in this data and both 

are endocentrically constructed, e.g. nu?ibzObit and 

<i'a.dammahkumiyya. (text no. 1) and both are noun phrases. 
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3.5.1 

In the previous chapter 20 phrases occurred of 

var~ous kinds - there were prepositional phrases, 

nominal' phrases, endocentrically constructed phrases 

and other phrases. Some of these phrases contained 

Arabic bound personal morphemes, prepositions and 

various allophones of the Arabic definite article 

(see p. 'g 2a ~ of this work) " The borrowed phrases 

in this chapter did not contain such borrowed 

morphemes. 

Phonological Modification of Loanwords 

The number of loanwords that underwent phonological 

modification is 23. The following phonological changes 

occurred wherever a borrowed word contained them: 

1. t > t e.g. ?i h t i ya.1 :> ?itltiyo.t in text no. 

2. e / 5 e.g. eo.q2-fi / so.qa.fi in text no. 

3. d ~ z e.g. w~ifa. )- wa.zifa. in text no. 

4. 5 > 5 e.g. ~ib.b.a.> sihtla. in text no. 

5. -a.?) -0. e.g. ri ~o.?) y -ra.za. in text no. 

The reasons for the above-mentioned changes are that 

Kurdish does not have the phonemes /1/, /e/ and /9/ and 

so these Arabic phonemes were modifi,ed by sometimes 

changing the manner of articulation as in ! ,. t and 5 >- 5 

or place of articulation as in e >S and~>z. In 

the last example, however, the final glottal stop is 

dropped because glottal stops do not occur in word-final 

position in Kurdish. 

The following phonological changes are also noticed 

in the data: 
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a. -I)-I The clear III was changed into dark I!I 
Ln the words QQ1, mQl and dawlnt in texts 

nos. 3, 5 and 13. 

The reason here is that when a backed 

open vowel or the semivowel /w/ preceded 

a lateral, the lateral's manner of articu

lation is changed to a dark one. 

b. -~) -r Final trilled /~/ became flapped in the 

3.5.2. 

words 7a.9a.r '/ 70s a.r and t i k ~Q~ > t i k ~a.r 

in texts nos. 5 and 16. 

The reason in this case is that the 

vowel preceding the trill in the Kurdish 

language is front open vowel 10./. 

Phonological, Morphological and Lexical Effect of 

Loanwords 

The sharp drop in the employment of Arabic loanwords 

Ln the written Kurdish language after 1939 is proportionately 

reflected in the size of their effect on the phonology 

and morphology of the Kurdish. 

In phonology, for instance, the Kurdish sound 

system underwent the following changes 

a. The introduction of the glottal stop in word-medial 

positions, e.g. mu?ayyad (text no. 1). 

b. The introduction of one geminatal consonant cluster, 

e.g. -QQ~ Ln siQQa (text no. 20). 

As compared with the phonological effect in chapter 

two (see 2.9.1 p. 'iJS'r of this work) we find that the 

data of this chapter show very few phonological changes. 
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In the pre,i:'nt chapter (i) the glottal stop in word

final position has disappeared, (ii) the voiceless 

velarized post alveolar /~/ has also disappeared, thus 

restoring the low functional load of this sound to its 

former load, 'and (iii) eleven consonant geminates 

have disappeared. 

In morphology the following endings and grammatical 

categories continued to be used: 

1. the Arabic feminine ending of the sound plural -at 
occurred in 4 borrowed words, e.g. mu\~1 lim + at 
(text no. 16). 

2. Arabic adjectives with adjectivizing suffix -i 

occurred in the data. 

3. four grammatical patterns of forming Arabic verbal 

nouns and five patterns of forming participles 

occurred in the data (sE7,e p. 7~rr for detailed 

analysis of the structural formation of such words) . 

As compared with the Early Period, the proportion 

of Arabic loans dropped from 46.48% to 9.83%. These 

losses from the lexicon represent the bulk of the 

losses in Kurdish in this period. 

The loss of the large number ,of earlier borrowed 

words has not, however, been a handicap. Kurdish 

writers covered the loss by using a number of linguistic 

devices. In the following section I discuss the 

linguistic devices utilized. 
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3.6 Linguistic Devices Employed in Kurdish 

The following are the linguistic devices employed 

for the introduction of words to replace the large 

number of the, borrowed words eliminated. 

a. using common everyday Kurdish words, 

b. introducing words from the speech of the 

various Kurdish groups and dialects, 

c. translating some loanwords for which no 

equivalents exist in the language, 

d. extending the meaning of some Kurdish 

words to contain certain conceptions for 

which loanwords were used formerly, 

e. employing the structural resources of the 

Kurdish language for the production of 

words and expressions that would replace 

loanwords, and 

f. coining words to be used instead of loans. 

Each of the devices enumerated above is examined . 
below. The discussion and examples given are based 

on the data of both chapter two and chapter three. 

a. Use of Common Everyday Words. 

The words in column one of the list below are 

examples of common Kurdish words used in the data 

of chapter three replacing the words in column 

two which were used in the data of chapter two: 

:takom and :takomT n "first" (text no. 2) replaced ?owwul 

and ?owwa.1 un (texts nos. 24 

zimOn "tongue; language" (text no. 2) replaced Ii sa.n 

and I u~a.t (texts nos. 5 and 
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kon "old" (text no. 2) replaced qa.dTm and qa.dTma. (text no.5) 

mi na.l "child" (text no. 17) replaced.!..i..!J.. (text no. 5) 

3i ya.n "life" (text nos. 4 and 12) replaced b.a.ya.t (text no. 5) 

duwa.m "second" (text no. 2) replaced sa.nT (texts nos. 8 and 13) 

ya.rma.tT"help" (text no. 2) replaced musaSa.da. (text no. 26) 

niya.z "purpose" (text no. 2) replaced mag~a.d(texts nos. 5 and 10) 

The examples in the first column above are 

common Kurdish words, for it is inconceivable that 

Kurdish did not have words for numbers or for 

common concepts like old, child, language, etc. 

It seems that the writers of the Early Period 

chose to use their Arabic equivalents instead 

because of their religious education in. the 

Kutt8b and mosque schools where they learned the 

Quran and other books of Moslem religion. In 

other words, Arabic words probably had certain 

sacredness to those early Kurdish writers, as 

contrasted with native language which was thought 

to be common and inadequate. The feeling about 

the use of Kurdish is well described in the poem 

of Haj i Qadir Koyi (see footnote 2 on p. /I of 

this work). 

In another verse Haji says" bo.la.ga.teki ha.ya. 

hitJ zi,ma.ne na.yga.te ", i.e. Kurdish has eloquence 

no other language attains. 

These quotations clearly indicate that only 

"The Language of Truth", i.e. the Quran has no fault 

and that all other languages have faults. In other 

words, Haji is criticizing those who claim that 

Kurdish is faulty and inadequate and that it does not 

deserve to be used for writing because, as he says, 

it is 'eloquent'. 
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b. Using Words from the various Kurdish dialects 

Kurdish writers searched for words in the 

speech of farmers and villagers whose language 

had not been greatly affected by other languages 

owing to their having very little contact with 

"Arabic speakers or perhaps even with literates. 

Instances of the use of such words are evident 

in the monthly periodicals gn1awe3 and dQ8g-i 

gi tti ta.zn. 

The following are examples of such words used 

in the data of this chapter which replaced 

earlier Arabic words used in the data of chapter 

two: 

h a.nde "some, apart" (text no. 3) replaced· d:$uz? (text no. 2) 

tinS n;d7)or "kind, sort" (texts nos. 3 and 13) replaced 

nowl (plural ?nnwnl) and Sikl (texts nos. 6, 7, 9, 24) 

hamTIn "always" (text no. 15) replaced da.?imnn and da.?imT 

(texts nos. 9 and 7) 

knlk "use, benefit" (text no. 7) replaced ?isti fOdn (text no. 11) ---=--

kiJtuka.l "agriculture" (text no. 7) replaced znraSa.t (text no. 17) 

The search for words in other dialects was 

mainly started and popularize.4 by the well-known 

Kurdish- language scholar Tawfiq Wahbi who super

vised the publishing of the periodical dQ89-T 

gittT tCza.. Wahbi introduced a large number of 

words from the Bahdinani dialect. Some of these 
• v 

words immediately became popular such as ml rov 

"human being", o.ma.nd3 "aim, purpose", yaso. "law". 

In fact, his periodical used to contain a glossary 

of the new words introduced. The meanings of 

these words surprisingly enough, were given in Arabic. 
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This again reflects the fact that the Kurdish 

reading public of that time was more familiar 

with Arabic than with the Kurdish words existing 

in the other dialects. Frequently, the new 

words used in the various articles of the 

periodicals were listed at the end of the 

articles and explained. In the data of this 

chapter a number of extracts which are taken from 

the periodical above contained such glosses. For 

instance, text no. 7 contained 3 words; text no. 

9 contained 4 words and text no. 10 contained 17 

words. However, at times, Wahbi went to extremes 

in his efforts to purify the language from loans 

by (i) extending the meaning of the words intro

duced too far; e.g. the word derek "old" was 

used to mean history, and (ii) coining certain 

words which he claimed to have been introduced 

from a Kurdish dialect; e.g. Oburi "economics". 

This last word was claimed to be used in some 

dialects of Kurdish, in fact it was nothing but 

a coinage. 

The words derived from the Bahdinani dialect 

and used in the data of this chapter are: 

bQkur "north" (text no. 7) 

o.xowt in "speech" (text no • 7) 

• v mlrov "human being" (text no. 7) 

derek "old" (text no. 7) 

st ra.n "song" (text no. 7) 

dastur "grannnar; method" (text no. 9) 

newiJk "gis t; sunnnary" (text no. 10) 

ho.rem "district" (text no. 10) 
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c. Loan-translation. 

Four loan-translations occurred in the data of 

this chapter; three were translated from Arabic 

and one from French and Italian. The following 

are the loans translated from Arabic: 

tTp-i dOJ)gi "consonant letters" Literally: "sounding 

letters". The Arabic item from which it was translated 

is ha.rfsa.?i t where ha.rf is "letter" and sa.?i t is 

"sounding or voiced". 

tip-i bi zwen "vowel letters" Literally: "sounds of 

movement". This is translated from the Arabic ho.l'-f 

l1a.raka. where b..9:C!. is "letter" and tLa.raka. is "movement". 

mOJ)g-T da.stki rd "satellite" Literally~ "hand-made 

moon" whidh is a translation of "garna.r 5 i nQ.l i" where 

qarna.r is "moon" and iinOi'i is "manufactured, made". 

niwa.ro Literally: "midday" is a translation of the 

French midi or the Italian med30 jorno. 

d. Semantic extension 

The semantic range of a number of native vocabu

lary items have been extended to include certain 

concepts and situations that were earlier conveyed 

by loanwords. The data of this chapter include the 

followfng examples: 

bi law ki rdno.wa. (text no. 7) which means "spreading" 

was semantically extended to mean "pUblishing"; 

Ciga. (text no. 7) which means "awareness" began to be 

used for "news" as well; 

na.to.wa. (text no. 7) which means "sons, offerings" 

began to be used for "nation; people"; 
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komala.yatT (text no. 7) which is derived from Ikomall 
meaning "heap" began to be used for 

"society; human conununity", hence "sociological"; 

Sa,rsta.neti (text no. 7) which is derived from IJa.'f/ "city" 

began to be used for "civilization". In fact, 

this word could also be regareded as a loan

translation since in Arabic ma.dani vya is 

derived from the consonantal root mdn which 

conveys concepts related to "city or town"; 

bQzirga.nT (text no. 7) which is derived from ba.zi rgan 

"cloth merchant" began to be used for 

"conunerce and trade"; 

wena (text no. 8) which means "picture" began to be 

used for "example"; 

da.niJtwa.n (text no. 15) which means "the ones sitting" 

began to be used for "citizens"; 

po-va (text no. 16) meaning "step or rung" began to be 

used for "level, standard"; 

parwarda ki rdi n (text no. 17) which means "bring up, 

grow" began to be used for "education"; 

rega. (text no. 17) which means "road" was semantically 

extended to mean "method, manner". 

e. Employment of the structural resources of the native language 

This period is marked by the internal expansion 

of the lexicon of Kurdish. The different individual 

writers started to actively utilize the stems and 

affixes of their language to produce lexical items 

with which they replaced some of the early loanwords. 

The following are some of the examples occurring in 

the data of this chapter: 
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zo.nya.ri "knowledge, science" (text no. 7). This 

~s formed by suffixing the past stem zan

of the verb zunTn "to know" with the 

agentive suffix -yCir to produce zCinyCir 

'''learned person, scientist". Then the 

nominalizing suffix -T is added to form 

zCinya.rT. 

bo.zi rga.nT "commerce" (text no. 7) is formed from 

the noun b uz i rgn.n "trader in cloth" and 

the nominalizing suffix -T. 

bo wenu "for example" (text no. 8) is a phrase 

formed by adding the word wenu "picture" 

to the preposition bo "for". The word 

wena. itself is a semantic expansion. 

JCirsta.netT "civilization" (text no. 7) is formed 

by suffixing the noun fa.r "city" with -sta.n 

"realm" to form !a.rstCin. This last word is 

then suffixed with the nominalizer -etT to 

produce fa.ri 5 tn.net T "civil ization" • 

koma.la.ya.tT "society; sociological environment" 

(text no. 17). This is formed by suffixing 

the word koma.1 "heap, mass" with the 

nominal suffix -a.ya.ti. 

pT Ja.sa.zT "industry" (text no. 15) ~s formed by 

suffixing EIh "trade, profession" with -sa.z 

"agentive suffix" and then the nominalizing 

suffix -T is added. 

xwendwo.ri "education" (text no. 7) is formed by 

suffixing the past stem xwend- of the verb 

xwendin "reading" with the agentive suffix 

-wo..r to produce xwendwa.r "reader, literate". 

This last item is then suffi~with the 

nominalizer -I, hence xwendawa.ri. 
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nusyo..r "writer" (text no. 4) is formed by adding the 

agentive suffix -YQr to the stem of nus-

of the verb nusin "to write". 

nusa.r "writer" (text no. 14) is formed by adding the 

agentive suffix -a.r to the stem nus- of the 

verb nusin "to write". It is noticed that 

two words are used for the same meaning: 

nusya.r and nusa.r. 

xwena.r "reader" (text no. 18) is formed by adding 

the agentive suffix ~ to the present stem 

xwen- of the verb xwendin "to read". Here 

also two items are noticed: xwendawa.r and 

xwena.r "reader". 

nami~ "immortal" (text no. 10). This adjective is 

formed by prefixing the negativizing particle 

na.- "not" to tt:e modified present stem -mir

of the verb mi rd in "to die". 

f. Coining 

Words were often coined by the various writers and 

used in articles, stories etc. When such coined 

words were first used, their meanings were frequently 

given in Arabic either in foo~notes (as in texts nos. 

7, 9 and 10 of the data) or in brackets next to the 

newly coined word as can be seen in texts nos. 8 and 

17. When the coined words were used without giving 

their meanings, confusion and misunderstanding 

usually ensued. Text no. 3 of the data of this 

chapter which is a letter to the editor of the monthly 

periodical ga.1awe3, clearly illustrates this linguistic 

confusion. The correspondent says that in the 

articles of the periodical a number of newly-coined 
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words and expressions are used which at times made 

him abandon reading the article in order to search 

for the hidden meaning of the new words. To prove 

his point, he gives some examples saying that for 

the loanword ka..1 i ma.. "word", four different words 

are used, e.g. wiJa.., WQta.., guta.. and wita... 

The words we3a.. "literature", we3a..r"writer", 

si ruJti "naturalness", honrCiw "poetry" used l.n 

the monthly periodical hiwQ of February, 1958 are 

examples of such coining. 

In fact almost all the articles published in 

the periodicals of this period contained , 

coined words whose meanings were given next to them 

in Arabic between brackets. This practice is in 

some way similar in usage but different in purpose 

to the practice followed by the writers during the 

Norman period in England. There too, the meaning 

of the French borrowed words was explained by their 

English equivalents to familiarize the readers with 

the French words (Jespersen, 19'0, p.S9f). In the 

case of Kurdish, however, the purpose of the writers 

is to popularize the use of Kurdish rather than the 

loanwords •. 

3.7 Effect of Reduction of Loanwords 

The sharp reduction of the incidence of loanwords 

during this period clearly illustrates the efforts made 

by the Kurdish writers to purify their written language 

from the large number of Arabic loanwords that had 

penetrated the Kurdish lexicon over a period of more 

than a thousand years. It seems that the aim of the 
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Kurdish writers was to create a written standard which was 

Kurdish in its morphology, syntax and in lexicon and reflec

ted the phonology of spoken Kurdish. 

This aLm is explicitly stated in the first issue of 

the ..monthly periodical 90.1 nYJe?, January 1939, where it 

said, "the aim of this periodical is to weed out the 

Kurdish language and to put life into Kurdish literature" 

(see text no. 2 of the data of this chapter for the rest 

of the editorial). Also in the October/November issue 

of 1940 the periodical says in an article that "we hope 

that go.lnYJe? ••• revives our language and clears it from 

the foreign rocks, boulders and pits"; the editor then 

appeals to writers to avoid, as much as they can, using 

foreign words. 

Towards the end of this period, i.e. in 1957, the 

monthly periodical hiwa published articles and short stories 

in "pure" Kurdish for the putpose of giving the readers 

living samples of the possibility of writing without 

resort to the use of loanwords. These samples of language 

are intended to convince readers and writers of the ade

quacy of Kurdish and of its capability to effectively 

express all meanings required. 

However, the attempts to change the old traditions 

and conventions of writing Kurdisn were neither carefully 

planned nor were they the result of the concerted 

efforts of a recognized body such as a language academy. 

In fact, the efforts were mainly individual and indepen

dent. Furthermore, the zeal for purification was so 

passionate that a great many new terms were introduced 

at the same time, that is to say, the new lexical items 

were not fed in in small doses to be easily digested 

and assimilated. Consequently, protests were soon raised 
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(see p. 149 f. for such protests). Protests against the 

incomprehensibility of the words used are understandable 

when, for example, new terms and unfamiliar terms such 

as bwe3, ha.lb'osthon, ha.lbostbe3 in addition to the 

loanword JQlir are used in the issue of February 1958 

of the periodical hiwQ. Also words like nusy~r, nusa.r 

and we3er are all used to replace the Arabic loanword 

ka.tib. 

Despite this apparent difficulty and the multipli

city of terms for the same purpose, there was at the 

end of this period a variety of Kurdish written 

language quite different from the variety used until 

1939. This new variety had become the stan4ard written 

language and it had the following characteristics: 

1. It contained a very small percentage of loanwords. 

2. It was basically Kurdish in morphology although it 

still showed the influence of some borrowed phono

logical and morphological elements. 

3. It contained no borrowed articles, prepositions or 

pronouns, unlike the written standard of the Early 

Period. 

4. The lexicon of this period contained a large number 

of new native items that were either not in general 

use earlier or had been constructed from internal 

resources. 

5. Those Arabic words which remained were spelled so 

as to reflect assimilation to Kurdish phonology, 

so concealing their origin, e.g. the Arabic word 

ma.l nQ "meaning" began to be rendered in the 

written language as ma.na. 
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IV CHAPTER FOUR 

4. THE MODERN PERIOD OF THE KURDISH WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

4.1 Extent and Significance of this Period 

The modern period of the Kurdish written language 

extends from the year 1958 to the early seventies and 

may continue with only slight changes in the years to 

come • 

The year 1958 saw the beginning of great changes 

in Iraq for on July 14 of that year the monarchy was 

overthrown and was replaced by a republic, destroying 

the old and introducing new patterns and norms of social, 

political, economic and cultural ways of life. 

The revolution brought an end to the traditions 

established since the new state of Iraq had been born 

after the first world war. 

Administratively, the country began to be ruled by 

a military government headed by a staff brigadier, 

Abdul Karim Qasim. The constitution of the country 

was immediately abolished and a provisional constitution 

was soon declared. 

Politically, the new government declared that it 

would soon withdraw from the Baghdad Pact (which it did 

on March 4, 1959) and from all treaties and agreements 

signed by the former regime. 

Economically, Iraq withdrew from the Sterling Area 

and began to think of ways to abrogate the concessions 

previously granted to foreign oil companies and to start 
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oil exploration nationally. This was done in 1961 

when law no. 80 was formulated whereby all the areas 

previously assigned to foreign oil companies for 

exploration were taken away from them and given to 

the National 'Oil Company which was established to 

run-the oil industry of the country. 

Socially, the well-established feudal system was 

abolished and the large agricultural estates were 

taken from the landowning gentry and distributed to 

the peasant families working on the land. Trade 

unions and associations were soon permitted to be 

formed and practise their activities. Political 

parties were also licensed and newspapers, several 

of, them propaganda organs for the various parties, 

immediately set to work to express their beliefs and 

ideologies. 

Culturally, the country saw a large increase in 

the number of students enrolled and also in the 

number of new schools opened (Al-I-I .. t,") '''1111, IV},.) • 

4.2 The Kurds and their Language From 1958 to 1963 

The provisional constitution declared on July 24, 

1958 contained a clause whereby the rights of the Kurds 

were, for the first time in the history of the state of 

Iraq, clearly defined. Article No. 3 of the constitution 

stated that "the entity of Iraq rests on the co-operation 

of all its citizens and it (i.e. the constitution) 

guarantees their rights and protects their freedom and 

the Arabs and Kurds are hereby considered co-partners 

in ,this country and this constitution recognizes their 

rights within the unity of Iraq." Thus the provisional 

constitution implicitly recognized that the Kurds were 

ethnologically, culturally and linguistically different 
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from their partners, the Arabs, and it also gave them 

a distinct role in the social, economic, political 

and cultural life of the country. Furthermore, the 

new constitution recognized the Kurds as a sizeable 

group of people and, more significantly, drew the 

att~ntion of the Kurds to their importance in the 

country and to their distinctiveness as an ethnic 

and linguistic group. 

The provisional constitution was soon followed 

by certain other steps that had great influence on 

the political, social and cultural life of the Kurds. 

These were: 

1. On May 8, 1959 a directorate gener.al for 

Kurdish education was established and joined 

to the Ministry of Education. This directorate 

was formed to supervise, translate and prepare 

the necessary KurdIsh textbooks to be taught 

in the primary, intermediate and secondary 

schools in the predominantly Kurdish area. 

2. A department of Kurdish studies was opened in 

the College of Arts, University of Baghdad 

wherein, for the first time in the history of 

the Kurds, Kurdish language and literature, 

history and geography w~.re taught to Kurdish 

students. The aim was to prepare teachers of 

Kurdish for the various secondary schools and 

to help in writing and translating the 

necessary textbooks in Kurdish. 

3. A Kurdish daily newspaper, xabat was licensed 

on April 4, 1959. This paper was devoted to 

defending the rights of the Kurds, and it 

published articles about the Kurdish people, 

culture and language. This daily was later 

made the organ of the Kurdish Democratic Party. 
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4. The Kurdish refugees who fled to Russia in 

1947 after the Kurdish revolution of 1945 

were invited back into the country. These 

several hundred Kurds and their leader 

Mustafa Barzani came back in 1959. 

5. A Kurdish political party was established 

immediately after law No. 1 of 1960 was 

enacted allowing political parties and 

societies to be formed. Barzani became 

the leader of the Kurdish Democratic Party. 

6. The Kurdish language was introduced as a 

subject in the syllabus of the Teachers' 

Preparatory Institutes allover the country. 

One of the immediate results of these changes was 

the appearance of a large number of Kurdish new~papers 

and periodicals. The following table gives the names 

of the papers issued together with the date of their 

first appearance, the place of publication and the 

language in which each was published (see table no. 5). 

Table 5 shows that the majority of the periodicals 

were first published in 1959 and that most of them 

disappeared after a short time. Only 8 of them had 

more than ten issues and only 2 lasted for more than 

one year. 

The large number of periodicals that appeared in 

this period shows that, in contrast with the previous 

state of affairs, the government did not disapprove of 

the publishing of Kurdish newspapers and magazines. 

The new policies adopted by the government and the 

great social changes introduced encouraged the Kurds 

to demand more cultural rights. Thus in September, 

1959 a conference of Kurdish teachers was held in a 
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ray' ga.l (weekly) 

azfuji (daily) 
v- --rl zgo.n (weekly) 
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little town in the north of Iraq, Shaqlawa, in which 

the various associations participated. A1number of 

recommendations were agreed upon and submitted to the 

government regarding the use of Kurdish in schools 

and the development of teaching ~n the Kurdish area. 

On~ of the recommendations was the use of Kurdish as 

a medium of instruction in every part of the 

Kurdish area and for the purpose of implementing 

this step a number of Kurdish directorates of educa

tion were recommended to be established in Sulaimania, 

Kirkuk and Bahdinan. The other recommendations were: 

(i) Kurdish language and literature be taught at 

secondary school level in Kurdish schools; 

(ii) Kurdish be used as a medium of instruction 

in the secondary schools in the Kurdish area; and 

(iii) a teachers' training college be established 

for the Kurds in which all subjects should 

be taught in Kurdish. 

On December 9, 1959 xabat, the Kurdish daily, 

published an article in which it demanded that 

Kurdish be made the official language in every part of 

Iraqi Kurdistan. 

These changes of attitude towards the Kurdish 

language were reflected clearly i~ the number of 

textbooks prepared or translated under the super

vision and direction of the Directorate General of 

Kurdish Studies and the number of copies of each 

printed and distributed to Kurdish primary schools. 

The table below gives the names and numbers of the 

primary textbooks published, printed and distributed 

between 1960 and 1963. 
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Table No.6 

class Number of Copies 

taught in Title of Book 
1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 

1 1 

Kurdish 1 1 

+.I H 
Alphabet 30,000 

1 
10,000 

I· 
12,000 

en t"d . Mathematics H <ll 30,000 1 - 1 31,000 ·M >-< 
~ 

Science 1 1 - - -1 1 

1 1 

'"lj 
Useful Reading 24,000 1 24,000 1 20,000 

I::l H 1 1 
0 (lj Modern Mathematics 29,000 25,000 12,000 u <ll 1 1 
<ll >-< Science U) - 1 - 1 -

1 1 

Useful Reading 
1 1 

'"lj H 20,000 21,000 10,000 H t"d 1 1 
'M <ll 

Modern Mathematics 13,000 21,000 10,000 ..c: >-< 1 1 
E-I 

1 1 

Religion 1 1 - 13,500 5,000 1 I ..c: Arithmetic 11 ,000 1 13,500 1 8,000 +.I H 
H t"d 
::l <ll 

Science & Hygeine 10,000 
1 1 

8,000 0 >-< 13,500 
~ 1 1 

Kurdish Reader 10,000 1 13,000 1 11 ,000 
1 1 

1 I Religion - 13,000 -1 1 

Kurdish Reader - 1 12,000 1 7,000 
1 I 

Kurdish Grammar 8,500 
1 

13,000 
I 8,000 H 

t"d 
Modern Mathematics 8,500 1 13,000 I 8,000 <ll 

>-< 
1 I 

National Education 8,500 
1 13,000 1 8,000 

Arab and Islamic 1 1 
..c: - 13,000 8,000 +.I History 1 1 
~ 
'M 1 1 
~ Geography of Iraq 8,500 

1 13,500 1 8,000 

Science - 1 13,500 I 8,000 
1 1 

I 1 
Religion - 12,000 -1 1 

Kurdish Reader - 1 11,000 1 6,000 H 
1 1 t"d 

<ll Kurdish Grammar 7,500 
1 

12,000 
1 6,000 

>-< 
Mathematics 8,000 1 12,000 i 7,000 

1 I 
National Education 7,500 

I 12,000 
I 

7,000 
..c: 

Geography of the I I +.I. 
i< 7,500 12,000 7,000 ·M Arab World 1 1 

U) 

1 1 
History 7,500 - 7,000 1 1 

Sciences & Hygeine 7,500 1 12,000 1 7,000 
1 J 
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Table No. 6 shows that the number of books published 

are 28 and the number of copies printed and distributed 

in 1960~6l 265,000, in 1961-62 314,000 and in 1962-63 

771 ,500. 

The table also reflects the fact that Kurdish 

grammar started to be taught in the primary schools 

from 1961 in the fifth and sixth years. 

These steady cultural and social gains of the 

Kurds perturbed some Arab nationalists and provoked them 

to demand "melting all other nationalities in the Arab 

countries", i.e. Arabicizing the members of other 

nationalities. This demand came in a long article 

published in Al-Thawra daily no. 555 of February 17, 

1961. Answering the quest ion "Who is an Arab?", the 

writer claimed that anyone who lived in one of the 

countries of the Arab World was an Arab by virtue of 

belonging there of his free will. The writer then 

suggested that other nationalities ought to be melted 

in the crucible of the new nationality. 

The article was immediately attac~ed by the Kurds 

in the daily xabatof February 20, 1961. The paper said 

that the Kurd·s belonged, and would continue to belong to 

the Kurdish race and nationality. The paper went on to 

say, '~e are a part of a natioi that has all the charac

teristics of a distinct nation and our country of which 

a part is included within the republic of Iraq is only 

a part of our greater homeland, Kurdistan, and it is 

not a part of the Arab World." 

It seems that the writer of the article published 

in Al-Thawra newspaper did not differentiate between 
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immigrant groups and a nationality living in a multi

national state like Iraq. The former group may, with 

the passage of time, be absorbed into the new language 

and culture In which they happen to live, while the 

latter will not, as a rule, be assimilated, (Schuman, 

1948, p.447 and Inglehart and Woodward, 1972, p.36l). 

The honeymoon between the Kurds and the government 

seemed to be drawing to an end, for in the summer of 

1961 the leaders of the Kurdish Democratic Party took 

to the mountains in the north claiming that the govern

ment was not willing to grant the Kurds their legitimate 

national rights. Fighting soon started between the 

government forces and Kurdish armed men. 

On February 8, 1963, the government of Bregadiere 

Qasim was overthrown and the Kurds, whose revolt was 

continuing, waited to know what the policy of the new 

regime would be towards their national aspirations. 

4.3 The Kurds and their Language from 1963 to 1974 

After the coup of February 8, 1963 the provisional 

constitution was replaced by another one. Article No.1 

of the new constitution stated that "the people of Iraq 

are a part of the Arab people and complete Arab unity 

is their aim." Article No.3 of the Constitution of 

1958 (see 4.2 p. 15"4- of this work) was replaced by 

Article No. 19 in the new constitution and it stated 

that "Iraqis are equal and have equal rights and obli

gations without discrimination between them by reason 

of race, origin, language or religion and all citizens, 

including Arabs and Kurds, cooperate to safeguard the 

sovereignty of the country and the constitution 

guarantees their national rights within the unity of 

Iraq". 

The two articles above clearly indicate the policy 

of the new government towards the Kurds and their 
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cultural rights. Article No.1 regards the Kurds as 

Arabs and Article No. 19 does away with the notion of 

co-partnership between two national groups, Arabs and 

Kurds. Furthermore, the Kurds, according to the 

constitutiqn, would not have any national or cultural 

rights of their own as a separate ethnic linguistic 

community, a situation almost the reverse of what they 

enjoyed after the revolution of 1958. 

On March 5, 1963, Barzani, the leader of the 

Kurdish Democratic Party sent a memorandum to the 

government containing the demands of the Kurds whose 

revolt was still continuing. One of these demands 

was the use of Kurdish as an official language in 

the Kurdish area (Gharib)1973, p.70). 

On September 25, 1965, the civilian prime-minister, 

Abdul Rahman A1-Bazaz, changed Article No. 19 of the 

constitution to read, "the Iraqi citizens are equal in 

rights and obligations without discrimination on basis 

of race, origin, language or any other reason and this 

constitution confirms the national rights of the Kurds 

within the nation of Iraq in a fraternal unity". 

Despite the above amendment, the article is still 

far less positive in ethnic assurances than Article 3 

of the first provisional consthution of 1958. 

Following the constitutional amendment, a twe1ve

point programme was declared by the government on June 

29, 1965 for the settlement of the Kurdish question 

(Gharib~1973, pp.92 ff). The following three points of 

the programme concerned the Kurdish language: 
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1. the Kurdish language would be the national 

language in the Kurdish area in addition to 

the Arabic language. 

2. Kurdish students would be given study grants 

to study abroad, and the University of 

Baghdad is to pay special attention to the 

study of Kurdish language and literature. 

3. Kurdish political activity and Kurdish poli

tical and literary journals would be permitted 

within the limits of the law. 

However, the civilian government which announced the 

programme was replaced by a military one before it could 

implement any part of its programme for solving the 

Kurdish question. 

On July 17, 1968, another coup took place and the 

president of the new government promised to solve the 

Kurdish question peacefully by implementing the twelve

point programme. Soon after that the government 

established a university in Sulaimania and it contained, 

among other colleges, a college of arts where Kurdish 

language and literature are taught. 

These changes did not succeed in bringing peace to 

the area and fighting between the Kurds and government 

forces continued until an agreement was reached on March 

11, 1970. 

This last agreemenb put an end to the war and for 

four years it had far-reaching effects on the Kurds 

politically, culturally and linguistically. The 

following are some of the important clauses of the 

agreement: 
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1. It recognized the existence of a legitimate 

Kurdish nationality, this recognition to be 

included in the texts of both the provisional 

and permanent constitutions. 

2. It decided that a Kurdish language acade~y be 

estab lished. 

3. It recognized the national, cultural and 

linguistic rights of the Kurds and ruled that 

the Kurdish language be taught in all schools, 

institutions, universities, military and 

police colleges. 

4. It stated that Kurdish scientific, literary 

and political books that express the national 

aspirations of the Kurds should be distributed, 

that Kurdish writers and poets should be 

enabled to form a federation of their own and 

to print their books and provide all opportunities 

and means for them to develop their scientific 

and artistic abilities and talents, and that a 

weekly paper and a monthly magazine should be 

issued in the Kurdish language and that the 

duration of the Kurdish television programme 

should be increased until a special television 

station could be established that would transmit 

only in Kurdish. 

S.rt recognized the rights of the Kurds to revive 

their national traditions and to celebrate their 

national holidays which would be celebrated by 

the whole nation. As a result of this clause, 

Nawroz, a Kurdish national holiday celebrated on 

March 21, was declared a national holiday in the 

republic of Iraq. 

6. The Kurdish language became, together with and 

in addition to Arabic, the official language in 

the predominantly Kurdish area, and it was made 
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4.3.1 

the medium of instruction there. The Arabic 

language was to be taught as a subject in all 

the schools where Kurdish was the medium of 
tW.. . 

instruction. InLs~me way, Kurdish was to be 

o'ffered as a subject in the other parts of 

Iraq in accordance with certain rules and 

regulations. 

Thus, the agreement gave the Kurdish language 

official status and it began to be used as a medium of 
instruction in all schools and for all educational 

levels in the Kurdish area, a situation that did not 

exist before that date. Similarly, on April 25, 1970 a 

directorate general of Kurdish culture was established 

within the Ministry of Information to help in and 

supervise the use of Kurdish in the mass media. 

The use of Kurdish at all school levels in the 

predominantly Kurdish area necessitated the preparation 

of Kurdish books for all the subjects taught in the 

primary, intermediate and secondary schools and also 

for all the preparatory institutions. The changeover 

from the use of Arabic into Kurdish created an active 

movement for writing in and translating into Kurdish. 

Kurdish Books and Periodic..a1s During this Period 

The number of Kurdish books published in Iraq 

between 1963 and 1975 is 5341 • This number is more than 

half of the total number of Kurdish books published in 

Iraq from 1925 to 1962, for the total number of Kurdish 

books published from 1925 to 1977 is 1002. 

1 Calculated from the Bibliography of Kurdish Books, 

Ahmed, 1977. 
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The list below gives the number of Kurdish books 

published every year from 1958 to 1975. 

Year Books Published 

1958 54 

1959 49 

1960 54 

1961 31 

1962 14 

1963 1 

1964 4 

1965 7 

1966 7 

1967 32 

1968 54 

1969 65 

1970 73 

1971 72 

1972 62 

1973 70 

1974 42 

1975 64 

Thus, the period of hostilities after the 1963 

coup is reflected in the greatly reduced level of 

publishing until the changes prior to and following 

the coup of 1968. 

The change in the attitude of the central 

authority towards the Kurds and their language was to 

a great extent responsible for the increase in the 

number of books published, as is evident from the 

number of books, 73, published in 1970, which is the 

year the agreement was signed by the government and 

the Kurds. 
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The Directorate General of Kurdish studies has 

played a major role in preparing and translating 

textboo~s for use in schools in the Kurdish area 

since its establishment in 1959. Untrl 1958, the 

Ministry of,Education of Iraq published only 9 

textbooks for use in the Kurdish primary schools, 

whereas the number of books published by the 

Directorate General of Kurdish Studies since 1958 

is 116, a twelve-fold increase. The quarterly 

periodical the Directorate publishes, P~rw~rd~ 

u Zanist (Education and Science) no. 12, 1977 

gives the following figures of Kurdish textbooks 

used in schools before and after 1958: 

Period No. of Books Translated No. of Books Written 
in Kurdish 

Before 1958 

From 1958-1968 

After 1968 

9 

20 

27 

(primary 

(primary 

(primary 

textbooks) 

textbooks) 2 

textbooks) ) 

26 (intermediate textbooks) 
) 

10 
) 

31 (secondary textbooks) ) 
) 

The 12 books that were directly written by Kurdish 

authors are readers and books of Kurdish grammar for 

the various school levels. The other books are all 

translate~ from Arabic textbooks that are usually pre

pared by the Ministry of Education of Iraq, as ed~cati~n 

in Iraq is both centralized and free, i.e. books are 

given to students free of charge. 

Textbooks are usuall.y translated by connnittees 

formed from among Kurdish teachers who actually teach 

the particular subject. Frequently, a teacher of 

Kurdish is added to the connnittee to help in the 

wording of the Kurdish translation. 
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The n~ne books available before 1958 were: an 

arithmetic text for the first year; an arithmetic 

book for the second year; a Kurdish reader and an 

arithmetic text for the third year; three religious 

textbooks for the fourth, fifth a~d sixth years and 

an arithmetic textbook for the sixth year. All the 

other subjects offered in the primary schools were 

taught through the use of Arabic texts. This reflects 

the fact that governments before 1958 were trying to 

force students to use Arabic textbooks as a step 

towards the unification of the medium of instruction 

in the whole of Iraq. However, the situation changed 

after 1958, reflecting a tremendous shift in the 

attitude of successive governments towards the use of 

Kurdish not only in the primary schools but also in 

the intermediate and secondary schools. 

As a consequence of ~he resulting need for 

translation the Kurdish language began for the first 

time to be used for modern scientific subjects such 

as physics, optics, chemistry, trigonometry, geometry, 

solid geometry, algebra, botany, zoology, sociology, 

economics and for technology; the texts are taught to 

and studied by large numbers of students. 

The extent of the effect that these translated 

textbooks would have on standardizing the Kurdish 

language at this period can be seen in the number 

of copies printed by the Directorate General of 

Kurdish Studies and distributed to the various inter

mediate and secondary schools in the Kurdish area. 

The files of the Directorate give the staggering 

figure of 1,913,000 copies of textbooks printed and 

distributed since 1970. This number is distributed 

in the following manner: 
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495,000 copies for the first year intermediate level 

551,000 COfl1.es for the second year intermediate level 

445,000 copies for the third year intermediate level 

205,000 copies for the first year secondary level 

124,000 copies for the second year secondary level 

93,000 copies for the third year secondary level 

1,913,000 Total 

4.3.2 Kurdish Language Academy 

The agreement of March 11, 1970 between the government 

of Iraq and the Kurds stated that a Kurdish language 

-academy should be established. On August- 20, 1970 the 

Revolutionary Command Council, the only legislative 

power since 1968, issued a law, No. 183, whereby the 

academy was established •. The following is a translation 

of Article No.3 of the law which set forth the aims of the 

academy as follows: 

(i) To carry out studies and to do research in 

Iraq so as to maintain pace with the progress 

of science. 

(ii) To protect the Kurdish language and to work 

towards developi~ it" in order that it could 

meet the requirements of science, literature 

and art. 

(iii) To revive Kurdish and Islamic culture in the 

fields of the sciences, literature and arts. 

(iv) To publish original research works and to 

encourage translations and writing in the 

fields of science, literature and arts. 
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Article No. 4 of the law sets out the steps by 

which the above-mentioned goals could be achieved. 

These are: 

1. compiling language and scientific dictionaries, 

2. issuing a journal, 

3. re-publishing old books, documents and 

manuscripts, 

4. giving prizes to outstanding researchers, 

scientists and writers, 

5. rewarding researchers, writers and translators, 

6. establishing a library and a printing press for 

the academy, and 

7. holding regular meetings. 

However, the academy did not start operating until 

its constitution was finally approved by the government 

on August 9, 1972. 

Since it has started its activity, the academy has 

been publishing a bi-yearly journal in which articles 

about Kurdish language, literature, culture, history 

and people have appeared. Each issue of the journal 

contains a long list of voeabulary items suggested by 
.. 

the academy for use by Kurdish writers instead of 

Arabic terms for which no Kurdish equivalents exist. 

The first issue of the journal contained a list of 

such words covering 102 pages, that is, from page 423 

to page 525. 

The academy succeeded in publishing and in translating 

20 Kurdish books up to 1976. In addition, it subsidized 

the printing of 25 Kurdish books from 1972 to 19752 . 

2 Information about the activities of the Kurdish Language 

Academy haS. been collected from the journals of the Academy, 

which contain a section at the end of each volume in which 

these activities are listed. 
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The enormous changes in the status of the Kurdish 

language since 1958 is expected to be reflected in the 

written language of this period. In order to assess 

these changes, a number of Kurdish texts published in 

this period'are analysed in the following section. 

4.4 Data Analysis of the Written Language After 1958 

The data of this chapter are 20 texts selected from 

Kurdish newspapers, periodicals, books and textbooks 

published in this period. The texts are chronologically 

arranged, phonemicized, translated and then appended 

with the data for the previous two chapters at the end 

of this work. 

An attempt will be made in this section to analyse 

each of the texts with the aim of identifying the loans 

used and the 1anguage(s) f~om which they are introduced 

in order to see the extent of purification processes 

utilized by the Kurdish writers in this period. The 

investigation will also help in identifying the written 

standard that has emerged and its characteristics. 

The following is an examination of each of the 

texts of the data: 

TEXT NO. i, Article - Kurdish population, 1958 

This text contains 36 words, 1 of which is a borrowed 

word. The loanword is of Latin origin but borrowed 

through Arabic. 

The percentage of 10&lS is 2.77%. The loanword is: 

~u~ra.fiya. 'geography' 
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TEXT NO.2, title of a political article, 1959 

This text contains 13 words. The loans are 3, of 

which 1 is Arabic. 

The percentage of loans is 23.07%. The loanwords 

are: 

a. feminine singular noun, 1: 

dJamhOri yya. 

b. non-Arabic words, 2: 

dTmukra.tT 

i mriryo.l i sti 

TEXT NO.3, news item, 1959 

'republic' 

'democratic' 

'imperialistic' 

This text contains .17 words, the loanwords are 3 

and all are Arabic. 

The percentage of loanwords is 17.64%. The loans 

are: 

a. feminine singular nouns, 2: 

mudTfi yya.t [mudn'i yyo;.] 

wo.za.ra.t [wo.za.ra.t ] 

b. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

dTwo.n 

'directorate' 

'ministry' 

'administration section' 

TEXT NO.4, title of a socio-political article, 1959 

This text contains 23 words, the loanwords are 4 and 

all are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 17.39%. The 

loanwords are: 
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a. feminine singular nouns, 2: 

~amhuriyya.t [d?amhuriyya.] 'republic' 

na.qOba. 'trade union' 

?id")a.za. 'permit' 

b.- adj ectives, 1: 

'belonging to the union' 

1 hybrid compound occurs in this text. It is 

?i~a.za. dOn 'permit' 

The native verb used is dan 'to give'. 

TEXT NO.5, political speech, 'extract', 1959 

This text contains 37 words, the loanwords are 2 and 

they are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 5.4%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular noun, 1: 

?i st i lm'O.r 'colonization' 

b. verbal nouns, 1: 

'satisfaction' 

TEXT NO.6, news about trade unions, 1960 

This text contains 48 words, the loGnwords are 4 and 

all are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 8.33%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

na.qOba. (used twice) 'trade union' 

b. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

dTn 'religion' 

c. adjectives, 1: 

'belonging to a trade union' 
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TEXT No.7, news about students' association, 1960 

This text contains 20 words, 1 of which is a 

loanword and it is Arabic. The percentage of loans 

is 5%. 

The bo~rowed word is a masculine singular noun: 

qutOb- [kuttOb] 'religious school' 

This bo~rowed word is treated as a bound morpheme. 

TEXT NO.8, meeting of peace-partisans, 1960 

This text contains 42 words, the loanwords are 4, 

2 are Arabic and 2 are non-Arabic. The percentage of 

l.oans is 9. 75%. The loanwords are: 

a. feminine singular noun, 1: 

b. verbal nouns, 1: 

ta.?yid 

c. non-Arabic words, 2: 

impirya.lizm 

a.tom! 

TEXT NO.9, news item, 1960 

'point, period' 

'support' 

'imperialism' 

'atomic' 

This text contains 32 words. No loanwords occur Ln 

the text. 

TEXT NO. 10, call for writers, 1961 

This text contains 49 words of which 4 are loanwords. 

3 are Arabic and 1 is non-Arabic. The percentage of loans 

is 8.16%. The loanwords are: 
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a. masculine singular nouns,l: 

?OOGb (used three times) 'literature' 

b. non-Arabic loan, 1: 

falklar 'folklore' 

TEXT NO. 11, a word of thanks, 1961. 

This text contains 45 words, the loanwords are 3, 

2 are Arabic and 1 is non-Arabic. The percentage of 

loans is 6.6%. The loanwords are: 

a. feminine singular nouns, 1: 

mas ?0.1 a. 'question' 

b. participles, 1: 

lQ.di I 'one who is just' 

c. non-Arabic loans,l: 

imp i rya.1 i zm 'imperialism' 

TEXT NO. 12, introductory note to 'national education', 1962 

This text contains 58 words of which 2 are loans and they 

are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 3.44%. The loan

words are: 

a. feminine singular nouns, 1: 

dow Io.t [dow 10.] 'state' 

b. adjectives, 1: 

5 i yasT 'political' 

1 hybrid compound noun occurs in this text. It is 
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qutObxa.na. 'school' in which qut~- [kuttOb ] 

'religious school' is an originally Arabic word, 

and-x~na. 'house' is a Kurdish bound morpheme. 

TEXT NO. 13, correct discipline, educational, 1964· 

This text contains 57 words. No loanwords occurred. 

TEXT NO. 14, article on national unity, 1967 

This text contains 37 words of which 2 are loans and 

they are Arabic. The percentage of loans is 5.40%. The 

loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

?a.dab 'literature' 

b. sound feminine plural nouns, 1: 

?a.dab i yya.t 'literatures' 

TEXT NO. 15, geography, 1968 

This text contains 53 words. No loans occurred. 

TEXT NO. 16, science, 1969 

This text contains 50 words. No loans occurred. 

TEXT NO. 17, article - objectives of the science magazine, 1970 

This text contains 117 words. No loans occurred. 
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TEXT NO. 18, extract from a literary book, 1971 

This text contains 61 words of which 5 are loanwords. 

1 is Arabic and 4 are non-Arabic. The percentage of loans 

is 8.19%. The loanwords are: 

a. masculine singular nouns, 1: 

7a.dab 

b. non-Arabic loans are: 

o.kQ.dTmya. 

diya.lekt 

t i yorT 

praktik 

'literature' 

'academy' 

'dialect' 

'theory' 

'practice' 

TEXT NO. 19, description of the solar system, 1971 

4.4.1 

This text contains 69 words of which 1 is a loanword 

and it is Arabic. The percentage of loans is 1.45%. The 

loanword is the verbal noun dowam 'continuity' 

TEXT NO. 20, article - the literary heritage, 1973 

This text contains 77 words, 1 is a loanword which 

occurs twice in the text. The loanword is Arabic. The 

percentage of loans is 2.79%. The loanword is the 

masculine singular noun 7adab 'literature'. 

Statistical Results 

Table ] gives the number of words of eaeh of the 

texts analysed in section 4.4 together with the number 

of loans in each and their percentages. 
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Table No.7 

No. of No. of words used No. of loanwords Percentage 
text in the text of 

Loanwords 

1 36 1 2.77 

2 13 3 23.07 

3 17 3 17.64 

4 23 4 17.39 

5 37 2 5.4 

6 48 4 8.33 

7- 20 1 5.0 

8 42 4 9.75 

9 32 0 0 . 
10 49 4 8.16 

11 45 3 6.6 

12 58 2 3.44 

13 57 0 0 

14 37 2 5.40 

15 53 0 0 
.. 

16 50 0 0 

17 117 0 0 

18 61 5 8.19 

19 69 2 1.45 

20 77 2 2.79 

941 total number of words 

42 total number of loanwords 

4.46% mean percentage of loanwords 
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The loanwords belong to the following classes of 

words: 

Percentage in 
Word Class No. of words Percentage relation to 

the words 
the data 

Feminine singular noun 11 26.19 1.16 

Masculine singular noun 12 28.57 1.27 

Sound feminine plural 1 2.38 0.10 

Adjective 3 7.14 0.31 

Verbal noun 3 7.14 0.31 

Participle 1 2.38 0.10 

Non-Arabic 11 26.19 1.16 

42 total 

There are also two hybrid compounds. 

However, the figures above do not represent the number 

of the actual words borrowed, because several of them are 

used more than once. For instance, the masculine singular 

noun ?~dab 'literature' is used 7 times; each of the 

feminine singular nouns nagOb~ 'trade union' and d?amhu~iyy~ 

'republic' are used twice and the adjective nagObi 'unionist' 

is used twice; this means that 4 of the loanwords are 

used 13 times. If these are considered as only 4 words then 

the number of actual loanwords will be 33 rather than 42 and 

this will reduce their percentage from 4.46% to 3.50%. 

4.5 Comparison between Statistical Results of Chapters Two, Three 

and Four 

A comparison between the figures of the loanwords and 

their classes obtained from the data of chapters two, three 

and four clearly illustrates the sharp drop in the loanwords 

of Arabic origin in the written Kurdish language. Table 8 

shows the purification trend and the results achieved in a 

chronological order. 
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15 33 5 15.33 15 
16 l- 37 35 25.54 16 
17 57 25 43.5 17 
18 264 141 57.31 18 
19 19 8 42.1 19 
20 .31 11 35.4 20 
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21 31 19 61.2 
22 13 4 30.7 
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23 114 49 42.9 
24 173 94 54.34 
25 140 69 49.28 
26 45 24 53.3 

----

CHAPTER THREE 
1939 - 1958 

No. of No. of % of 
Words Loans Loans 

71 30 42.25 
78 1 8.97 

157 12 7.64 
45 10 22.22 
20 7 35.0 
83 3 3.71' 

110 4 3.6 
, 48 3 6.25 

31 0 0 
33 5 15.15 
16 1 6.25 
64 5 7.81 
64 6 9.?11 
41 1 2.4 
43 0 0 
58 9 15.5 
30 0 0 
59 0 0 
65 3 4.58 
42 5 11.90 

CHAPTER FOUR 
1958 - 1973 

No. of No. of 
Text Words 

1 36 
2 13 
3 17 
4 23 
5 37 
6 48 
7 20 
8 42 
9 32 

10 49 
11 45 
12 58 
13 57 
14 37 
15 53 
16 50 
17 117 
18 61 
19 69 
20 77 

No. of 
Loans 

1 
3 
3 
4 
2 
4 
1 
4 
0 
4 
3 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
5 
2 
2 

% of 
Loans 

2.77 
23.07 
17.64 
17.39 
5.4 
8.33 
5.0 
9.59 

0 
8.16 
6.6 
3.44 
0 

5.40 
0 
0 
0 

8.19 
1.45 
2.79 
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L 

The total number of words of the texts, the number 

of loanwords and the mean percentage in each chapter are 

as follows: 

Chapter two Chapter three Chapter four 

Total number of words 1992 

Total nUmber of loanwords 926 

Mean percentage of 

1158 

111 

941 

42 

loanwords 46.48% 9.58% 4.46% 

Thus there has been a very sharp reduction of loanwords 

from the early period, i.e. from 1924 - 1939 to the 

modern period, i.e. from 1958 to the early seventies. 

There has also been a great reduction in the type of 

words, i.e. in the word classes and their categories 

over these three periods. The table below- illustrates 

this point (see table 9). 

Table 9 shows that there has been a continuous 

decrease in the number of words borrowed 1n each 

category and that some categories ceased to contain 

loans in the later periods. For instance, loans of 

singular nouns, both masculine and feminine, plural 

nouns and verbal nouns were greatly reduced. The 

data for chapter four contained no borrowed masculine 

plural nouns,adverbs, adjectives, prepositions and 

phrases; while feminine plural ,nouns, which were 

borrowed in large numbers in the second and, to some 

extent, in the third chapter, appeared only once in 

chapter four. The same is true of borrowed particles. 

The only kinds of loan that have become more 

common are the non-Arabic words. Their percentage in 

chapter four is second only to borrowed masculine 

singular nouns while in chapters two and three their 

percentage is smaller than the majority of the other 

borrowed words. The increase in the percentage of the 
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Categories of Loanwords 

Masculine singular nouns 

Feminine singular nouns 

Masculine plural nouns 

Feminine plural nouns 

Verbal nouns 

Adjectives 

Participles 

Adverbs 

Conjunctions 

Prepositions 

Phrases 

Non-Arabic words 

-

CHAPTER TWO 

% in 
No. of relation 
Words to loan-

ii10rds 

137 14.48 

120 12.95 

25 2.65 

109 11. 77 

302 32.61 

91 9.82 

84 9.07 

11 1.18 

1 0.10 

2 0.21 

20 2.15 

25 2.69 

--

CHAPTER THREE 

% in % in 
relation No. of relation 
to total Words to loan-
no. of words 
words of 

data 

6.82 22 19.81 

6.02 20 18.18 

1.25 0 0 

5.47 , 13 11. 7 

15.16 28 25.22 

4.56 12 10.8 

4.21 8 7.20 

0.55 0 0 

0.05 0 0 

0.10 0 0 

1.00 2 1.8 

1.25 6 5.4 

%in ' . 

relation No. of 
to total Words 
no. of 
words of 

data 

1.94 12 

1.67 11 

0 0 

1.15 1 

2.48 3 

1.06 3 

0.70 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0.17 0 

0.53 11 

CHAPTER FOUR 

% in % in 
relation relation 
to loan- to total 
words no. of 

words of 
data 

28.57 1.27 

26.19 1.16 

0 0 

2.38 0.10 

7.14 0.31 

7.14 0.31 

2.38 0.10 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

26.19 1.16 
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4.5.1 

non-Arabic loans indicates that while loanwords of 

Arabic origin are purposely eliminated from the written 

language, borrowing from European languages is condoned. 

This change of attitude will be further discussed in the 

ne~t chapter. 

Comparability of the Samples 

The figures obtained by the analysis of the various 

texts represent the actual situation obtaining in the 

Kurdish language since the Early Period, 1924. The 

samples examined and the data incorporated in the later 

sections of this chapter cover a wide range of publica

tions, e.g. 

a. newspapers, 

b. magazines, 

c. books 

d. textbooks, and 

e. dictionaries. 

The samples were also diversified in type, that is, 

they contain news items, comments, articles, editorials, 

stories, historical accounts and science. They are also 

diversified in subject matter for they deal with all 

subjects ranging from local news to geographic, historical, 

religious, social, educational, legal, economic and 

scientific subjects. 

The samples analysed are directed to all sorts of 

readers ranging from ordinary literate individuals to 

professionals, students and writers. 

Each appendix includes samples diversified in the 

way described above and covers relatively comp~~~~k 

themes and ideas. The textbooks examined are almost 
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identical both ~n subject matter and in the audience 

for which they are intended. Hence the figures obtained 

reflect the actual picture of the changes that have 

taken place in the Kurdish language over a period of 

half a cent~ry. 

4.6 Purism and its Effect on the Structure of the Written 

Kurdish Language 

Tables nos. 7 and 8 show that the Kurdish written 

language was to a large_ extent purged of the early 

borrowings and particularly of the words of Arabic 

origin. The elimination from the Kurdish written 

language of the large number of Arabic plural nouns, 

adjectives, participles - both agentive and adjectival, 

verbal nouns and phrases has had the effect of removing 

the confusion that used to exist in the grammatical 

system of Kurdish. The "pure" written language uses a 

grammatical structure of fairly consistently Kurdish 

provenance while the earlier written records utilized 

the structure of both the Kurdish and the Arabic 

languages. 

In this section the effect of language purism on 

the structure of the written Kurdish language will be 

discussed. 

(a) Nouns 

The number of Arabic nouns borrowed in chapter 

four is 24. The 23 singular forms, whether 

masculine or feminine, do not constitute any gram

matical problem since they are treated like any 

Kurdish lexical item. The only plural form that 

occurred in the data is a sound feminine plural 
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?adabTyy~t in text no. 14, where the Arabic plura

lizing suffix -~t is used. No sound masculine 

plural occurred in this chapter nor any broken 

plurals, whereas a comparatively large number of 

such plurals occurred in chapter two and to a 

smaller degree in chapter three. The following 

list illustrates this point: 

Chapter two Chapter three Chapter 

Sound feminine plural 31 10 

Sound masculine plural 5 None 

Broken plurals (feminine) 60 

~ (masculine) 6 
6 

The pluralizing morpheme -Tn of the Arabic sound plural 

and the pluralizing patterns of both feminine and 

masculine Arabic broken nouns are absent in the data 

of this chapter (see p. 136 for the use of such 

plural nouns in chapters two and three). 

(b) Verbal Nouns 

Only 3 verbal nouns occurred in chapter four and 

they have the patterns clcOc, TOCCTC and COCOC. These 

occurred in texts nos. 5, 8, and 19. However, in 

chapter two 302 verbal nouns occurred and they had 

ten patterns (see p. 7~r. for the patterns), while 

in chapter three 28 verbal nouns occurred and they 

had four patterns (see p. ,Q3 for the patterns). 

This means that the structural patterns for the 

formation of verbal nouns have been reduced to a 

large extent in the texts in which they occurred 

while in the majority of the texts of the data such 

words were completely eliminated. 
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(c) Participles 

Only one participle occurred in the data of 

this chapter and it is an agentive participle while 

in chapter two 84 occurred, 31 agentive participles 

and the rest adjectival. They were formed 

according to 9 different structural patterns (see 

p. ~Dt· ). Chapter three contained 8 participles, 

5 agentive and 3 adjectival, and these were formed 

in accordance with 4 structural formation patterns. 

The one participle is used only once in all 

the 20 selections of this chapter - in text 11. 

(d) Adjectives 

Three borrowed adjectives occurred in chapter 

four with the Arabic adjectival ending -T. In 

chapter two 84 adjectives occurred, some with the 

ending -T and others with the ending -Tyy~; while 

in chapter three 12 borrowed adjectives occurred. 

The earlier ending -Tyy~ has thus disappeared 

from the Kurdish written language. Moreover, the 

ending -T in Kurdish is an adjective-forming 

suffix as well, so that it is homophonous with 

the Arabic ending (Mackenzie, 1961, p.148) 

Thus, not only have a large number of loan

words of Arabic origin been eliminated from the 

written Kurdish language, but the grammatical 

endings and grammatical patterns of Arabic origin 

have been greatly reduced. The vast majority of 

words used in written Kurdish now are formed with 

native endings and consequently the duality that 

existed in the formation of words in the second 

chapter was eliminated. The Kurdish written 

language of this period relies mainly on vocabulary 

and morphology of Kurdish provenance. 
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4.6.1 Effect of Purism on the Souni System of Written Kurdish 

The· enormous reduction of the lo:a:.nwords of Arabic 

origin and the elimination of the majority of the gram

matical categories of Arabic introduced through the 

loanwords have resulted in the reduction of the earlier 

phonological influence from the Arabic sound system on 

that of Kurdish. 

Analysis of the data of this chapter shows that the 

only borrowed sound that continued to appear is the 

glottal stop in initial and medial positions. Initially, 

the glottal stop appeared in two borrowed words, e.g. 

? i 5 t i '1 ma.r 

?a.dab 

"colonization" (used in text no. 5) and 

"literature" (used in texts nos. 10, 

14, 18 and 20). 

Medially, it occurred in two words also, e.g. 

mas 10.1 a. "que stion" (used ~n text no. 11) and 

to.?yid "support" (used ~n text no. 8) 

The table below illustrates the progressive change in 

the sounds borrowed into the phonological system of written 

Kurdish over the three periods discussed. 
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Table No. 10 

CHAPTER TWO CHAPTER THREE CHAPTER FOUR 

Lone Geminate .Lone Geminate Lone Geminate 
-
Clusters Sounds Sounds Clusters Sounds Clusters 

- ? - tt - ? - hh - ? - ---
- ? bb - ? - ? 

dd 

ss 

ss --
zz 

ww 

yy 

kk 

qq 

hh --
yy 
rr 

4.7 Effects of Language Purification 

The discussion above has focused on the description of . 

the Kurdish written language in the Modern Period and it was 

shown that the majority of the early borrowings, which were 

large in number, have gradually disappeared over a period 

of less than fifty years. Consequently, the Kurdish written 

language that has emerged is mainly native in its phonology, 

grammar add, to a large extent, in lexicon. 
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Kurdish, however, was hardly a written language 

until the end of the first World War. As a result it 

was not .codified, that is to say, there were no 

Kurdish grammar books available nor dictionaries to 

preserve the vocabulary of the language. Thus, the 

language was written as it was spoken in the early 

years of this century. 

When the Kurdish language was first used as a 

medium of instruction in schools after the first world 

war, the need for codification appeared. Thus, grammar 

books began to be written and dictionaries compiled. 

From 1928 to 1975, eleven books of grammar appeared. 

The first was muxtasa.r so.rf u nahu-y Kurdi by ?a.lid 

sidqT, 1928 and it was printed by Na.ja.ab Pxess, Baghdad. 

This pioneer book was very valuable although it was 

based mainly on Arabic grammar. The same can be said 

of the other three books of grammar that appeared before 

1958. 

In 1960, a grammar book entitled reziman-T kurdT 

appeared. This was written by Nouri Ali Amin and 

published in Sulaimania. The same writer had earlier 

written two books of Kurdish grammar in 1956 and 1958. 

This last one is not only an improvement on all the other 

books of grammar written, but it differs from them in 

that it is not based on Arabic grammar either in its 

analysis or in the terminology used. 

The terminology used in the previous works was mainly 

Arabic. The following are examples of the use of Arabic 

terms in each. 
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a. Said Sidqi' s "muxtasa.r sa.rf u nab.u-y kurdi" 

The title of the book ~s Arabic for muxta.sa.r 

[muxtaaa.r] "sunnnary", sa.rf [~a.rt] "morphology" 

and nab.u "syntax". 

The names of the parts of speech are all 

borrowed from Arabic, e.g. 

?ism 'noun' 

s i fa.t [~i fa.] 'adjective' 
-v zaml r [~amin 'pronoun' 

fi'i'l 'verb' 

Qa.da.t 'article' 

mutrad 'singular' 

d~am'i' 'plural' 

fa.'i'i I 'subject' 

ma.f'i'ul b i h i 'object' 

ma.zT 'past' 

tla.1 'present' 

"?i st i gba.1 'future' 

ma.'i'lum 'active' 

ma.d:)h u I 'passive' 

masda.r [m~da.r ] 'infinitive' 

Even the terms ka./ i ma. "word" and h a.rf [tl a.rf] -
"letter" are borrowed from Arabic. 

b. Nouri Ali Amin's "ga.wa.'i'id-i zima.n-T kurdT Ia. sa.rf u 

nalJ.G dO. ", 1956 and 1958 contains a large number 

of Arabic grammatical terms. For example, in the title 

the words qa.wa.'i'i d "grannnar" , sa.rf [§a.rfJ "morphology" 

and nahu "syntax" are borrowed from Arabic. The only ----
Kurdish word in the title is zima.n "language". 
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In his grammar book of 1956, Amin introduced 

a number of Kurdish terms to replace the Arabic 

grammatical terms, but he followed the Kurdish 

terms by their Arabic translations put in brackets, 

e.g. 

Oxawt i n (ka.1 am) 'speech' 

v 
(d?um 10) 'sentence' ri st 

fa.rmo.n (f i \'1) 'verb' 

nOw (?i sm) 'noun' 

tOk (muf ra.d) 'singular' 

~ (d)a.ml) 'plural' 

tJawi 9 (m~d.a~) 'infinitive' 

.,- - (ga.mi'r-) 'pr<?noun' ra.na.w 

EI.!. (~o.rf) 'letter' 

However, the ter~s for subject, object, 

predicate, article, etc. remained Arabic. 

Amin's grammar of 1958 has the same title, but 

in this book, the writer introduced some more new 

terms, i.e. he did away with a number of Arabic 

words by coining or translation. In this book, also, 

the writer explained the grammatical terms by their 

English equivalents which h~ put in brackets. Foot

notes were used to give their Arabic equivalents. 

The following are examples: 

pit 

pit- i dQf)SclciY" 

pit- i bedaoo 

wa,a. 

dast 'rlo,a. 
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c. 

ri sto. (sentence) 

binro.z (article) 

na.w (noun) 

y- -
ra.na.w (pronoun) 

ra.w if t (adjective) 

~ (adverb) 

fo.rma.n (verb) 

Even the Arabic terms used were followed by 

their English translations, e.g. 

qa.wQ~id (grammar) 

mus na.d '?i Io.yh (subject) 

mus na.d (predicate) 

However, the ne~ly formed or coined Kurdish 

terms are followed by their Arabic translations 

and not by the English ones, i.e. 

bko.r (fQ)'i I) 'subject' 

10. bi r-', bko.r (na.?ib fO£'i I) 'subject of the 

passive sentence' 

ta.wo.wka.r-j Nist (mo.f)'ul) 'object' 

In 1960 Amin published another Kurdish grammar 

which ~s different from the previous ones ~n its 

analysis. The grammatical terms used are mainly 

Kurdish, translated or coined. The title of the 

book is rezimQn-i kurdt "Kurdish Grammar" where the 

word rezimo.n, literally meaning "language route or 

way", is formed by adding the word re "road, route" 

to zimQn "language". Thus, for the first time a 
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Kurdish word is used for the concept "grammar". 

The grammatical analysis is based on some modern 

linguistic trends. The writer speaks of two kinds 

of verbs, "strong" - bo. hez - by which he means 

regular verbs and "weak" - be hez - which refers 

to copular verbs. He also speaks of various kinds 

of phrases and clauses. None of these is treated 

~n the same way in the previous books. 

A number of new terms are used in this book, e.g. 

pit-T b i zwen "vowel letters", bizwen means 'movement' 

a.waj ko.r "adverb", literally: companion of verbs, 

a.wo.l . nOW "adjective", literally: companion of nouns, 

"root" 

-! ~ po. gi r "suffix", 1 iterally: 'end-catcher' 

J Y pe gir "prefix", literally: 'beginning-catcher' 

Two important points are discerned in the 

development of Kurdish grammar. Firstly, the majority 

of Arabic grammatical terminology is eliminated and 

replaced by loan-translations, word-formation from 

Kurdish elements, semantic extension and coining. 

Secondly, the Arabic words placed next to the Kurdish 

words for interpretation were gradually replaced by 

English terms. This trend signifies a desire to 

identify the Kurdish language with the European 

languages and not with Arabic which belongs to the 

Semitic family of languages. This explains the shift 

from the use of Arabic by way of grammatical analysis 

to that of the English. 
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Since 1960 five other Kurdish grammar books have 

appeared in addition to several articles on Kurdish 

grammar published ~n the journal of the Kurdish 

Language Academy. 

Dictionaries were also compiled and published·. 

Fourteen Kurdish dictionaries have been published 

since 1954 although some were no more than glossaries. 

The following are some of the dictionaries published: 

a. fa.rh01)g- i Xo.l , by Sheik M. Xa~, 1960 

b· fa.rh O1)g- i mah Ob G.d , by Giw MukiryanI, 1961 

c· A Kurdish English Dictionary, by T. Wahbi and C. Edmonds, 1961 

d· fa.rh01)g-i kiftuk~l' by M.K. Mardouki, 1972 

e" fa.rh01)g-i z~nyo.ri by K.J. Gharib, 1974. 

The last dictionary is an Arabic-Kurdish science dictionary 

while the one before it (d) is an agricultural dictionary. 

In addition to these dictionaries, the Kurdish 

Language Academy publishes annually in the journal of the 

Academy long lists of suggested 'pure' Kurdish words to 

replace Arabic ones. These words are the result of 

frequent meetings of the various members of the academy. 

The Arabic words for which equivalents are proposed are 

alphabetically arranged. In the first three volumes of 

the journal, i.e. volumes of 1973, 1974 and 1975, the 

lists of the suggested Kurdish words covered 186 pages. 

The other institution which indirectly is busy with 

the task of finding Kurdish words to substitute for the 

Arabic words is the Directorate General of Kurdish Studies 

which is responsible for preparing or supervising the 

preparation of Kurdish school-texts for all educational 

levels. This Directorate commissions various committees 
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to either write 1n or translate into Kurdish the 

required texts. As a result, a large number of new 

terms began to be used in the Kurdish texts. In 

fact, every Kurdish textbook contains a glossary at 

the end of the book which gives the meaning of the 

new Kurdish terms in Arabic. 

In 1974, the Directorate General of Kurdish Studies 

set up various committees to collect the new words and 

arrange them alphabetically according to the subjects 

in which they are used. The result is a book of 291 

pages of words. The book is called zQrOwQ zOnYQrekQo-i 

k i tebQ gutObxa.nQyeka.n "the Words of the Scientific 

Subjects of the School texts". NCI exact number of the 

Kurdish words contained is given, but I have found that 

each page contained an average of 20 terms, thus, the 

number of new terms that this book contained is 5820. 

It is unfortunate, ho~ever, that these two institutions, 

the Kurdish Language Academy and the Directorate General of 

Kurdish Studies, do not work together as a team. Each 

is independent of the other and each works without consulting 

or even informing the other of the results they arrive at 

in matters of language. Consequently, many of the 

words suggested by the Academy for certain concepts are 

different from those used in the textbooks. The following 

are only a few examples of different words suggested for 

the same items by the two institutions: 

Language Academy Directorate Meaning 

peS ter toWllQ stable 

to?Tna.wQ Ie kol i na.wQ study 

?i yfu:lgQ S we na.wn,r environmen t 

xamlQodio xaml k i rdi n assessment 

ha.nQrd in no.rdna.dQra.wQ export 
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no.sQ.nd in 

b i rTn ka.r 

ri S to. 

b o.r oJ:> Cil:> 

I ampa.r 

bO,ri st 

3i ya.r 

dQ.d ka.r 

xi zma.t 

da.rs 

wi rdok 

sa.ta.t 

kif wo.r 

mo.yda.n 

pe nasTn 

b i rin sa.z 

ko o.ndam 

na.wo. 

ra.go.z 

b oJ:> as t 

qoJ:> o.ro. 

f nr i s t a.netT 

dOd ga.r 

wo.no. 

xu 10k 

sa.t 

da.w I a.t . 

gora.po'n 

definition 

surgeon 

organ of the body 

generation 

race 

barrier 

volume 

civilization 

judge 

service 

lesson 

minute 

hour 

state 

yard, space 

The word of the 1st column are taken from the first 

several pages of the first volume of the Kurdish Language 

Academy and are matched with the words used for the same 

concepts in the school-texts. 

The apparent lexical confusion that the examples 

above indicate is the result of the lack of concerted 

linguistic efforts. Nevertheless, it is probable that 

the words used in the schooltexts will prove to be more 

viable than those suggested by the Language Academy. 

The reason is that the words used in the textbooks 

are going to be read, written and used by thousands of 

students whereas the ones suggested by the Academy are, 
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4.7.1 

at best, going to be included in a future dictionary. 

Charles Ferguson expresses a similar idea in his 

paper Language Development, (1968, p.33). 

The Purified Language of School Texts 

The textbooks of the Modern Period and the books of 

literature are all "purified". A brief look at the earlier 

school texts and the modern ones shows that the language 

used today is very different from the old one. On page 

no./901( of this chapter the changes that occurred in 

the terminology of grammar books were shown. In this 

section an attempt will be made to examine the terminology 

of the new textbooks of arithmetics, geography and the 

social sciences in order to discover how the terminology 

used in the new books has been formed. 

a. The arithmetic t~xtbook for the sixth year 

primary school, )im:Qra. u pewo.n "numbers and measures", 

2nd edition, translated by Rashid Najib, 1968 is 

printed by As'ad Press, Baghdad. The book contains 

an alphabetically arranged glossary which runs from 

page 215 to page 219. The number of new terms used 

is 145. The meaning of each of these items is 

given in Arabic, an indication that the Arabic words 

are more familiar to, at le.ast, the teachers of the 

subject than the new words. 

The new terms used are (i) loan-translations, 

(ii) semantic extension, (iii) coining or (iv) 

formed by appeal to the structure of the language. 

The following are examples of the new terms 

replacing the Arabic words given next to them in 

the glossary. 
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(i) Loan-translations. 

so.ro. "numerator", literally: the thing above. 

This is translated from the Arabic word ~uro.. 

3ero. "denominator", literally: the thing below. 

It is translated from the Arabic mag am. 

ko.rt "fraction", literally: part. It is a 

translation from the Arabic kasr. 

ko.rt-T do.i 
"decimal number", literally: fraction 

of tens. It is translated from the Arabic 

kasr \usr-j 

(ii) semantic Extensions 

~ "angle", originally it means corner. 

koki rdna.wo. "addition", originally it means gathering. 

£..9:.!.. "side", originally it means limb of the body. 

tiro. "diameter", originally it means the leather strip 

that pulls the other parts of the shoe together. 

(iii) Coining 

"ratio" 

v -ro.nus "number" 

po.rtuk "book" 

res a. "rule" 

(iv) utilization of the Structure of the Kurdish Language 

penTIs "pencil", literally: the thing to write with. 

Thi~ is formed by adding ~ "with" to -nus-, 

f h b _..." ." the present tense root 0 t ever nusln to wr1te • 
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b. 

pewo.r "measure", literally: the thing to measure with. 

This is formed by adding -pew-, the present 

tense root of the verb pewa.n "to measure", to 

the agentive suffix -a.r. 

c\.:siho.ngo.r "tourist", literally: the person who roams 

about the world. This is formed by adding 

o,?i ho.n "world" and the nominal suffix form 

of the verb go.r'6.n "to roam about, to travel 

about". 

The geography textbook of the sixth year primary 

is d0ugra.fiyo.-y so.ro.to.T, translated by Nouri Ali Amin, 

7th edition, Salman Al-Ac~ami Press, Baghdad, 1968. 

The glossary at the end of the book contains 146 words, 

(pp. 173 - 177). 

The following are examples of the items introduced 

and the methods used in producing them so as to replace 

the Arabic words given next to them in the glossary. 

(i) Loan-translation 

pi rn if to.ni "density of population", literally: fullness 

of staying. It is a translation of the 

Arabic phrase k0.6Qfo.t?ossukk'6.n where 

f:-V o.re 

k0.6Qfo. is "~ensity" and ?ossukko.n "the 

population" . 

"principal method", literally: the main road. 

It is translated from the Arabic phrase 
Vt v?..-!a.r go. ra. 150.. 

ko.rdostQn "labourers", literally: working hands. It is 

a translation of the Arabic phrase ?o.l?o.ydi 

?o.l'lruni 10. which means "the hands working". 
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(ii) Semantic extensions 

bObo.t "subject", originally it means "item" 

b'6.n "plateau", originally it means "roof" 

da.stgE: "establishment", originally it means "tool" 

ko.rto. "continent", originally it means "a part". 

(iii) Coining 

"island" 

wo.no. "lesson" 

tawo.r "pole" 

(iv) Utilization of the Structure of the Kurdish Language 

zo.ni stgo. "university", formed by suffixing z'O.ni st 

"learned, educated" with the suffix -9'0. "place". 

kelgo. "farm", formed from the pre sen t verb root 

-ke 1- of the verb ke Ian "to plough" and the 

suffix -go. "place". 

90.1 tya.r "tourist", formed by adding s.9Lt "picnic, 

journey" and the agentive suffix -ya.r.. 

kaJ ttwo.ni "navigation", formed by adding kaJ ti 

"ship" and the agentive suffix -wo.n and the 

nominalizing suffix -i. 

Several words occur in the glossary which are taken 

from other dialects, e.g. 

ho.vi rke 

rox 

peJwa.zi 

"race, competition" 

"bank of river; coast" 

"receiving somebody; reception" 
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c. The Social Science textbook for the fifth primary 

school is pa.rwa.rda.-y nif ti manT u koma.la.ya.tT trans-

lated by Majid Asingar, et.al., Al-Irshad Press, 

Baghdad, 1971. The glossary at the end of the book 

contains 114 words. The following are examples of 

the items introduced and the methods used in ·producing 

them to replace the Arabic words given next to them 

in the glossary. 

(i) Loan-translations 

ka.r- i so.~bast "free enterprise", literally "free 

work", translated from the Arabic phrase 

?a.ll ama.I .... illi I.\-~ 

dTd a.wa.nT "scouting", literally:· the activity of 

finding. It is translated from the Arabic 

ka.JJo.fa.. 

(ii) Semantic extensions 

ba.laT "advancement, improvement". Originally: 

"loftiness, length". 

xo.rfr'5T "expenses". Originally: "pocket-money". 

wi zo. "energy". Originally: "ability". 

(iii) Coining 

Oka.r "characteristics" 

OJ) ket "f orm" 

p a.yk "pos t" 
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(iv) Structural utilization 

p T f a.ga.rT "trade" . Formed by adding.e..I.l.9: "work" 

and -ga.rT "the activity of usually a trade". 

JTrama.nT "dairy products". Formed by adding fTr 

"milk" and the suffix -ma.nT "things of". 

fa.rmo.nga. "office". Formed by adding fa.rm'5..n "work" 

and the suffix -go. "place". 

nOs nOma. "identification card". Formed by adding 

-nas-, the present root of the verb nasln "to 

know" and nama. "certificate". 

(v) Items derived from other dialects 

v-ro.va. "explanation" 

komakT ~'collaboration " 

h a.vo.l "colleague" 

ho.rTko.rT "co-operation, helping" 

(vi) Items borrowed from European languages: 

o.tom "atom" 

bnt)qa.not "banknote" 

propCiQo.nda. "propaganda" 

p j. r03o. "proj ect" 

rol "role" 

J!j 3Tm "regime" 

zQ.:roni zm 'zionism" 
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Employment of the methods explained above has 

produced a written language that only rarely 

includes an Arabic borrowed word. It is therefore 

not surprising to find that the preface of the 

last textbook, which has 242 words, does not 

contain a word of Arabic origin. 

The purification trend is not limited to textbooks, 

it is also seen in all books, articles and essays; 

also in the med;~, i.e. in the newspapers and in 

news and speeches over radio and television. 

4.8 Characteristics of the Modern Kurdish Written Language 

The use of the Kurdish language as a" medium of instruction 

in all school levels, the translation of the many school 

texts and the establishment of the Kurdish Language Academy 

which has encouraged writers and translators, have 

created a continuous movement of language codification 

and language purification. Certainly the Kurdish 

language has been developed to a point where it can, 

without much reliance on Arabic, express various scientific 

and social subjects taught in schools and even at college 

level where Kurdish is studied. 

The written language which came about after 1958 

is no -longer limited in its use to the few professional 

writers, but it is being read and reproduced by all 

those who attend schools and by all those who read 

Kurdish newspapers and books. 

as: 

This modern Kurdish written language can be described 

1. "pure" in the sense that it does not have a large 

number of recently borrowed linguistic items, 
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2. phonologically homogeneous in that it does not 

contain foreign sounds except one geminated 

consonant cluster and glottal stops used 

initially and medially. Even these sounds, 

however, do not have high frequency, 

3. grammatically homogeneous in that the structure 

of the modern written language is mainly based 

on the native structure. 

4. Kurdish is still suffering from lack of co

ordination and uniformity. That is, the various 

bodies dealing with matters concerning language 

do not work together and the result, therefore, 

is frequent differences in the terms used, (see 

p. 19 ~;. for examples of such differences). 

Even within the work of one establishment, 

differences in terminology and meaning are found. 

In the textbooks published and supervised by the 

Directorate General of Kurdish Studies we find 

many examples of such differences. The following 

are a few: 

ni Jingn and b~rQg~ are both used to mean 

"central office, base"; 

dasg~ is used in one place to mean "organ" 

and in another to mean "establishment"; 

tJa.raw~ and gy~awa.r are both used to mean 

"animals"; 

kelgn and tdnndinga. are both used to mean 

"farm". 

5. The "purified" language nevertheless contains 

loanwords from European languages (see p. I?q 

for the percentage of the non-Arabic loans and 

also p. 2.0..2 of this work). Examples of this 
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Arabic 

?i xsOb 

?axtab"Ut 

trend are numerous. In the glossary of a book 

published by the Kurdish Language Academy ~n 

1975 and entitled wiSQ-Y zima.n-T kurdT "the 

Words of the Kurdish Language"by A. Haji 

Marif, there are 7 European words out of 21 

entries in the glossary. These are: 

etimol03T "etymology" 

sintaks "syntax" 

a'ez "phrase" 

fonQtTk "phonetics" 

leksikol03t "lexicology" 

morto 103T "morphology" 

morfTm "morpheme" 

'The meanings of these terms are given in Arabic 

in the glossary.~ 

European terms have even corne to be used 

~n the titles of books. For example, all the 

school texts of mathematics become ,m~timQtTk 

after 1970. 

In the Science Dictionary of Kamal Gharib, 

1974 which is an Arabic-Kurdish dictionary, 
.. 

instances of the use of European terms for the 

Arabic ones are frequent. For instance: 

Kurdish Meaning 

ferti luyzeSi n "fertilization" 

oktopas "octopus" 

?QS i flo. sQ.1 i bQ tTJk-T na.gQtiv "negative rays" 

?QJiflQ mud)ibo. tT jk-i pozi tTy "positive rays" 

?aJ i flo. kowniyyQ kozmi k rQys "cosmic rays" 

tQra.ddud frikwQnsT "frequency" 
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The entries above show that the lexicographer 

does not hesitate to give a word from a European 

language in the Kurdish column to explain an 

Arabic word, although, most probably, the 

European word is less known to the users of the 

dictionary than the Arabic one. 

6 •. The modern written Kurdish language includes a 

considerable number of coined words and loan

translations which are usually interpreted by 

their Arabic equivalents. 
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V CHAPTER FIVE 

5. LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE NATIONALISM 

5. 1 Language as Speech and Writing 

Language which is a communicative system is primarily speech. 

This is a well-established fact and it is based on the knowledge that human 

beings have used speech in face-to-face communication l.ong before they 

invented- or used writing to record their ideas, thoughts and emotions. 

Writing is a different activity. It is 'a different representation or 

realisation of language' (Stubbs, 1980, p.34), and it is acqu i red through 

training in formal institutions of education or through special del iberate 

teaching. Speech, however, is acquired through the social i~ation activity~ that is, 

through living in the society where a certain native language is used. 

Ideally, the written forms are relatable to the spoken ones, that is, 

there exists a certain degree of relationship between the spoken and 

written· forms. However. such relationship hardly exists in languages. 

particularly in the languages that have a long history of writing and literacy. 

Indeed, there are languages in which the written forms are widely divergent 

from the spoken forms. Such languages are known as diglossic languages 

in which the written language. which is based on a rich classical literature, 

enjoys a prestige the spoken language does not have. Furthe rmore. the 

written variety is highly codified, i. e. there are. books of grammar written 

about the rules that govern the use of this variety and lexicons that contain 

its vocabulary items. The spoken variety of such languages is not usually 

used for writing, except perhaps for some sort of popular poetry and songs" 

and its grammar is not written down nor is its vocabulary compiled in lexicon 

The situation of the Kurdish language at the time of the establishment 

of the modern state of Iraq immediately after the First World War was 

exactly similar to that of the spoken varieties of the diglossic languages. 

In other words. it did not have: 

(i) a classical literary language; 

(ii) a long history of literary achievement; 

(iii) written grammars in which the rules of the language 

are explained; and 

(iv) lexicons in which the Kurdish vocabulary items are compiled 

and their meanings given. 
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When a spoken language like Kurdish is to be adopted for literacy 

the question arises, which of its forms should the written language make 

use of? 

In the absence of books of grammar and lexicons the writers and 

translators of the new texts and articles would natuYt\ fly turn to:· 

a. the available literature which, in the case of Kurdish, is only 

p.oetry and religious treatise; 

b. the language they use for daily communication, i. e. the 

spoken language, and 

c. severa.! conventions of literacy transferred from other cultures, 

e. g. writing systems, international terminology, etc. 

It seems quite possible that the early Kurdish writers and 

translators of textbooks and other publications had no other alternative 

but to fbllow the two points (a) and (b) above. It is also likely that the 

first point was not of much help in the translation of scientific subjects and 

arithmetic, and so help was sought from their own educational background-

in the Turkish and Mulla schools. Indeed, the pioneer writers of Kurdish 

must have had a great difficulty i-n translating subjects like grammar, social 

sciences, sciences, etc. since Kurdish did not have the required vocabulary 

. items to express the new concepts. This is why the author of the first 

Kurdish grammar, Sa lid Sidqi (1928) apologises in his preface for the 

shortcomings of his book "owing to the fact that Kurdish was not used for 

reading and writing before". What Sidqi did was to rely heavily on Arabic 

grammatical terminology (see p./90 for the terminology Sidqi used). 

The other writers and translators did the same thing. 

It appears that the Arabic borrowed words used in the ealf'ly textbooks 

and other publications were easily understood, since no attempt is made in 

any of the old texts to explain their meanings in Kurdish nor were there 

glossaries at the end of the books. It can therefore be assumed that the 

majority of the terms used, with perhaps the exception of the highly 

technical ones, were quite regularly used for communication in ordinary 

everyday speech. 

The discus sion above indicates that the written language of the Early 

Peri od was for all intents and purposes almost similar to the spoken variety 

of the literate Kurds if not the majority of the Kurds. 
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5.2 "Purification" and the Rise of Diglossia in Kurdish 

The steady elimination of the Arabic loanwords from the 46.48% 

of the Early Period to 4.46% in the Modern Pe riod and the replacement 

of the eliminated 42.02% of the words by new terms has succeeded 

in producing a written Kurdish language very different from the written 

and spoken variety of the Early Period. 

fndeed, the spoken variety of the Early Period has continued to be 

used by the Kurds for personal communication. Sujadi (1975, p.94) 

says "there are among us those who are aware of the present-day variety 

of speech and use it, but this does not show that they know the old 

literature because its concepts are not known to him." This statement 

implies that the Kurdish people still use a variety which is similar to 

that used by the writers of the Early Period, i. e. a variety which contains 

a large number of loanwords. In the unpublished M. Phil. thesis of 

Abdulla (1969, P.236) the same opinion is expressed. 

The "purification" of the Kurdish written language has then created 

a variety which differs to a conside rable extent from the spoken variety 

in phonology, grammar and lexi-con. A brief glance at Sec. 4.6 and 4.6. 1 

p./f'i{.andlf7 particularly the list on P./11 and the table No.9 p. If'2. 

gives convincing evidence of t4'(. changes that occurred to the phonolgy and 

grammar of the Early Period (Chapter Two) and that of the Modern 

Period (Chapter Four). Assuming that at present the Kurds use a variety 

of speech similar to that of Chapter Two, it becomes evident that the 

Kurdish language of tOday has two distinct varieties - one used for speech, 

the other for writing. In other words, the Kurdish language community has 

become diglossic with a High variety, used for all sorts of publications 

and textbooks, for lecturing, for broadcasting and for public speeches, and 

a LDw variety used for inter-personal communication, fireside stories 

and folk literature. 

The factors that have given rise to diglossia in Kurdish are 

certainly not those enumerated by Ferguson(t9'1"2,p.2.·t1).J-Ie stated three 

factors: (i) a sizeable body of literature in a language, (ii) literacy in 

the community limited to a small elite, and (iii) a suitable period of time, 

of the Q:'der of several .centuries. Indeed, conditions (i) and (ii) did not 

exist in Kurdish and condition (iii) is not fulfilled because Kurdish became 

diglossic within half a century. Ferguson based his study of 'diglossia' 
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mainly on certain old language communities like the Arabic, the Greek and 

the German. He failed to take into account many social, political, cultural 

and economic conditions that might be responsible for creating diglossia 

in other communities. 

However, the diglossia in the Kurdish language community.is not 

yet stable, but the. trend followed and the wide use of the Kurdish written 

language in schools especially after the introduction of the mandatory 

education for children in Iraq indicate that before long stability will obtain. 

5.2. 1 Causes of the Rise of Diglossia in Kurdish 

The diglossia that has arisen in the Kurdish language is the result 

of several non-linguistic factors, these are socio-cultural, educational, 

economic and politic'al factors. In this section each of these factors is 

discussed in detail. 

1. The Socio-cultural Factor: 

Before the First World War national feelings amongst the peoples 

under Ottoman rule was almost non-existent. AI-Tawil (1966, p.289) 

says "the Islamic emotion, until the beginning of the twentieth century, was 

overpowering racial, national and patriotic zeal. and for this reason. the 

. Islamic peoples welcomed the rule of the Turkish Caliph, the sovereigf?ty 

of the Ottoman Empire ahd the control of the Sublime Portt'. The Kurds 

were Moslems and they identified themselves with the huge Islamic Empire 

of the Ottomans. that is to say, they regarded themselves as a part of Islam 

in which the language of the government was Turkish and that of religion 

was Arabic. With the beginning of the twentieth century the Turkish people of 

the Ottoman Empire began to use the term "Turkish" rather than Ottoman in 

referring to themselves and their country and this created a feeling among the 

peoples of the other nations that they were distinct. In this connection 

Zaki. the first Kurdish historian says in the preface to his book Summary of 
If 

the History of Kurds and Kurdistan. 1931. that when the general term 

'Ottoman' gave way to that of lTurk' I began to sense that I was different 

and that my national vanity urged me to show this feeling at every opportunity". 

With the collapse of the Ottoman Empire at the end of the First World 

War. there began to appear among the Kurds the feeling that they belonged to 

a specific group of people who had a definite language and culture of their own. 

The Treaty of Sevres signed on 10 August 1920 between the Allies and 

Turkey founded an independent Kurdistan, but this Treaty was rendered null 

and void by the Treaty of Lous'anne on 24 .Tune 1923 after the Turks succeeded 
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in driving the Greeks out of Asia Minor and playing off the imperial ambitions 

of Great Britain and France against each other. On 16 December 1925 

the League of Nations, in its 37th session decided that the predominantly 

Kurdish Wilayat of Mosul should go to Iraq. This decision was ~ great 

disappointment to the Kurds for in this new state of IrOCl- the number of 

the Kurds "amounted to one- sixth of the total population with whom they 

had scarcely anything in common save for religious bot\6S. Their deep 

attachment to their language and culture made it more natural for them to 

look to reunion with their fellow Kurds in Turkey and Persia than to a 

minority state in an Arab Country" (Antonius. 1969. p.365). 

'The reduction of the Kurds to a minority group in Iraq has had 

several consequences 

a. the Kurds began to search for their historical ancestry which 

they found in the Medes of the Third Great Oriental Monarchy 

_ (Edmonds. 1957, p. 7). This meant they' took pride in their 

history and culture and in their belonging to the Indo-Europeans. 

Thus, the old Persian holiday, Nawroz. began to be celebrated as 

a Kurdish national day. ~ 

b. the separateness of the Kurds is stressed through the increasing 

use of Kurdish personal names instead of the Arabic and Islamic 

names that were in use before (Abdulla,1969i P,"I.#·ff~)· 

c. language as a tobl of culture began to be put into a certain shape 

in order that the Kurds could claim a national language completely 

independent of Arabic and different from it. 

2. The Education Factor 

With the -establishment of the modern state of Iraq after the First 

World War, Arabic became the language of the government, military 

and education. Um. er the Ottoman rule, social mobility for both the Arabs 

and Kurds depended on knowing Turkish whichwas the language of the 

government and education. Both groups were then competing on equal 

levels, but when Arabic replaced Turkish, social mobility for the Kurds in 

Iraq became more difficult since they had to learn a foreign language. 

Arabic, and compete for government positions and influence with people 

whose native language is Arabic. 
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The effect of using Arabic as a medium of education was soon felt 

for the number of literates gradually increased. However, this increase 

was proportionately very low in the north of Iraq. Al-Hiti, in his 

doctoral thesis The Geography of Primary Education in Iraq, 1976, p.126 

divides Iraq into four educational regions: very backward, backward, 

advanced and mediu~. He then defines the backward region as the one 

occupying the north-east and north-west of the country (Ihid., p. 129). 

In other words, the educationally backward region is the one which is 

predominantly Kurdish. According to the writer the percentage of pupils 

in this region is less than 32% of the children of school age. The reason 

for this backwardness is explained by the lack of paved roads and the vast 

distances separating this frontier region from the main centres of 

civilisation (Ibid. J p. 130). 

The number of secondary school students also increased. 

The Year Book of the Ministry of Education for 1.942-1943 gives the 

following figures: 

1. in Kirkuk 59 students 

2. in Arbil 53 &.tudents 

3. in Sulaimania 43 students 

4. in Mt)sul 470 students 

while the total number of secondary school students if! Iraq is given as 2258. 

The first three districts are mainly settled by Kurds whilst the fourth, Mcsul, 

is settled l;>y Arabs, Assyrians and Kurds. The total number of secondary 

school students in the above four districts is 625, i. e. 23.2% of the 

number of the secondary school students of Iraq, while the percentage of 

the students in the first three districts is only 6.86%. 

The discussion and the percentages above show that Kurdish students 

were educationally at a disadvantage in relation to students in other districts 

of Iraq. 

One main reason for this disadvantage is the use of Arabic as the 

medium of instruction in the secondary schools. The educational 

disadvantage of the Kurds means lower social mobility, smaller social 

influence and prestige. Naturally, this situation will be resented and one 

of the outlets for this resentment is stressing their separateness by 

shedding the influence of Arabic in their language. 
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3. The Economic Factor 

The economic factor is firmly embedded in the previous two 

factors since it has been shown that social mobility was very slow among 

the Kurds and consequently high government positions were only obtained 

by very few individuals. 

The northern part of the country was not developed since there were 

very few roads in it and this has had "a great effect on l'j m j t jng the 

commercial activity in addition to the fact that roads are important means 

of social and educational development for the population and through them 

the various social services are provided!l (Sayihi. 1978. p. 86). In a 

footnote on the same page the writer says that most of the roads of the 

northern area were not paved. Most of the central townships were not 

reached regularly by cars and the only means of communication between 

the majority of the villages was .on foot or by riding-animal. 

.Al-Hiti (1976. p.130) expresses the sam.e thing. however. he adds 

that the valleys between the high mountains of HE,region are very narrow. 

and of very little use for agriculture (Ibid. p. 136). 

The lack of good roads. the difficulty of providing social services 

for the population in the north and the mountainous nature of the country 

have not only restricted the commercial. agricultural and industrial 

activities of the people. but have also imposed some degree of isolation 

on the majority of the village dwellers and on some of the inhabitants of 

the small towns. Consequently. the majority of the people remained poor 

and played no role in the economic life of the country as a whole. 

The analysis of the three factors above shows that until the middle 

of this century the Kurds did not have a significant social. education and 

economic role in Iraq. As a result of this their political importance 

has also been very limited. 

5.3 Language Change and Linguistic Nationalism 

The great change in the Kurdish written language since the Early 

Period cannot be explained by Weinreich's concept of language loyalty 

(Weinreich. 19~4. p.99) nor by that of HQsbacher and Fishman (196!f.. p.163). 

since they equate language loyalty with the preservation. maintenance and 

protection of a language by its users. In other words. the adoption of 

a linguistic attitude which resists any external influence on the language 

already in active use. If the Kurds had not deliberately "purified" their 
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own language and had they protected it from further borrowings from 

Arabic after it was first used as a medium of instruction, it would have 

been possible to speak of language loyalty in Kurdish. The change that 

occurred in the Kurdish written language can be descrt bed by the term 

"Linguistic Nationalism" for lack of a better term. In the followlng 

an attempt is made to describe the features that characterise this concept. 

Language is universally regarded as the most important single 

criterion of national sentiment and allegiance (Schuman, 1948, p.441), 

and it is a clear element that divides national communities in the 

multilingual states. It is also true, that people cling doggedly to their 

language and culture (Ibid., P. 447), however, when a national Community 

in a multilingual or bilingual state starts to purify its language from the 

linguistic influence of the language of another national community of 

that state, it suggests that that national community desires to isolate 

itself further and further from the other national community. In other 

words, if A. B. C and D are supposed to be languages spoken by certain· 

national communities in a multilingual state and if it is assumed that 

throughout a long historical and cultural contact, languages B. C and D 

have been influenced by language A. in such a way that each of them contains 

some elements of language A. then it is possible to state these languages as 

A. Ba. Ca and Da where the letter (a) represents the elements contained 

in these languages. If, later on. the speakers of one of these languages, 

let us say Da. embarks on an active "purification" of their language and 

on the elimination of (a) elements. then it is possible to assume that this 

language group works for widening ahd deepening the already existing 

cutural difference between them and their fellow countrymen. the speakers 

of language A. 

Linguistic separatist tendencies are at times enhanced by stressing 

racial. religiOUS and cultural differences. One of the characteristics of 

stressing these differences is pride in the racial descent of the national 

community and in their history and culture. This pride can be displayed 

by indulgence in borrowing from languages related to their own or by 

celebrating certain historical and national occasions even if these occasions 

are only imagined to be real. All this is done in order to widen the gap 

between the national communities of the bi- or multi-lingual community. 
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Linguistic nationalism in a minority language group or in a 

language group whose language is not the national language of the country 

can be defined as that psychological state of mind that operates on the 

language, culture, history, race and religion of the group in such a way 

as to ensure greater differences and thicker barriers between the minority 

language group and the othe r language group whose language is the offical 

nationaflanguage of the country. 

It seems that the situation obtaining to the Kurdish written language 

and in the Kurdish attitude towards their own race and culture has reached 

the stage of linguistic nationalism for: 

1. the Kurdish written language has been purified of nearly all 

the Arabic loanwords, i. e. of 42.02% of its early vocabulary 

2. the Kurds are proud of their being Indo-Europeans and for 

this reason they tolerate borrowing from Indo-European 

languages, but not from Arabic which is a Semitic language, 

(see p. 2ul.f~for such borrowings). 

3. the Kurds take pride in their claimed descent from the Medes, 

an indication they "seek ego support by identifying themselves 

with a powerful volk" (Inglehart and Woodward, 1972, p.373). 

4. the Kurds celebrate Nawroz, 21 st of March, claiming that it 

is their national day. In fact there are certain legends 

associated with this day. One of these legends is that the 

Kurds arose under tJ..f! leadership of a blacksmith named 

Kawa and killed their alien despotic ruler and were 

thus liberated. 

5. Kurds, both men and women, still wear their national dresses 

especially on certain occasions and at parties. They also 

take pride in their national dances which everyone learns. 

The points above indicate beyond any doubt that the Kurds not only 

desire to, but they insist on being identified with a certain language, race, 

c.ulture and history. The reason for linguistic nationalism among the Kurds 

is not only the language element. It is at the same time a sympton of 

economic, social and educational questions as described in Section 5.2.1 above 
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Linguistic nationalism occurs among a minority group only when the 

minority group is numerous and geographically concentrated, but when it 

is numerically small and dispersed it is usually overwhelmed both numerically 

and psydologically by the dominant group in which case assimilation may 

occur (Inglehart and Woodward, 1972, p.360f). 

The Kurds have not been assimilated, because they are numerous 

and concentrated in a specific mountainous area in the no"rth of Iraq, whereas 

non-English-speaking immigrants in the United States were assimilated 

since they were geographically dispersed among the English- speaking 

population (Ibid., 361). 

5.3.1 Consequences of Linguistic Nationalism 

In the Middle East and in some parts of Africa and Asia, peoples 

differing in language and culture were, until the beginning of the twentieth 

century, content to live under the control of the Ottoman Empire. 

Something similar was true of Europe under Roman rule, (Schuman, 194·8 

p.441). In the modern era this attitude has changed. In Europe of the 

mid-nineteenth century, for example, language became accepted as the most 

important single defining characteristic of nationality. The Treaty of 

Versailles of 28 June 1919 showed an unprecedented respect for the rights 

of linguistic minorities (Inglehart and Woodward, 1972, p.358). 

However, multilingual states are always concerned with the minority 

populations within their political boundarie s. Indeed, some patriots, in 

the name of national unity and political solidarity, adopt policies compelllng 

minority groups "to learn the prevailing language, adopt the prevailing 

customs and make themselves one with their fellow citizens" 

(Schuman, 1948, p.447). Such policies are usually resisted and demands 

by minority groups for equal linguistic rights and status are frequently heard. 

Naturally, equal linguistic rights mean also equal social, economic, and 

educational opportunities which in turn signify equal social mobility. 

Multilingual states have one of the following two policies to choose 

from for solving the problems of their language minorities: 

a. coercion, and 

b. peaceful solution 
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The adoption of coercive measures to silence linguistic minorities 

is frequently resisted. Historical instances of violent reaction against 

coercion are quite numerous in several parts of the Austro-Hungarian 

Monarchy such as Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Croatia in the late 

nineteenth century and eventually led to the disintegration of the Monarchy 

and the establishment of several independent pOlitical entities 

( I ng 1 ehart and Woodward, 1972, p. 366ff). Rioting and disturbances have 

repeatedly flared up in Canada, Belgium and India in the second half of 

this century. The French Canadians, the Flemish of Belgium and the 

non-Hindi in India have all demanded the equality of their languages with the 

national language of the respective countrie s since they feel that the use of 

the national language blocks the social mobility of their own speakers. 

The adoption of a peaceful solution requires careful and judicious 

planning by the state since it require s that the minority population should not, 

at any time, feel that their social mobility is bl.ocked because of their having 

a different language. Granting the right for the use of the language of the 

minority group in education, in the mass media, in the courts, in the 

army, etc. would in theory help. national unity since the minority population 

would not have any cause for complaint. Switzerland offers an excellent 

example of the use of this sort of peaceful solution since the German, French, 

Italian and Romanish languages are accorded the same rights and facilities. 

However, ..this peaceful solution should come before political conflicts 

enlarge as a result of the language problem since the wounds that a long 

conflict cause cannot be easily healed. Besides, prolonged conflicts pave 

the way for political factions to stir up the ambitions of their minority 

groups by making them conscious of their separate identity. This situation 

may be aggravated further by the loss of confidence between the state and the 

minority group since the state would start to fear that the ultimate intentions 

of the minority group was to form a state of their own. 

It is quite probable that the Kurds in Iraq have reached this stage of 

loss of confidence as they have been fighting against the government authority 

since 1961. It was only in 1970 that they obtained some of their rights 

(see page I b'lf for a detailed discussion of the agreement between the 

government and the Kurds in 1970). However, peace lasted for only four 

years as fighting was resumed again in 1974. 
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The introduction by the Government of the use of Arabic as a 

medium of instruction for the social science subjects in all the school 

levels in 1977 worsened the situation and increased the fear of the Kurds. 

The use of force by the government is met by greater resistance and by 

the deterioration of the economic growth of the country. In this impaired 

situation, it is likely that the demands of the Kurds increase. What the 

outcome of this, struggle will be is open to conjecture. 
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VI CHAPTER SIX 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

6. 1 Language Purism 

The study has shown that the Kurds have successfully eliminated 

from their written language the linguistic items that have ,been borIlowed 
. 

from Arabic over a long period of time. This process was not accidental, 

it was, as it seemed intentional and caused by certain socio-economic 

factOrs (see p. 210 ff.). 

Language purism can in this case be defined as the deliberate 

attempt by speakers of a language to purge it of linguistic items borrowed 

from another or other language( s) under socio- cultural influences. 

Two kinds of language purism must be distinguished: one seeks 

simply to avoid further importation of foreign words, the other, to replace 

all-that have been imported in the past as well. In Renaissance England, 

people objected to 'the wholesale b<?rrowing of words from other langUages' 

(Baugh and Cable, 1978, p. 216) and the 'strongest objection ... was on the 

score of their obscurity' (Ibid., p. 217). Purism signifies, in addition to 

refraining from further borrowings, purging the language from earlier loans 

that have, for the most part, become institutionalised in the receiving 

language inls9farras these can be identified. 
1 

Kurdish seems to furnish 

an example of this latter purism and it is in this sense that the term is 

employed in thi!? work. 

1 The 'identification of completely assimilated items is not easy 

parti cularly when the lending and the borrowing languages are related 

(Le Page, 1968, p. 193). The movement known as "Chaucerism" in 

Renaissance England furnishes an example of this difficulty. Advocates 

of this movement such as Edmond Spenser and others who were protesting 

against borrowing from French, Italian and Latin did not know that the 

Middle English language of Chaucer which they regarded as pure English 

contained a considerable number of assimilated French loanwords. 

(Baugh and Cable. 1978. p. 167). 
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Language purism is different from language loyalty, although the 

impulse and n1.otivation is likely to be similar - a "feeling of being threatened 

culturally. Language loyalty in Fishman's terms (1959, p. 163) refers to 

refusing to abandon one's native language in favour of the language of the 

host community;' purism depends upon language loyalty, of course:. but 

in addition se,eks to redefine 'the language '. 

Language minorities differ in their attitude towards their language. 

Some, like the Kurds, purify it, others do not purify it but cling to it like 

the Welsh; others again are indifferent to the fate of their ancestral 

language as Kloss (1967, p.44f) put it. Kloss calls the minorities who are 

anxious to retain their language' national minorities '. However, he does 

not specify any factors that urge this kind of minorities to retain their 

language. Hertz (1944, p.18) suggests that 'traditions', 'interests' and 

'ideals' bind human groups toge ther and that 'a nation clings to its language 

even if it would have more economic and cultural stimulation by adopting 

another language'. In speaking about "language in the age of nationa~ism It, 

Hertz says that 'nationalists •.. wish to purify their language from all 

foreign admixtures' (Ibid., ? 87). because it is the traditional bond of their 

community and the means for educating the people to solidarity. 

The linguistic purism of the Kurdish people which I have discussed 

is attributable, among other factors, to language nationalism and to 

nationalist sentiment. 

6.2 Purism and Language Change 

The purification of the Ku:r:dish language, the result of 

socio-cultural pressures, have resulted in lexical changes which have had 

phonological and morphological consequences (see Sec. 4. 6 p.lg'(/~and 

tab J e 9 . p. 182 ). We thus illustrate Labov's dictum that it is not possible to 

"understand the development of langua~e change apart from the social life of 

the community in which it occurs ... social pressures are continually 

operating on language" (Labov, 1963, p. 275). Gumperz (1966, p.27) 

expresses similar views regarding language change and adds that there is a 

need for the development of a theory of language and society that would 

explain how linguistic factors in the social system lead to linguistic change. 

Similarly, Dittmar (1976, p.124f) voices the same need and calls for empirical 
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analysis to be made lito show the various stages of linguistic developments 

and to satisfy the social and sociolinguistic pressure situations that caused 

them ". He then specifies the following four problems to be investigated 

in relation to language change: 

"1. the problem of the pressure situation (social and political 

pr<essures on linguistic structures to change); 

2. the transition problems (the transition from one 

linguistic stage to another); 

3. the problem of how linguistic changes are embedded 

in the matrix of linguistic and extralinguistic 

accompanying factors; 

4. the problem of assessment (the assessment of 

linguistic variants, which in the social usage, can 

become either prestige forms or stigmatized 

expressions) ". 

In this study I have tried to provide answers to all these que5tions 

based on empirical evidence. Language purism must be taken into account 

as a factor affecting language change in any integrated the<;>ry developed 

on this subject in future. As a measure of the extent to which written 

Kurdish has changed since my own childhood, it must be acknowledged 

that I find many of today's Kurdish textbooks difficult to follow without 

frequent reference to the glossary. 

6.3 Purism and the Formation of a Standard Language 

The purification of the Kurdish language has resulted in the 

development and formation of a Kurdish literary standard that is needed 

for writing literary as well as scientific subjects. This standard language 

is used, without much reliance on Arabic, to express concepts that were 

formerly not expressed nor explicable through the use of the Kurdish 

lexic on alone. 

The Kurdish standard is now used as a vehicle for translating into 

Kurdish all the required scientific and literary textbooks needed for use 

in the secondary schools and in colleges of language and literature. 

The standard developed is acceptable by the community since it is used 

as a medium of instruction at all school levels, in the mass media and 

for lecturing at colleges. It is codified since a number of books of grammar 
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and dictionaries for the language are available. It seems that this standard 

satisfies Garvin's definition (1959, p. 29) that it is a 'codified form of a 

language, accepted by, and serving as a model to a larger community'. 

It also satisfies the criteria for a standard language set by Ferguson 

(1968, p.31). 

My ca:se study of the development ofa standard language could be 

employed for the development of 'some testable hypothesis that could be 

advanced on the subject of 'standardisation' (Ibid., p. 32). 

6.4 Purism and Diglossia 

This study has shown that the purification of the Kurdish language 

has resulted in the creation of diglossia in Kurdish (see p.20Oj.{). 

The purified language is regarded as the High variety while the spoken 

is considered as the Low variety. 

The rise of diglossia in Kurdish, a minority language that does not 

have a long literary tradition, under the influence of purism in a relatively 

short time should be taken into consideration ih any future re-definition 

of the concept of diglossia earlier defined by Ferguson (1972, p. 244f). 

6. 5 Purism - A Marker of Cultural and National Identity 

In speaking about language, '{<e douri (1960, p.62) says that 

'language is the means through which a man becomes conscious of his 

personality. Language is not only a vehicle for rational propositions, it 

is the outer expression of an inner experience, the outcome of a particular 

history, the legacy of a distinctive tradition. ' 

If language is the product of a particular history and the legacy of 

a distinct tradition then it is an essential part of the culture of a speech 

community which identifies the members of that community and with which 

they may wish to identify themselves. 

Minority groups in new bi- or multi-lingual states very rarely work 

together as co-partners. More often the minority group is regarded both 

by the majority and by itself as a subject people (Rundle, 1944, p.60). 

The fact that the constitutional co- partnership of 1958 between the Kurds 

and Arabs in Iraq was short lived illustrates Rundle's thesis. The call for 

the assimilation of the Iraqi Kurds into Iraq (see p./bO of this work)shows 

that the majority ar~ prepared to treat the minority as a subject group. 
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It seems quite logical to assume that minority groups, at least in the new 

states, are constantly under threat of losing their chief symbol of identity, 

language, owing to the great social, economic and political pressures that 

they are likely to be exposed to. It is this threat that rallies the larger 

part of the community round their national symbol, their badge of identity. 

To counter this threat, some national minorities start to purify their 

language from the loaned items of the language of the majority in an effort 

to bring into sharp focus the difference between the two groups and to 

widen the gap between them. This is a protective measure pursued by 

the minority. It is, however, not only a protective measure. 

As communication between the two groups becomes gradually more and more 

difficult, the minority group starts, and very justifiably, to demand from 

the central authority special treatment towards their own language and 

culture. Indeed, demands for equal economic and education opportunities 

would also be raised owing to the fact that social mobility is blocked before 

the members of the minority group because of the language barrier .. 

In other words, the minority group demands the democratization of all 

the institutions of the state"in such a way that would ensure complete 

equality between citizens regardless of language or national problems. 

Failure to respond favourably to these demands may result in 

considerable human hardship with subsequent unrest and disturbances, 

(Rundle, 1944, p.60). Hostilities between the two groups, once they 

flare up, might continue for a long time and what was only language 

nationalisation might very well develop into a call for complete political 

independence, (Doob, 1964, p.6). 

I n so far as language provides an efficient way to create awareness 

within people of their own distinctive attributes, (Doob, 1964, p.230) 

language purism in the languages of the minority groups in bi- and 

multi-lingual national states may prove to be a strong factor for 

stressing separateness in these states in future. However, further 

empirical studies on purism in minority languages are needed before a 

generalised and testable sociolinguistic hypothesis can be developed on 

this subject. Such studies should not be limited to languages of minority 

groups in the new states. Minority languages in the old as well as in the 
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new states of Asia and Africa should be studied in order that a clearer 

vision can be obtained of the actual situation obtaining among such 

language communities. 
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Appendix I 

DATA OF CHAPTER I I 



TEXT No. 

Source: 

Date: September 15, 1924 

I v ? duqtor ••• 10. a.hl-I ?u§uleki ta.qdim and?umo.n-i tubbi kirduwo. ko. 

bo. was i to.-y o.w o.w a. t{ wa.r mOl) peS wi I a.do.t- i mi ndo..L mumk ina. b i za.n in o.w 

minQlo. ko. 10. ra.hm-i do.yikdo.yo. QyQ kuro. YQ kitJo.l o.wiJ bo. tnhlil-i 

qo.tro.yek 10. xwen-i dQVk-i mino.lo.ko. ma~~um abel o.nd?umo.n-i tubbT fo.ro.nso. 

qo.rQri dQ ho.y?o.tek dObine bo tewirdbunawo.-y a.m ?u§ulo.l 

Translation 

Strange Techniques 

Dr .... from ... presented a method to the medical organisation by 

means of which it becomes possible to know, four months before 

delivery, whether the baby which is in the womb of the mother is a 

boy 0 rag i r 1 . 

This is done by examining one drop of the blood of the mother. The 

medical organisation of France decided to form a committee for in-

vestigating this method. 
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TEXT No.2 

Source: ? i yCino.wo. 

Date: September 15, 1924 

I ?il'tiza.rl 

I lobo.r d?uz?e saqo.tiko. tuS-l mo.kinQ.k~nmQn bubu mo.?o.l?o.so.f ?imQro. 

4 ~o.fto.yek to.?xirbul lo.m xu§u§Q.wo. rid?Q o.ko.yn taqsirmCin bibo.xJrel 

Translation 

Apology 

Because of a trifle fault which had happened to our machines, we 

regret (alas!) that issue number 4 was delayed one week. In this 

connection, we request that our shortcoming be forgiven. 
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TEXT No.3 

Source: 

Date: 

I to.HoTf I 

?iyCinowo. 

October 3, 1929 

I ro?-l 29 ?o.y{ul foxamo.t-i wo.zTr-i to.yo.r~n-i bQrTtQnyo. lord tomson u 

bo.lzek zownt-i munto.~a.mo. bOo to.yyaro. to.JfTfynn hat/ 10. peJ to.JfTf-l 

mumn?l Io.yhimdo. lumum ru?a.sa-y 10.JQ?ir u ?o.Jraf u ma?murTn u tud?Qr-i 

ma.mlo.ko.t 10. I aye ko.w a. 10. t'o..yek-i tira.wo. qlsmek polis-i swa.ri u qit?o.yek-l 

la.sko.riyya-y pyCido. ~o.f ba.sto. ?lbtiram u hazir ?ihtiram bun/foxamo.t-i 

lord zor bOo bo.JnJo.t so.lamT 10. Xo.lqa.ko. kird/ 

Translation 

Arrival 

On September 29,his excellency.the British Minister of Aviation, Lord 

Thomson, together with some respectful personalities arrived by plane. 

Before the arrive of those mentioned, all the chiefs of the tribes, 

dignitaries, officials and tradesmen of the country on one side, and 

on another side some horse-riding pol icemen and an infantry company 

of the army I ined up for salutation and for offering respect. His 

excellency the Lord with a great deal of pleasantness greeted the 

people. 
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TEXT No.4 

Source: 

Date: 

) i yo.now 0. 

October 3, 1924 

/ wo.fat-i mu?sif/ 

/ ro,-i 28 ?o.y1ul bi?o.d~o.l mowlud .•• wo.f~ti klrdl zor bo. ?a.so.fowo. 

bo.ya.n-I t o.l z i yo.t 10. ma.xdumo.n- i mufa.'h I 1 o.yh ~ ?o.ko.y nl t a.ma.no.-y ra.tJmo.t 

u ~ufrUn 10. ~o.zro.t-i ba.rit o.lQ 1 0. ako.ynl 

Translation 

Sad Death 

On the day of September 28 ..• died on her pre-decided day. Very 

sadly, we announce our condolences to the relatives of the above

mentioned. We pray for mercy and forgiveness from the Almighty God. 
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TEXT No.5 

Source: DyarT Kurdustan 

Date: Ma rch 11, 1925 

I la paytoxt-i Qukumat-i foxfm-i lirnqiyadQ a,aridayek-i siyesT w 

yawmT lazim bu ka I isan-i b.a.J-l mi Ilat-i kurd bel ?awwala.n bo 

?Imtiyo.z-i ro?namayek-i slyasT u ?ldJtimQ1T u ?Iqti~adi ?lstidlOm 

dObul ba naw-i ta?minQt mulkln nuwa.ndibu lakin ~QWQnTn u ?awamlr-l 

hukumat bo naJf-i OJarTda-y siyesT du hazar rupe-y moqdT dapozlti 

talob akirdl dyo.rT kurdustan diYQ~ ogarel gul u gulzQr apiSkinel 

hart,JT dastkawe dasta.dasta. a.ybaste wa.k rlsta.gul peJka.J xwenda.wa.ro.n 

u QJnQyan-i xoy da.kQI dyarT kurdustQn tiflek-I ma.wzQda.1 fitrati 

pa.ka.1 moq~a.dT \.ja.ka.1 doxi-T "basa.r s I yMa.ta.Wa. n 1 ya.1 sura.t-I pyo.wa. 

"",eSqulo.nmQn foto§r'Cif- i ma.Ja.h 1r-l d'Jl ha.nmo.n ni S6.n <Jld5J ·ta."rd'Juma.-y 

~QJyQ.nl ta.qwim-l ba.y6.tya.n ba.ya.n do..ka./ 

Translation 

In the capital of the great government of Iraq a daily pol itical 

newspaper would have been necessary to be a mouth-piece of the 

Kurdish people. Firstly, I appl ied for a I icence (authorisation) 

to publish a political, social and economic newspaper. As a 

guarantee, offered to place property, but the laws and orders 

of the government stipulated a cash deposit of 2000 rupee for 

publ ishing a pol itical paper. 
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Dyari Kurdustan roams in different countries, searches the flowers 

and rose-gardens and whatever it finds ties together in bunches and 

presents I ike rose-strings to its readers and friends. 

Dyari Kurdustan is a I ittle child, its intuition is clean~ its 

intention is good, it does not have anything to do with politics. 

It presents the pictures of worthy men and the photographs of the 

famous men of the world, writes their biographies and chronicles. 
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TEXT No.6 

Source: 

Date: August 25, 1925 

/ mQ1)gl ra.n u sui a.yma.n T / 

/ Ie peS b~s kirdin-I m~g1ra.n wa.hQ lazima. blzo.nTn ka. qudra.t u la.zama.t-I 

So.nil-I ha.qTqT Ia. ~fi da.ra.d?a.yek';'l wa.ha. da.yo. ka. la.q!-i ba.fa.r Ia. tal"rTf 

kirdlnT am TSa. la.ti I u qasira./ Ia. kltOb-i lllm-i la.f\o.kl asta.rtOb/ 

qozmo~ra.fyQdQj ha.zra.t-I la.li ma.hera.tl ha.bu/ am II Ima. ha.r bG.bs-i nu~um-i 

sa.yyQra.t a.ka.t/ 5 a.yya.ra.t I f l I ba.ra.ta. I a. mOi)/. roz/ ma."rrix/ d?a.dT u sQ.? I rl hi / 

bo ka.Sf-1 am sa.yyo.ro.na. Ia. hammu Pa.yta.xte huk"umat-l ?o.wrupa. rasldxo.na.-y 

... 
?Td)5.dklrduwa.! am rasldxa.no.na. ?a.lo..t u ?o.dowo.t-l la.~~ylbT Ie drust u ba. 

lama. I henra.wa. ka.la. fa.wq-i quwwa.t-I ba.Sa.r ~.I>.~ blkret/ow IJ..lkma.tSunasa.na. 

la.ql u flkr-i xoya.n xlstotesa.r ka.Sf kirdin-I sa.yya.ro.tba. x~~u§ ma.Q ka. 

o.yo. b I za.n I n am sa.YYa.ro.na. t.Jin/ b a.ra.ka.t u sa.ka.no..tya.n tJ ontI on I ya./ bo 

tega.yIStln-1 am a.~rOmMa. u am Sc1nla.ta. xa.rlqa.ya. hit.{ la.yb u la.rek-I 

Sa.rli tVa. tasowwir ma.kret/ bl I?a.kis bo ba.Sa.r ferbun-i am na.wla xo.riqa. 

qudra.tnumQya.na. ta.?yid~1 wlbda.nlyya.ta./ ?a.d?raml asmM ~a.rya.ka. lasa.r 

xa.tek-i mUla.ya.n-i xoyo.n ba.ra.ka.t a.ka.n/ am ba.ra.ka.ta. bllo. fasll udQ?imlya./ 

I a. ?asna.-y am ba.ra.ka.ta.d5. wa.ho.. to§Muf a.k-a.t ro? u ?a.rz u mOh a.kowna. sa.r 

xa.tek-I r'O.st! ?as-asa.n ba. ta.cr.,ruba. u ba. kiteb-I muqa.ddas bo ema. ?Isba.t 

b¥wa. ka. m"Ot) 1 a. ro? f Ul I a. wa.ra.gret / xusuf du nowla./ xusuf- I ku I IT u 

xusuf-I d?uz?i/ 
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Translation 

Lunar Ecl ipse and Sulaimania 

Be~ore discussing lunar ecl ipse, it is necessary to know that the power 

and greatness of the real Maker is such that human mind is helpless and 

incapable of defining it. In the science of ~gtromony,astrolabe and 

Cesmography the venerable Ali was skilful. This science is only about 

the planets. The planets are the moon, the sun, the earth, Mars, 

Jupiter and the others. To study these planets, observatories' have been 

built in all the capital cities of the European countries. In these 

09servatories strange tools and machines are employed and used. 

Different kinds of telescopes are found that are considered to be 

above the power of man. Those scientists have concentrated their mind 

-and thought on knowing these planets especially the moon in order to 

know what these planets are and in what manner they move. 

No blemish or irregular action can be imagined to be in knowing these 

planets and these extraordinary bodies. On the contrary, for a person 

to know about such an extraordinary power is a support for the 

loneness of God. Each celestial. body moves in a certain orbit of its 

own. This movement is uninterrupted and constant. During this move-

ment it so happens that the sun, the earth and the moon come on a 

straight 1 ine. In fact, it has been proved for us by experience and 

in the holy books that the moon receives light from the sun. The 

eclipse of the sun is of two kinds, complete eclipse and partial 

ecl ipse. 
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TEXT No.7 

Source: )1 ya.na.wa. 

Date: November 19, 1925 

/ ? I Clt i'r6.f- I ba.rl ta.nya. ba. ~ukuma.t- I muwa.qqa.t- I ero.n/ wa.iT rmufo.wwa.z- I 

ba.rltanya. Ia. ta.hran ta.bIT~-1 ra.?Ts-I gukuma.t-I taza.-y era.n-i klrd ka. 

gukuma.t-I ba.rl tG:nya. muwa.fa.qa.t1 k I rduwa. ka. muwa.qqa.ta.n ? I ~t I ro.f ba. 

huk-uma.t-I to.za.-y era.n blka. tOku era.n 10. jUclek-1 da.?lmTda. qa.t~lyya.t 

pa.yda. b i ka./ 

Translation 

British ~ecognltlon of the provisional government of Iran. 

The British minister plenipotentiary in Tehran informed the head of 

the new government of Iran that the British government has agreed to 

temporarily recognise the new government of Iran until Iran takes a 

permanently established form. 
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TEXT No.8 

Source: 

Date: 

,i ya,nawo. 

,November 19, 1925 

1 t~?~II-i mo.~lis-i ma.b~usanl ?ir~do.-y mo.liki SQdir bubo. to.?~TI-i 

ma.d?lis-i mab~usa.n bo mu'ddo.t-i t.d'i lupend? ro? ?iltjba.ro.n 10. rO?-i pend,-i 

to.frin-i sQnT 19251 

Translation 

Adjournment of the House of Delegates. 

A royal decree was issued for the adjournment of the House of Delegates 

for a period of forty five days starting from the fifth day of 

November, 1925. 
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TEXT No.9 

Source: ,Iya.n 

Date: February 17. 1927 

/ ?adobiyya.t-i kurd/ 

/ sllslla-I Cluzwiyyo.t a.gar la dunya.da tadqlq u tatabbll.lbikre ablnre 

ka ha.mmu ~aywCt.na.t u nobo..ta.t tCtbiCl-1 qanunek-i 'Io.yatagayarin u baw 

qo.nuna takOrnu I u Va. ru aka.ta ? I nq i ro.z/ ?ad,nas u ?anwoS- i ~aywo.n i yya 

u noba.tiyya har ba.mqo..nuna fitriyya a,i u har a.mqanuna'sawq-I takOmuli 

akOJ awnawCl u d,i nso..na ka la.gal a.mqa.nuna ta.wa.fuq naka. ••• aka.weta 

bTrek-1 ?Izmibla.la.wa •.. u agar zor zaClTfbu mahkum-I ma.wtek-i ?obadi 

obe/ hay?at-i ?id;tima.Cltyya-y mt t latekTf Claynan wo..ya/ a.wmi lata-y 

mubtalo..-y noxo!! faqr u Clatalat bube dQ?tman la taraf mi t latek-I 

lazimka.r u dawla.manda.wa h~gufra.wa/ blna.?an- lalyhT bo away ka mustOba.'I1-i 

?lyo..nbTn ?Istiqamat/ sall/ d?ld~u d,uhd lOrni lek-t mu?assira/ a.mmaqala 

munaqqC:ba u la za.wo..?ld mu~arrada/ 

Translation 

Kurdish Literature 

If the chain of organisms in the world are carefully studied and traced, 

it will be seen that all animals and plants are governed by an 

unchanging law and it is by this law that they grow or face extinction. 

Animal and plant species I ive by this instinctive law and it is only 

this law that urges them to grow. The species that do not live in 

harmony with this law falls in an abyss of degeneration ... and when 

it becomes very weak it will be in the grip of eternal death. 
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The life of a social organisation of a nation is the same. The nation 

which is infl icted with the disease of poverty and unemployment is 

always crushed by a determined and wealthy nation. Therefore, in 

ord~r that we be worthy of 1 ife, honesty, studying and hard work are 

effective factors. 

This article is emandated and free from additions. 
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TEXT No. 10 

Source: ?Iya.n 

Date: Ap r ill 2, 1 928 

I Qo..plsxo..no.. u ma:IJbusTI mo..q~o..d 10.. mo.hkum kirdin-i So..xsek ko.. ~urmek 

?lrtlkOb o..ka.t ma.dam ko.. bo.. ?l\'dam mo.hkum na.kre bo ?ru-lo.. nlyo.. ko..?ru-I 

So..xso.. to..lo..f bikretl 

Translation 

The purpose of convicting a person who commits a crime is not to 

destroy that person as long as he is not sentenced to death. 
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TEXT No. 11 

Source: ~lyo.n 

Date: July 21, 1930 

/ nutq-! mu~to.rarnrarnzT bo. bono.y to.fHfheno.n-l wo.li'i'a.hd u muzOho.ra.tek-i 

'i'umuml kurd/ harnmu o.zo.nin qa.wm-l kurd a.yii 10. ?asna.-y t.lo.rb-i 'i'umumTda. u 

iiyii 10. pefdQ go.le flrso.t-l qimo.tdQrT dastka.wt/ mo.'i'o.l?a.so.f 10. h!tJyOn 

?istifQdarnan no.kird/ huquq-i emo. 10. mQddo. se u tJwQr-i qo.riir-I mo.d~lis-i 

'i'0.11" 'i'usbo.tuli'umarn u ma.ddo. se-y mu'i'G.ho.do.-y 1922 u ma.ddo. 109 u 110-1 

qOnun-i ?osa.sT hukumo.t-i 'i'irnqiyyo. ta.sbTt klrObu u ko. 10. to.ro.f 
y _ _ _ v ._ ...,_ ..., 

bo.rlta.nyo.wo. u d~o.lo.lo.t-l mo.lik u ra?Ts-i hukumo.t-l 'i'lraqiyyo.wo. ra.sma.n 

to.?yTd u ?i'i'tl~a.f-i pekra.wo./ •.. la.bo.r arno. muia.ho.ro.ko. ?it.ltl~a~eko. bo 

mo.ta.ITb u huquq-I mo.ffuho. u ~o.fru'i'arnOn/ 

Translation 

Speech of the respectable Ramzi on the occasion 
of the visit of the Crown Prince, and a general 
demonstration of the Kurds. 

We all know'that the Kurdish people obtained many valuable opportunities 

whether during the World War or afterwards. Unfortunately, we did not 

benefit from any of them. Our rights were fixed in articles three and 

four of the decision of the High Commission of the League of Nations 

and in article three of the Treaty of 1922 and in articles 109 and 110 

of the Constitutional Assembly of the Government of Iraq and were 

formally confirmed and recognised by Britain and by his Majesty the 

King and the head of the government of Iraq ... For this reason, the 

demonstration is a protest for our demands and our explicit and 

lawful rights. 
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TEXT No. 12 

Source: 

Date: August 28, 1930 

/bQYOnQt-1 foxOmQt-1 WQkll-i rQ?TsulwuzQrn kQ IQ 

sulQymant; IQ waqt-i ?i~tlmQ\QkQdQ xwenduYQtowQ/ 

/ muJQrrQf ablm bQ bQyan-1 ?lzOb kirdln-I owslYOsQt-1 xoJawlstlYQ 

kQ bukumQt-1 llrOq xQrikQ ?ltlbQli blkQt bQ nQzQr awwQld~nQ kQ bQ 

kurdQkan-i hawwilQtmnn drQwQ/ QwkurdQnQ kQ luzwek-I muhlmln IQ a,lsm-i 

mamlQkQt-i llraqdn/ 

Translation 

Statements of His Excellency the Deputy Prime 
Minister which he read in Sulaimania during the 
meeting. 

I have the honour to explain the friendly pol icy that the government 

of Iraq is going to adopt in accordance with the promises that were 

given to our Kurdish compatriots. The Kurds, who are an important 

part in the body of the Kingdom of Iraq. 
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TEXT No. 13 

Source: 

Date: December 4, 1930 

1 IQ?lha-y qQnun-l zarlba-y ma)'QfQt u 

muxO§q§Qt bo SQI-I 1930/ 

1 omqMuna ba qo.nun-I zariba-y ma)'a.fQt U mux~~6.t na.wb I rCJ:x{a/ zarTba 

la sar CJ:x{ma)a.f u muxQ§~a.ta d6..nrawa ka la wo..ridiit-l )'umumlyya adfe u 

mustObaq-i do.na la yak-i taH'Tn-i so..ni 19301 kallma-y ma)'a.f fumulT 

haya ba sar ma)'a.f-I wuzara. u muwazzafTn-l da.?lmT u muwaqqaH u zabitM 

u awmustaxdomTno.na-y ka ma\'a.fya.n la sar mTzMlyya-y )'Ornma qayd akre u .dTsOn 

basar ma)'a.S u ?lkramiyya-y ta.cja.)'udT Sumuli hayal kallma-y mux~O§a.t Jumull 

basar muxO§OEa.t- i ?a)'ya.n u ntlwwOb 1.\ muxasasa.t u xadama.t-l xU§u~ 1 yyada. hayaJ 

Translation 

Bill of the Law of taxes on salaries and 
allowances for the Year 1930 

This law isto be called the law of taxes on salaries and allowances. 

Taxes are to be levied on these salaries and allowances that are paid 

from the general revenue and are to be payable from the 1st of October, 

1930. The word salary includes the salaries of ministers, permanent 

and temporary officials and army officers and employees whose salaries 

are debited to the general budget. ft also includes the retirement 

salaries ·and bonuses. The word allowances includes the allowances of 

the ?a)'yan (member of the Higher House) and of the members of the House 

of Commons .. ft includes the special allowances and services as well. 
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TEXT No. 14 

Source: Summary of the History of Kurds and Kurdistan, by M. A. Zaki. 

Date: 1931 

/xuIOsQyek-1 tQrTx-1 kurd u kurdustan/ 

P·l /amkltebam t.{on nusT/ 

/ IQ dWQ-y amQ kQ IQ o,egQ-Y tQ)bTr-1 )umuml )usmanT IQfz-i turk u 

tora.nl IQ turklya.da. bo.wl sa.nd/ bQ tabT)Qt wa.ku ?Qfra.d-i mi IIQta.ko.nltl r 

miniJ IQ nOw awkom~l~da. gQyriYYQt-1 xom tjOktlr hiss klrd u gurur-I - --
qQwnT mQ~burT klrdlm kQ la hammu flrsQtekda. amQIssQ-Y xom ?lzhQr bl~am/ 
bQlnm dQrbQq bQ ?~l u tnrTx-i qQwmQkam hi~Jim nQ?QzQnT tJu~kQ ta 

awwQqta. nQ I Q ma.ktabda. f i krek-I wOma.n drObuye u nQ I Q dWQI J dQ 

zQrurQt-i tQdqTq-i ta.rTx-·i kurdma.n dTbu u 

kQllmQ-y d?amita-y )usmQnlT ?Q)§Qb-1 qawmiYYQ-Y hammum6.nT tQ dQrQ~Qyek 

xo..wkl rdlbowQ u ba.rahQ amsu?iilam IQ xom ki rd/qawm-i kurd IQ tJT nQtawQyeka/ 

UT bQ SQr ha.tuWQ/ amkltebQ bQ kurd1 'TlusTm bQJ5m ... kQI imo.t-i kurdTm 

wa.ku tfon abe?re WQ nusT bQJam ?Imla.-y kQllma.t-i )~rab1 u fa.rsTm teknQda. 

tJu9kQ ?awWQla.n baqim nabu so..nlya.n 'rQ~gQ sQriJ IQ xwendawo.r<in tekbidQ./ 

Translation 

PI 

Summary of the History of Kurds and Kurdistan 
by M. A. Zaki. 

How I wrote this Book 

When in the place of the general term IOttoman l the terms ITurkl and 

ITorani I came into wide use in Turkey, naturally, like the members of 

other national groups, I also, among that crowd, began to feel my 

al ienness, and my national pride forced me to show that feeling in all 

opportunities. However, I knew nothing regarding the origin and 
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history of my own people because until that time neither at school 

were we given such an idea nor later on did we find a necessity for 

carefully studying the Kurdish history; besides, the uniting word 

• Ottoman I had, to a certain degree, weakened our national. feeling. 

Repeatedly, I asked myself this question: IIWhat is the origin of 

the Kurdish people and what events have they passed through?" 

I write this book in Kurdish, but ... I write the Kurdish words as 

they are said; nevertheless, I did not change the spelling of the 

Arabic and Persian words because firstly I had no right to do so 

and secondly it might confuse the readers. 

Summary of the History of Kurds and Kurdistan 

by Mohammed Amin Zaki 

Darussalam Press, Baghdad, 1931 

Extract taken from the 1st Volume. 
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TEXT No. 15 

Source: ?iYOn 

Date: July 27, 1933 

/ bo. zor di re?T noko.yna.wo. nok naxwenreta.wo./ yokam 10. re-y wo.to.n 

po.rwo.rf u mi I Io.t po.rwo.rewo. duam Ie re-y xwo. u pe!Eammo.r u muqa.ddaso..t6. 

firyo.-y ••• zu~ro..~-i kQrnata.w6w bika.win 10. dast xwen mi?Tn-i po.ro.do.ro. 

tamo.s.'ka.rok5.nyCin do.rko.n/ 

Translation 

Let's not prolong it much lest it would not be read. Firstly in the 

name of the country's love and the people's love, secondly in the name 

of God, the prophet and all things holy rescue the unfortunate farmers 

from the blood-sucking of the wealthy and greedy. 
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TEXT No. 16 

Source: Bahaullah and the New Era, translated by M. Jawdat. 

Date: 1933 

P. 10-11 IbOhQ?ul la u do.wr-l nwel 

Ibaha.?ull.o. zor tJiik u bo. so.rOlJo.t bo.ya.n u ?1\'tlrafT kirduwa. a.w mOrnwa.sta. 

u pe ga.ya.nda.rT ~ I h On a. ka. I a. 1'05 raha.wa. t,f"owa.rwa.n T da.ka.n xoya.ti I 

~ega.yeka. ka. ~ebwa.rMT aga.yenta. nl1'ma.tek-i 1'a.d?a.yib-i wo. ka. Ia. sa.ru 

ha.mmu fa.yzek-i rabu"rduwa.ya.1 ha.r wo.k ha.mmu ~uba.r u zeyek 10. na.w do.~ya.da. 

teko.l dabin ha.mmu dinan-l dJwed?weS bo pa.ywa.stT u ya.kbun teko.law-I 

a.m mo.zho.r-i 1'ina.ya.ta. dablnl baho..?ul La. bin·o.~a.yek-i ba.quwwa.t-I bo 

~ekxlstin-i ya.ketl 1'QIa.m dOmo.zra.nd/blna.-y a.m dowra. Sa.ra.fdo.ra.1 a.m 

1'a.sro. a.Stiyo.-y 10. so.r zamlntla. u sulh u sa.IOh 10. na.ur xa.Jqda. drustklrd 

ko. da.meko. pega.mbo.ran xabo.ryan do.wo.l SQ1'i~Qn to.~nimy~n klrduwa.1 -

P. 124 

I "ruklrdno.'ba.raga.-y ?llahT Slfa-y d?lsm u hoS u ro~o.l Ia.S two.na.y 

?o.ba.dT mo.na.wo. n I yo. tJ u~ko. I a. mQ.cJda.-y ~ya.d:sya. u 10. zQrra.-y koma.1 

drustbuwo.l be guma.n ko.wa.xte abe·a.ma.no. 10. yek ~web I bnowa. bow S I to.no.-y 

ka. Ia. ?ibtidewa. Ia.S ley po.yda .buwa./ Ia.ba.r ama. abe 100J xizma.tka.r-i roh 

bel 

Translation 

Bahaullah and the New Era 

p. 10-11 Very frankly and clearly Bahaullah stated and admitted 

that he is the teacher and guide of the world who has been awaited 

for centuries. He is the road that leads to such a wonderful blessing 
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that is greater than all past bounties. Like all rivers and tri

butaries that mix in the sea, all other religions in order to join 

together and unite should mingle in this Holy Appearance. Bahaullah 

has established a firm foundation for the Unity of the World. He 

erected the edifice of this era of integrity, this century of peace 

on earth and of understanding and goodness among people which long ago 

prophets had talked about and poets had sung. 

p. 124 Medicine and Cure 

Facing the realm of God is cure of the body, mind and soul. The 

body does not have the ability to be eternal because it is made of 

different substances and groups of atoms. Doubtless there will come 

a time when these substances separate into the elements of which 

the body was initially made. For this reason the body should serve 

the soul. 

From Bahaullah and the New Era, by J. E. Esslement, translated 

into Kurdish by M. Jawdat, Ma~arif Press, Baghdad, 1933. 
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TEXT No. 17 

Source: 

Date: September 20, 1937 

/wo.za.ro.t-I mo.lo.~lf-i llrO.q bo wa.Zo.ro.t-i mo.la.rlf-l mlsri nusiwo. bo eM 

_ _ 'tI_ _ ...,., .. -.J../ _ 

wo.iO,?lfo.-y 10. xwo.reMo.husreMo./ ?usto.z u mudo.rrlsln u mud(1rris(1t bo 
oJ_ 

llra.q binerin/ 

/lamTd bo kulliYY(1-y huquq-i li~Q.q·i/?usta.z-1 lug(1t-1 lo.rClbT/ mudTr(1 

bo dQrulmUl(11 Ilmo.t u mud(1~~is(1-y ~iyo.ziyyQt u tClbTllyyat u lug(1t-l 

i~gllzT u tQrix u d?u§ro.flyQ u sa 

sa.na.wl u muta.wClSlt(1-y kur u kltS/ 

~y -

mud(1rrls-1 biyolo,T u zo.ro.l(1t bo 

Translation 

The Ministry of Education of Iraq wrote to the Ministeryof Education 

of Egypt regarding the positions mentioned below to send professors, 

men teachers and women teachers to Iraq. 

Dean for the Law College of Iraq, professor of 

Arabic language; headmistress for women preparatory 

institute, a woman teacher of mathematics, natural 

sciences, English language, history, and geography. 

Also three men teachers for biology and agriculture 

for secondary and intermediate schools for boys and 

girl s. 
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TEXT No. 18 

Source: JiYQn 

Date: October 4, 1937 

/program-I wo,zQro,t-i mo,df~~TI 

Is I YCso,t- i 
_oJ 

xo,rl dJlYYa,/ 

- _·1 

I I a so,r s I yo,so,t-l yo,rl do,-y ~u§.bo,t u I ?umom u OJN mom I a.ka.ta.no, ka. dost u 

swendxwo.rTmo..n 10, bo,ynda.yo,l ya.k.d1lr uya.k.d,?iho,til bira.ya.tl u wlt}da.t-i 

la.ro,bi/ teko,lT la,ga.l bi IQd-i ?o,d,?nebTI bo wo,zlfo,-y ?umur-I xQrld,?T 

mo,?mur-I tJ6k ho,!bIJQrdin/ 

lsi YOso,t-1 da.xl IT I 

I ?Ida.ro,-y lumumT/sa.ll Ia.Ao,tbTq-1 ?al1kam-i qo.nun/ ro,f\-I nifCiq u 

fo,sQ.d1 mU~o'fo,zo,-y ?a.dOb-1 ~umuml yyo,l 5 i ~!lo,t u· ta.ndurusti mu?o,so,sa.ti 

zor bo to,?mTno.t-1 sl~~o,t-1 lQ.mo, u ?a.rbOb-i ?lxtl~~ d,?a.lb klrdln/ 

Ibo,ndixiino, blx~eto, fiklekOJNo, ko, ?lsIOil-1 ?ahwa.I-1 ha.psa.ko.n-i pe - .- - --
~ 

b I krel 

I Surto,/ polTs/ quwwo,tT zyCid bikr.e/ bo,lo,dlyya. wlslo,tT bldrete/ ow-I 

PQk bo far&n u deha.t po,ydCkiil \omo,lo,ro,fahlyyo,tT bldretel 

I 5 I YOso,t-1 mQ11 yya,/ 

I ?i~a.do,-y no,zo,r bo to,Sklla.t-i do,w.lo,t/ mTza.niyyo, bod~o, bixreto,·qa.llbekOJNQ. 

qo,rzi bo no,krel ?i ~a.do,-y no,zo,r 10, qa.nun- i ta.qaSud-1 ma.do,nl u \osko,r1 

u to,\dTIT bo, Slkle huquq-i muwo,zzo,fin u wo,zl-I malT .dOJNlo,t ya.k.kawel 

to,?sTs-i ?udo,-y zo,rQ\o,tl ?ltlf'O.q 1a,g0,1 dOJNla.ta.k.a.nda. bo a.!ugo~-I 

?a.S ya.-y t ud,a.rT / 
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l1'o.d II yyo.l 

I t a.qw j yo.-y roh-I ?amn i yyo.t bo. qo.zo.. ?o.w 1 J b a. J i kl- i ?amn i yyo.t bo. 

1'a.diilo.t ko. ?osasa.ko.y to.fkila.t-i qo.za.?iyo. u to.ftrf-I 1'o.dlf u mu~o.fo.zo.-,.. 

huquq-i hukko.m u quzo..t 10. to."rqiyo.diil dlwo..n-i to.dwin-i q°a.nuni ?Ibzo.r- I 

lii?lllo.-y q-o.nunT bo ?u_su~-I mU.!lo..kama.t-i d:so.za.?lyyo. u huquqlyyo. u )'uquba.t 

- ~-uyultJ. uko.tib )'o.dl u tu~o.ro.t u rusum-I ta.pol 

IdifaSI 

I to.zyTd-1 ko.fo.?o.t-i o,o.yfl ~o.f)-I mustowQ-y m~ddT umo.)'nowf ura.n~-I 

zor bo to.),llm-1 ~o.yf u to.~hizyQ.n bo. ?osllho.-yta.za./ 

I howl bldo.yn xo.to.r-I fa.yo.z"a.n namene uso.n bo tahsln-lza.raSo.t u 

pa.~ezgo.ri naba.ta.t u xo.t-I Jamo.ndo.fo.rl 

Is I yOso.t-1 to.)' I iml 

l?i~IOb-i ?lda.ro.-y Ju?un-I mo.)'Qrlfl mu)'o.l 11m-I b~f pego.ya.ndlnl 

to.),ITm-i deha.t u to.d~Tb-1 sa.na.?I1'1 kitebxa.no. kirdnowo. u to.rd,umo. u 

to.?ITfI 

Translation 

Programme of Madfai·s Ministry 

Foreign Policy 

To pursue the pol icy of co-operation with the League of Nations and 

with those countries that are our friends and with which we have 

alliances) of solidarity and undividedness, of brotherliness and 

Arab unity, of association with foreign countries and of selecting 

competent officials for the office~ of the foreign affairs. 
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Internal Policy 

Publ ic administration: to endeavour to enforce the provisions of the 

law; to eliminate hypocracy and corruption, to safeguard public 

manners. Health and hale: to increase their establishments to guard 

pUbl ic heaith and to introduce special ists. To change prisons in such 

a way that would help to reform the prisoners, to extend the power of 

the pol ice. To extend municipal ities, to provide clean water to cities 

and villages, to improve the conditions of the workers. 

Financial Pol icy 

To reconsider the administration of the Kingdom; the budget should be 

put in such a way that loans for financing it would not be required; 

to re-examine the civil and military retirement law and to amend it 

in a way compatible with th~ rights of the officials and the financial 

conditions of the country. To establish a Chamber of Agriculture. To 

make agreements with other countries for the exchange of commercial 

goods. 

Justice 

To strengthen the spirit of secu~ity by law, that is security with 

justice whose bases are the legal establishments; the judicial in

spection and the protection of the rights of judges and religious 

judges for promotion. To have the legal codification department 

prepare the 'bills' for trial procedures in criminal, common, district 

and peace courts; and procedures for notary publics, for commerce 

and for duties on ownership deeds. 

Defence 

To increase the competence of the army; to improve its material and 

moral standards and" to work hard for training the army and for pro-

viding it with new weapons. 249 



Econom i cs and Commun i ca t ions 

We should endeavour to el iminate the danger of floods and to improve 

agriculture and to protect plants and to build railroads. 

Education Policy 

To reform the administrational affairs of education, to prepare good 

teachers; to spread teaching in villages and to spread technical 

education, to open libraries and to encourage translation and writing. 
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TEXT No. 19 

Source: 

Date: November 22, 1937 

Iro.?ls-i ~amhurlyyo.t-i turkiya. u wakll-l daxll iyyo. t.!un bo ga.ro..n-l 

wllnyo.t-I SarqTI 10. dlya.rbakl rbo.rd-I bln~o.-y Istasyon-I Samo.ndo.fo.r-I 

d.i y a.rb o.k I r T d a.n a.w 0./ 

Translation 

The president of the republ ic of Turkey and the deputy for the interior 

went for a tour of the eastern Wilayat., In DiyarbaKir he laid the 

foundation stone for the DiyarbaKir railway station. 
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TEXT No. 20 

Source: 

Date: December 13, 1932 

/knff~fn-y bngOl 

dastn-y knJJafn U mudnrrls-I dQrulmu,nl limln zor fnranmnndln u 

fukurguzQrin bo ?ahQ1T U ?ustQzan u tnlabnkQn-1 sulnymQnI bo OW lutf 
~ 

u mTwandarT u ynkdl llyn kn bn rohek-I bl llndown dnrb~rny emnyQn 

klrduwn/ 

Translation 

Baghdad Boy Scouts 

A team of boy scouts and teachers from the preparatory institute for 

men teachers are pleased and are grateful to the people, teachers 

and students of Sulalmania for"the kindness, hospitality and 

friendl iness they, in good spirit, showed to us. 
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TEXT No. 21 

Source: Jiyo.n 

Date: March 3, 1938 

/, I I m- i ~ uq uq- i ? IdCira./ 

/ madJlis-i wuza.rQ 10. wa.zifa. u sa.labiyyQtdCi zor J1klT gor~Q/ 9stQ ka. 

ta.frfq-I qUWQya. S9 kut"Jka.Y9k~i quwwa.t-I hukuma.ta./ quwwa.t-i ta.Jr·f,iyya. 

u quwwa.t-i ?idJra?iYYa. u quwwa.t-i 'a.dllyya. ama.J ?iqtirOb-i montislkyoya./ 

Translation 

The Science of the Laws of Administration 

The Council of Ministers has very much changed in function and 

authorities. Now is the time for the separation of powers. The 

power of the government is tripartite: the legislative power, the 

executive power and the legal power, and this was suggested by 

Montesqu i eIA. . 



TEXT No. 22 

Source: )Tn 

Date: October 5, 1939 

I mutQ,WQS I te.-y kitJa.n b~u be. rest! d:Jege.ya.n d:Jwekl ~a.ya.we. mudTre. u 

mu~e.1 Itme.IyQn bo ma11um ktre./ 

Translation 

The intermediate school f6r girls has become real. A separate 

place was assigned for it and a headmistress and women teachers were 

nominated for it. 
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TEXT No. 23 

Source: History Textbook for the Fifth Year Primary School 

"Ta?rlx" by AI-Fa.IGtlI translated by M. Z. Amin, Furat 

Press, Baghdad. 

Date: 1928 

Extracts 

p. 17 

p. 18 

p. 45 

p. 64 

/ qlsm-I ya.kam/ fo.sl-I ya.kam/ da.wla.ta.ka.n-I Ja.rq/ da.wJa.t-1 

mlslr/ 

/ mlsreka.n Ia. ma.da.niyya.t u tura.qq1d~ ~a.dTmtirrn ml I Ia.ta.kan-I 
.. 

lQlam bun/ lulama.-y ?asQr-1 qndima. U lulamQ-y ta.rTx Ia. 

?a.trQf-i nTIa.wa. 9a.le ?aso.rya.n da.rhena.wa. ka. ?iqtlda.r u 

ma.lrifa.t u ma.da.nlyya.t-I misrekanyan ba. ta.wa.wl pe za.nTwa./ 

/ mlsrekan mamI a.ka.t-I ga.wra.ya.n Ia. flm~I-1 fa.rq-I 

la.f rT q-a.da. wa. I a. h <lrdu ta.ra.f-I 'han ~-I nl I dO. b I nQ.k I rduwa./ 

misrekM llbQda.tyCin Ia. sa.r ?o.sas-I ta.la.dud-I ?a.llha. 

dama.z r5.n d I b u / 

/ qa.wm-l f1 ni g1 ?a.f ya.-y drustk i raw- i xoya.n ba. rega.-y ban"ra. 

bo ? I q I i ma.k"On- i J a.~q u ga."rb da.na.rd/ 

i f~ L-l pend,am/ 

/ yo~anekQn Ia. ~unub-l ?a.wrupa.da. Ia. nih~ya.t-i Jubh-l 

d,a.zira.-y ba.lq-o.ndci dM1Jtlbun/ 
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p. 129 

Translation 

p. 17 

p. 45 

p. 64 

p. 129 

IdJo.zlro.-y l'o.rab wo.to.n-I ~a.qrql l'o.rabo./?o.rzo.ko.-y 10. 
v ~ ~_ T 

bo.yn-i bo£lr-i ?ehmo.r u mamlo.ko.t-I Jam u l'iro.q u xo.lld?-I 

fari 50./ 

Part One: Chapter One, The Countries of the East, 
The State of Egypt 

The Egyptians were the oldest of the world's peoples 

in civilisation and development. From the sides of 

the River Nile, archaeologists and historians have dug 

out many ruins which made then know well the ability, 

knowledge and civilisation of the Egyptians. 

The Egyptians built a great kingdom in north-east 

Africa and on both sides of the River Nile. 

The Egyptians had established their religion on the 

basis of the plural ity of Gods. 

The PhoeneciQ~ people sent the goods they made by way 

of the sea to countties in the east and the west. 

The Greeks were I iving in South Europe at the end of 

the Balkan Peninsula. 

The Arab island (i .e. the Arabian Peninsula) is the 

real homeland of the Arabs. Its', mainland. is 

situated between the Red Sea, the Kingdoms of Syria 

and Iraq and the Persian Gulf. 
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TEXT No. 24 

Source: Morphology and Syntax of Kurdish 
!muxtaso..r-I so..rf u nO!lw-1 kurdi! by Sa~id Sidq.~ 

Date: 1928 

p. 2 !ho..ta: am ~asro.. ?o..xlro.. xwendinma.n 10.. mo..kto..ba. u nusTnma.n 

bo. kurdT no..bLi! bo..w so..bo..bo.. so..\'T u kof I f na.kro..wo. ko. 

qa.waSldek-l sa.rf u nqbu bo zuba.n-i kurdT ~ekbixre! wo..qte 

10. to.ra.f mo.\'a.rif u milla.t pa:'rwo.ra.no..wa. ta.drTsa.t-l mo.ka.tlb 

u nusln-I ma.ka.tib klro.n bo. kurdT (o.zim bo..lku w·a.d?lb bu ko.. 

qo..wa.\,lde bo zuba.n/ bo nusTn-I' kurd! ao..blmo..zre/ 

p. 3 ! muqa.ddlma.! 

! 1 a. ba.y6..n k l'rd 1 n-l ~a.rfa.n- i h I ~a. u ? i m la.-y kurdi 

hammunmo.n za.nTwma.no. u da.yza.nTIl ka. ka.ll ma." 10. ho.rfo.n-I 

h1dJ-0.. u qi~!!o.-y to..wo.w 10. ko..lima.n rekdo..xren/ 

p. 6 /ka.llma. u ?aqs5ml/ 

/ ko.llmo. ta.nya. Ia.fzeko. ko. mo.\'nay blbe/ nusTn u qlsa. 

klrdln-l.kurdT bo. ~en~no..w\' ko.llmo. drust,do..be/ ?Ism/ 

slfo.t/ zamTr! fl\,l/ ?o..dQt/ 

p. 7 / bans-I ?o..wwo..l 10. bo.ya.n-I ?lsm u,?aqsam-I ?Ism/ ?Ism du 

qlsmo./ flsm-I \'Qm u ?lsm-I xes/ dTsa.n ?Ism yQ mufro.do. 

va. ~a.m\'o../ 

p. 10 /?Ism du no..w\'o../ bo..sTt! ta.nya./ mura.kko..b/ teko..l/ 

p. 17 
., 

! mo..sda.r! 
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p. 24 

p. 29 

p. 36 

p. 43 

Translation 

/ zamTr du na.wl'a./ mutt~ i 1/ u munf~ t 1/ 

/ zaml ro.n- i faxs i yya.-y mo.zl muta.l'a.ddT ?amo.na.n/ bo muf ra.d-I 

mutaka.1 lim/ bo muxQta.b-1 mufra.d/ bo mufra.d-I. ~a?lb/ bo 

dJaml'- i mut a.ka.1 lim /... zam i ro.n- i J axs 1 yya.-y ma.zT I o.z i m 

?a.mo.na.n/ 

/ t aq s T m- t f Il' 1 / 

/ fil'l -f.J w·o..r q i sma. / f 1l'1- i mQz T / f i l'1- i hO.I / f 1l'1- i . 

" ?istiqbQI/ ftl'I-1 ?a.mir/ 

/ fil'l duna.wl'a./ ma.l'lum/ ma.d?hul/ 

p. 2 Up until this century our studies at schools and our 

writings were not in Kurdish. For this reason no work 

nor effort was made to write a grammar book for Kurdish 

morphology and syntax. When through the education 

authority and the patriots Kurdish was made the medium 

of teaching in schools and of writing letters, it be-

came necessary, perhaps a duty, that a grammar for the 

Kurdish language and writing be written. 

p. 3 Introduction 

In explaining the letters of the alphabet and the 

dictation of Kurdish, we all knew and we know that 

words are formed of the letters of the alphabet and that 

a complete story is made of words. 
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p. 6 

p. 7 

p. 10 

p. 17 

p. 24 

p. 29 

p. 36 

p. 43 

The Word and its Division 

A word is an enunciation that has meaning. Kurdish 

writing and speaking is formed of five kinds of words-

noun, adjective, pronoun, verb and article. 

The first topic is about nouns and the divisions of 

nouns. Nouns are two kinds. Common nouns and proper 

mouns. Also, mouns are either singular or plural. 

Nouns are of two sorts; simple - alone and compound -

mixed. 

Infinitive. 

Pronouns are of two kinds: bound and free. 

The personal pronouns of the past transitives are 

these: for the singular speaker, for the addressee 

singular, for the non-present singular, for the plural 

speakers ... the personal pronouns for intransitive 

past are these ... 

The Division of the Verb 

Verbs are four divisions: past verbs; present verbs, 

future verbs and imperative verbs. 

Verbs are of two kinds: active; passive. 
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TEXT No. 25 

Source: Arithmetic for the Fourth Year Primary School 
I ?albisCb_il ?istlqra.?ll by N. Barzinji and F. Barzinji 

Date: , 1928 

Extracts 

p. 5 I ka.rtl/ ka.s I rl 

I 'i'i 1m-I ?imo.ra.l/ ~lsObI 

p. 7 I tega.yiftin-l ka.rtll ta.'i'rTf-1 ka.slrl 

p. 8 I ha.ft ya.kll suminl 

I du 10. pend?/~ xumso.nl 

I se 10. pend?11 sa.lasa.t ?a.xmasl 

p. 9 I ka.ga.zek-i t,fwa.r sutJTII murabba.'i'l 

I lekdMo.wa.-y ka.s i rl I muqo.ra.na. ba.yna._-, kus-u"rl 

p. 15 I ?a.'i'mo.l- i ?a.rba.'i'O,-·i ka.rta.nl I ?O,'i'ma.1 i I kus-l,Irl 
-..J 

/ koklrdna.w<l// d?am'i'l da.rklrdinll ta.rhl 

p. 21 I ka.rto.n-i 'i'uH'fll kusur-i 'i'uJr'TI ka.rta.n-i ta.yba.tlll 

kusur-I ?l'i'tiyadil 

p. 22 I mO,rtabO,-y ya.kMI I ?Ol]a.dl u da.ya.n/ I 'i'a.f a.ra.tl u sa.d6.n/ / 

mi io..tl 

p. 23 ?lmarO,-y be ka.rti II 'i'a.da.d sa.hlhl 



p. 31 I ma.t'ruhl -; I Ie da.rhen"'riiwl 

I mo.truh mlnhu/~ I do.rhQtGI 

p. 34 

p. 40 

p. 43 

p. 75 

p. 78 

p. 141 

Translation 

I ho.si Ii tto."rh/:: Ipo..J mo.wo.-y do.rhen'Q.n _ _ v.J _ 

I zo.rb/= I 1ek danl 

I ta.qsTm I:: I ba.Sk i rd i nl 

I dabe mu I ~o.za. b 1 ko.yn I a. m i so.l- i ya.kamT nda. tJ u'jko. I a. 

ma.qsumdQ \'a.da.dek-i sahTh niya. xari~-i qisma.ta.ko.y ka.slr 

do.rt..{ul 

I qaliido.l bo ta.qsTm kirdin-i\'o.do.d-is~Tbbo. so.r ka.sr-i 

\'uH·Tda. ho.rwa.k ?a.<[da.d-I s~l.b ta.qsTmda.krel 

I muz~\'a.f-i muSto.ra.k1 muzQ\'a.f-i ba.sitl 

I ?o.tto.frTq ?i 10. I\'owaml I i l?o.wwa.1 iyyo./ ---- ~ 

/ ?o.go.r suro.t-i ka.sro. ko. bo. so.r \,o.da.d-isOblba.ka.do. 

qabi I-i ta.qs1m nabe a.w \'a.do.do.sa.biba. 10. ma.xro.d-:s-iow 

" - " . - -ka.sro. zo.rb o.kre wo. da.st no.dre 10. ?Ima.ro.-y suro.to.ko.y/ 

p. 5 Fraction 

The science of numbers - arithmetic. 

p. 7 Knowing the fractions - defining the fraction. 
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p. 8 Eighth. 

Two of five. 

Three of five. 

p. 9 A four-edged paper - square. 

p. 15 

p. 21 

p. 22 

p. 23 

p. 31 

p. 34 

p. 40 

p. 43 

Thinking about fractions - comparison between fractions. 

The fo~(skills of fractions - the working of fractions. 

putting together - summing. 

taking out - subtraction. 

Decimal fractions 

special fractions - common fractions. 

Category of the units - units, and tens; and hundreds. 

Numbers without fractions - whole numbers. 

Subtrahend ~ taking out. 

Minuend ~ coming out. 

Differentt= remainder of the taking out. 

Multiplying = hitting, beating. 

Dividing - Dividing 

We must note that in the first example because the dividend 

is not a whole number its quotient is a fraction. 

Rule: Dividing a whole number on a decimal fraction 

is similar.to dividing whole numbers. 
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p. 75 

p. 78 

p.- 141 

Common demoninator. Lowest common denominator. 

Factor i ng. 

If the numerator of a fraction is not divisible on the 

whole number, that whole number is multipl ied by the 

denominator of that fraction and the number of its 

numerator will be left alone. 

Note 1.Double slanted 1 ines are used to separate the 

first element, the Kurdish translationJfrom the 

second element which is Arabic. 

2·An equal sign is used when the first item is 

Arabic and the second item is the Kurdish 

translation. 
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TEXT No. 26 

Source: 

[}ate: 

p. 103 

Translation 

Introduction to Natural History for the Sixth Year 
Primary Schools. 

/ durus-i ?aJYQ u sarata.-y tobT)iyyat/ translated by 
A. W. Nuri. 

1929 

/ ?oksi~Tn qurstira la howa./ ?iftl)Q.lnOka balam 

musQ.)ada-y ?iJtl)iil aka. u ?1~tirQ.q-i ?ad,?sam la howada 

lobar ?oksid,?lna/ ?IJtili'Q.l-i hTdrod,?Tn'Ow ~~il ako./ am 

?lftili'Q.la li'lbQrata la ?imtlza.d,?-l hTdrod,?fnba ?oksld,?Tn-i 

hawO/ lama te ogayn Ow li'iba.rata 1& hTdrod,?Tn u ?oksid,?Tn/ 

sutan-! xaluz ga.z-l fa.hmT has! I ako./ 

The oxygen is heavier than the air. It doesn't burn but it helps in 

burningahd the burning of bodies in the air is because of the exis-

tence of the oxygen. The burning of the hydrogen produces water. 

This burning is but the intermixing of hydrogen with the oxygen of the 

air. From this we learn that water is nothing but hydrogen and 

oxygen. The burning of coal produces coal gas. 
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TEXT No. 

Source: 

Date: October 6, 1939 

I Ia. wa.za.ra.t-I dlf6S' mo.ktabe klro.wa.towa. bo dowra.-y zOblt-i ?Ibtiya.tl 

owa.na.-y I Cl SMOW I dClrtfun J Clf ma.~ dowam a.ko.nl a.WMCl-y bCl ba.fT da.ra.tJ In 

ya.ksa.r ob in ba. mu Io.zi m sa.nl awo.nCl-yt i r ka. XOJN I n I Cl d-:sa.y f dO. ob in· bCl 

na.?lb zObit/ fa.~Ci?ltl ~lnsiYYClt-i )irOqI u !J.usn-I sul"uk u ?ClXIa.q u ba. 

~ina.ya.t mObkum nobel mU?ClYYCld be bCl dClftClr-i nifus u fa.ha.da.triama.-y 

)a.do.m m~kumiyya.t/ Ia. mCldrClSCl-y sa.nowl dClrt.Jube Va. Ia. mCldrClSClyek-i 

- .-
mU)Cldi I-i sanowil )umrT ICl nozda. ko.mtir nobel 

Translation 

A school is opened at the Ministry of Defence for reserve officers' 

courses. Those who have finished the secondary school are trained 

there for six months and the one·s who finish the course directly and 

well become second I ieutenants. Others who are slow in the army will 

become uncommissioned officers. 

Conditions: Iraqi citizenship, good conduct and character and non-

conviction for a crime. These should be supported by a census book 

and certificate of non-conviction. Candidate must have finished 

the secondary school or a school equivalent to it and he should 

not be less than nineteen. 



TEXT No.2 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 1 

Translation 

Editorial written by Ibrahim Ahmed. 

December 1939 

.., 
/ xam ga.le ba. ba.xtlyiir a.zo.nlm ka. ba. ya.rma.t-I gowra. u 

dost u biriida.riin ya.kam ?ima.ra.-y ga.liiwe?tan peSka.S a.kam 

u hi wo.yek- I zorT S I m h a.ya. ka. h a.r ya.ka.ta.n ba. pey two.na. 

u Ia. sunur-I dosa.liit-I xota.n Yo'rma.tTm blda.n Ia. bi!Ow 

kirdnowa. u ?Iya.ndin u peJxistinda./ ga.l6.we? gova.rek-I 

?a.dabT sa.qa.flya./ ya.kamTn niyo..z1 bi?a.r-I zlma.n-i kurdT u 

?Iya.ndln-i ?a.dablyyo.t.;.i kurdlya. ba. pa.rcistln u koklrdna.wa."!"y 

?a.dab i yya.t- ikon u mo.wa. da.n b a. b I ~ O.w k I rdnowa.-y ?a.dab I yya.t- i 

ta.za. u ta.~d?uma klrdln-I nusTn-I ~wa.n u klteb-I tJ6.k-l begOna./ 

I consider myself very lucky that with the help of the great, the 

friends and brethren, I have been able to offer you the first issue 

of galawe3' and I have great hopes that each one of you, within your 

ability and within the field of your competence, help me in its 

spread, continuation and development. 

/9o...1c\'o,J~/iS a literary educational magazine. Its prime aim is the 

purification of the Kurdish language and the survival of the 

Kurdish I iterature by protecting the old I iterature and by providing 

the opportunity for publ ishing new 1 iterature and for translating 

the beautiful works-and good foreign books. 
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TEXT No.3 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 1 

Translation 

ga.!a.we) No.3 Editorial. 

February 1940. 

/ ga.lawe)lm tJon a.we/ nusinek-i ra.wQn u be qortim ley 

a.wet/ I a. xwenda.wa.rru,a.wa. 9a.1 e nus rawmM bo ha.t I a. bOba.t 

ra.zama.ndT u ha.ndek-ltlry6.n no.ra.za.ly6.n p1J6.n dObu ka.wa. 

Ia. tJa.nd bOseki ba. glra.n te a.ga.n/ am nusra.wa.-y Ia. 

xwo.ra.wa. a.yxwenna.wa. hi ya.kek I a. na.ra.zOko.na.! hammu 

ma.qa.IOka.n-1 ga.l awe) 1m ya.ka.yaka. zor ba. wi rdT xwendawa.! awa.-y 

Ia. hammu Jlte zyo.tlr kawta. peJ tiCiwlm ha.nde ka.!ima.-y 

t6.za.d6.re)rnw u to.za. dOho.tu u ha.nde d?umla. u ta.~bTr-1 

na.blstra.w u pe. ~Maho.fu bu ka. Ia. zor Jwendo.wo.y Ia. pyaw 

a.k I rd wilz I a. b6.sa.ka. b i hene ubi ga.ret bo ma.~na.-y Ja.rra.wa.-y 

am ka.11 ma. u ta.~bT ro.na.! 10m wa.ya. hammuto.n pe I awa. a.nen ka. 

ziman-I kurdT waku zlma.nek pey blnusret zor sOJtia.ya./ ba. 

hQ! ~umrT Ia. 20/30 ~o.l tepa.r a.k6.t/ nlmuna.yek-I am sa.rleJewG.n 

u ha.r kas bo ~oylya. ka.llma.-y ka.llma.ya. ka. yake wlJa. u 

awitlr w6.ta. u seyam·guta. u tJwa.ram wlta.-y pe a.let/ a.ma. 

ha.r a.w ka.sa.na.-y min Jltlm xwenduna.tawa. Ino,a. xwQ. a.yzo..ne 

xa.lk-Ttlr tJly bo d6.nawa./ 

How do I ~ant ga. lnWe3? Easy and bumpless writing is what I want 

from it. We have received many letters from the readers about the 

way of writing in sa1awe3' Some of them expressed satisfaction, 
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some others expressed dissatisfaction saying that they had difficulty 

in understanding some of its articles. The letter that you read 

below is from one of those dissatisfied. 

I have read all the articles of ~atawez one by one 

very carefully. The things that caught my eye more 

than anything else are newly coi~d words and newly 

fashioned sentences and expressions which have not 

been heard before nor been used~~~ which, in many 

places, forced the individual to abandon the article 

in order to search for the hidden meanings of these 

words and expressions. I feel that you all agree that 

Kurdish as a written language is very young. Its age 

hardly exceed~ 20/30 years. 

An example of this confusion and this everyone-for

himself is the word 'word' for which one uses ~, 

another wata, a third guta, and a fourth wltn. This 

is only in the writings of those I have read, thus, God 

knows what other persons have for it. 
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TEXT No.4 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 46 

Translation 

g~l\WeJ 

June 1940 

!?Iyo.n pemCina.ga.yene ha.r wa.zlfa.yek t!iik pekT benTn a.beta. 

paya.yek bo da.rsek-itlr! to mumklna. nusyur bl yOn sa.nl~tkQr 

hit; ro?ek flkrlt klrduwa. ka. regayek-I tCiza. bldozTtawa. 

bo Tfaka.tI blUo bo kltebxana. klteb-i to.za. bikra. fitT 

to.za. ferba. ta.mrTn-1 ta.za. blka. ta.~ruba.-yt5.za. u ?lrfa.d6.t-) 

tiiza. wa.rbigra.! 

Translated from an Article in'Psychology by Newton Rogers. 

Life tells us that any work we do well becomes a step for 

another lesson. You may be a writer or a craftsman, but have you 

one day thought to find out a new way for your work? Go to lib

raries, buy new books, learn new ~hings, make new experiments and 

obtain new training and new instructions. 



TEXT No.5 

Source: ?Tn 

Date: July 16, 1940 

/ hammu ~a.wmek ta.rrx-l <Mob I yya.t I ho.yo./ kurd ama.ndo. a.wa.ra.n ?a.sa.r-I 

qTmo.tdiirTfyiin bo. yo.ka.wo. no. nusa.nuwo. u bo qa.wnek-itl r bun bo. mo.l/ 

Translation 

Every nation has a history of its own literature; the Kurds have 

been so dispersed that they have not pieced together their valuable 

relics and (so) they became the property of other nations. 
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TEXT No.6 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 43 

Translation 

~a.lawe3 

October and November issue, 1940 (letter to the Editor 
by Jamshid). 

/ hlwOman waya runakT gal awe? am t~rTklya-y sar §IQg-I 

wi latakaman IObare u regama.n bo roJin ka.towa zlmo.nakama.n 

bo bl:)Yenetowa u bomiin bl Jo'r blka.t la bo.rd u kotJk u 

ko.nno.k- i bego..na/ f i \' ~a b"a.l a. u d-:sw6.naka.nman ka wena-y d I ma.n-l 

fTr1n-i ka) u kewo.n-I ~e!)gTn-1 kurdusta.n-I girtuwa b1la.w" 

b I k~t ow a/ uti ko.m wo.ya ka musara.n t a. peyo.n ak ret I a. 

wiJa-y bega.na bak~rhenQ.n xoyCin biparezln/ u la nusTno. 

ko. wi J ayek-I \'Curd! po.tf ta.zabaka.rhenraw deta re mo.nakay 

10. xw~rowa lek bidretowa tawaku xalk teyblgan u 10. na.wa. 

b i Io.w betowo./ 

We hope that the light of qaJawe3 dispels the darkness lurching on 

the chest of our country, 1 ights up our way, revives our language 

and clears it up from the foreign rocks, boulders and pits. We hope 

that it publishes our lofty and beautiful poetry which depicts the 

sweet views of the picturesque mountains of Kurdistan. My request 

is that our writers avoid, as much as they can, using foreign words 

and that whenever a newly-used pure Kurdish word comes in the way 

its meaning be explained below in order that people understand it 

and gain currency· " 



TEXT No.7 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 

Translation 

October 1943, Editorial. 

_..t- _ 

a.ga.-y rasta. Ia. ba.ra.-y hammu kl rda.r u qa.wmawek-i am ~Cl.I)g·a 

glttTglra.wa./ am gowa.ra. zOnya.rl bilaw a.ka.ta.wa. Ia. b-a.ra.-y 

am kof IS a. d)oJ)g I Va. ma.zl na. ka. na.ta.wa. dimokra.teka.n bo 

birdna.wa.y pirozi u mirov run a.k-a.ta.wa.1 Ia.ba.ra.-y a.w 

ama.nd?a. pa.ka. ga.wra.na. ka. na.ta.wa. dTmokra.teka.n boy te a.koSln 

ka. wa.ku o.zMT u ba.xt I yo..rT u xwEmd'Owa.rT ma.rduma./ am 

gowa.ra. ba.f e I a. 1a.pa.ra.ka.nT ta.rxG.n a.ka. bo za.nya.rl derek 

u yasa. u bo fil~1 ?a.dablyya.tl dasta.nl stranl tIlrok u 

goro.nl ka. ka.J k I ba.rz k I rdna.wa.-y xwenda.wa.riya.n ha.ya./ I a.ga.l 

ama.Sa. te ekoS e bo ba.rz k I rdna.wa.-y ? I y6.n- I koma.J a.ya.ti u 

fa.rlsta.netl1 u za.nya.rlf bl law a.ka.ta.wa. bo tJOk klrdln-I 

ta.nd~ustT u klftuka.l u G.burr u bo.zlrga.nil 

Glosses 

derek 'history' 
in the Bahdlnan dialect 

'songs' 

aburi 'economic' 

Introduction: The alms of con91 gltti ta.za. is to publ ish true news 

concerning all the actions and events of this world involving war. 

This magazine publishes information of the warring struggle of the 

democratic nations, and of the great and honest objectives for which 
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the democractic nations strive such as the freedom, prosperity and 

education of human beings. 

This magazine has devoted some of its pages for the old sciences, for 

law and for poetry and 1 iterature such as epic stories, ballads, stories 

and songs which can raise the standard of education. In addition to 

this, it strives to raise the standard of the social and cultural 

life. It also cultivates scientific awareness for the improvement 

of health, agriculture, economics and trade. 
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TEXT No.8 

Source: 

Date: 

ua.~g-i gltt1 taza. 

Novembe r, 1943 (by Tawfiq Wahbi) 

p. 4 I bOkurl1 SimQII niwa.roll d?unubl tSa.nd §Ql lamowpeSkQ 

d~stlm kird bQ ba.KQrhena.n-1 am du wISQYQ-Y sa.rOWQ klra. 

Translation 

bQ hQJ10J bQ gQle kQSlm gQyiind kQ bQ.k-ur bQ m71na.-y SlmQI·IQ 

nOw kurd-I bOkurda. dozrOwQtowQI nTwQ"roS wlSQyek-i zorbQ 

d?eYQ bo d?unubl gQle nQtowQ bQzlmiin-i xoya.n pey Qlen 

nTwQro bo wenQ bQ frQnsizl midl/bQ itQlyQyl mdzod?ornol 

(The writer suggests the use of IbQkurl instead of the Arabic word 

ISlma.11 for 'north' and InlwQrol instead of Id?unubl for 'south', and 

he writes): 

Some years ago when I started to use the two words 

above, there was a great hubbub. I told many persons 

that bakur in the meaning of 'north' is found to be 

used by the northern Kurds. The word niwaro is very 

appropriate for 'south' because many nations in their 

own language call it noon, for example in French, 'midi' 

and in Ital ian 'med~o jorno'. 



TEXT No.9 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 39 

Translation 

deQg-l gittT tazQ 

November, 1943 (by Tawfiq Wahbi) 

/ dastur-l zimam-l kurd~;/ bo axOwtln u musTn bQ zlmanek-I 

be hQ1Q u bQ xawen1 zanTn-l blnkak~n-i dastur-l ow zlmanQ 

pew I stw OWQ I am ~a.rOWQ bo 5ud-l 9 i J tT dasfurQkQ pa.rtJ Q 

pa.rt f Q b 1 J a.w akamowQ/ 

Glosses 

/ axa.wt r n dQrhena..n I ha..nde dQQ I Q damaww 

wlIQ kQrtQ. tTp. 

tr p.;1 dQI)13 j" 

tT p.;i b i zwen 

"Grammar of the Kurd i sh Language"·· 

For speaking and writing a language with no mistakes and well, know

ledge of the principles of the grammar of that language is necessary. 

Therefore, from this time on and for the benefit of everyone, I will 

publish the grammar in parts. 

The text has four words that are glossed at the bottom of the page. 



TEXT No. 10 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 47 

Translation 

p. 47 

dOJjg-1 9 I t tT t o.zo. 

, November, 1943 

/ new!Jk-l qa.wmaw-I slya.sT lJ supaJ ma.l)g~i to.SfTn-1 duwo.n 

19431 tJun-i xawo.n slmu-y mo.llkT bo dTdo.nT bo.rTtanyo.-y 

mo.zinl bln~o.yek-I tund da.nra.wo. bo ha.wka.rT 10. mo.yo.n-I 

ha.wpo.ymo.naka.ndo. waku go.le blna.go.-y soxtlti rTS do.nriiwo. be 

saxt i mo.n-I Oso.y I f -I o.y 1 nda./ 

/ wlSo. po.teka.n-I om wlta.ro/ 

1 dT dan 1/1 z i ya.ro.t/ 

1 bo.Jgo. b(ro.rll do.lTI qQ.!I)1 

1 o.g6.! 1 xab o.r / 

/ ho.reml/ mo.n! I qa./ 

/ noml ~/ 1 xo.l i dl 

/ nuxf 0./ / ?owwoV 

Summary of the pol itical and mil itary events of November, 

1943. Visit of His Majesty the King to Great Britain. 

A solid base is laid for co-operation between the allied 

countries like many other firm bases for building future peace. 

NOTE: This article has seventeen words that are glossed. 

The Kurdi~h is given first and its meaning is given in 

Arabic. At the top of the list the phrase "pure Kurdish 

words" is given. 
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TEXT No. 11 

Source: 

Date: 'Decembe r, 1943 

" --/ 10m n 1 ga.ro.do. ho.nde I a. of I so.r u so.fba.z-I o.loma.n ab 1 n T n ko. I a. rusyo.do. 

xoyo.n dawo. bo. da.s ta.wa./ 

Translation 

In this picture we see some German officers and soldiers who have 

surrendered themselves in Russia. 
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TEXT No. 12 

Source: ?Tn 

Date: ,April 5. 1945 

/ s~yran-I nowroz/ dWene k~ t!w~r Jammubu u roz-i s~yrOn s~r I~ 

b~ya.nT dw~zd~ xew~t h~ldrObu u s~yr6.nk~rTJ Ma.tln/ OW d~Jte. plY-bu I~ 

J 
.. v v 

"o'.!.uwa.Ja./ m~.!.b~nd-I cl-:;lns-I l~tTf d~ t~~-y b~r glrd-i y~'r~ bu/ OW 

d~J t~ h~~ w~ku b~ guJ u gUJ ~J Q -y bMa.r ~a.z6.bow~ bubuw~ 

tama.JQgOhek-1 gya.nd~r/ Ind:;~ m~z~r~yek u dlm~nek u Jew~yek-I roh-l kurdT 

we. pi Ja.n dr~ k~ b~ ra.stTzl ncl-:;l r~-y ?Iya.n u mow~udl y~t-I hammu kurdusrM.;.1 

~nwo.nd/ 

Translation 

The Nawroz picnic. Yesterday. which was Wednesday. and the picnic 

day, twelve tents were pitched early in the morning and picnickers 
" 

were coming. That area was full of multicolours, the gathering space 

of the fair sex was the ground before Mama Yara Hill. Whilst that 

area was made beautiful with flowers and poppies, it was also becoming 

an exhibition of living. Then such a scene and image of a Kurdish 

spirit was shown that it truly represented the perfect life and the 

real existence of al I Kurdistan. 
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TEXT No. 13 

Source: ?Tn 

Date: June 28, 1945 

I xltOb-1 ma.~6." tofTq wahbTI Imro w1lo.ta.kama.n Sa.dumo.na. ba. dTdiirT 

ba.l yoz-I dawJ a.t-I ba.rTto.nyQJ nwena."rek I gaw ra-y dTmokra.tf I mu?daba.rek I 

o.ziidTI terTI ta.ndrustT/ betlrsT/ xwendawa.rT u ba.xtly"a.rT d?lns-1 mlrov/ 

ga.ylStln-i ewa. bam w1la.ta. bu ba. hoy p-a.rastln u sa.ra.ta.-y ?Iyiinawa. u 

bu?a.ndnawa.-y na.tawa.-y kurd/ aso.yl S dama.zra./ rega. drust kl rOJ ba.zl rgo.nT 

ga.rmT pedrQ/ klStuko.J rek xlrayawa./ dabusto.~ ba. zlma.n-l kurdT 
- t.I_ _ ..,. 

dama.zra.ya.wa.! zlma.n u a.dablyya.t-I kurdT han dra. u peSkawt/ 

Translation 

Speech of His Excellency Tawfiq Wahbi. Today our country is happy 

for the visit of the Ambassador of Britain, a great representative 

of democracy, herald of freedom, richness, health, fearlessness, 

education and prosperity for manki~d. 

Your coming to this country was the cause of protection, of the 

beginning of the revival, survival of the Kurdish nation. Peace 

was established, roads were built, commerce was activated, agriculture 

was reformed, education in Kurdish was re-established, and the Kurdish 

language and I iterature were encouraged and improved. 
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TEXT No. 14 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 

Translation 

ga.l awe) 

,January, 1949 (editorial) 

/ amo. do. §o.lo. go.lo.we") mo.ydo.neka. ko. nuso.ra.ka.n-I kurd bow 

zl miino.-y ko. ho.zo.ra.n ~a.l bOw u ba.p r'ra.ko.nya.n q I so.y pe a.ko.n/ 

mo.ydo.nda.rT teda. a.ka.n u zima.na.ko.yo.n bl lOw a.ka.nowa./ arno. 

- - - - ~ -do. ~o.Jo. ga.l awe") quto.bxo.no.yeko. ko. kurd zlma.n do.rs-I zlma.n-I 

kurdT teda. a.xwenet u karnukurT zlmQna.ko.y rest a.ka.towa./ 

It is ten years now that go.Iawe3 has been a field in which Kurdish 

writers have exercised and published the language that their fore-

fathers used for speaking for thousands of years. 

It is ten years that go.Iawe3 has b,een a schoo I where the speaker 

of Kurdish has received Kurdish language lessons and in which he 

corrected the defects of his language. 



TEXT No. 15 

Source: JTn 

Date: May 29, 1952 

I I a. ~ I ra.qda. ba. pet.J awa."a.-y hammu S wenek-I t I r ka.ruba.r u ka.l kus 'LId 

wa.rglrtln-I da.nlStwa.n bow 0Jora. royStuwa. u blt-Owa. ba. rewa. ka. hammu 

ru bko.na. pa.ytaxt u ~e gTrb In tya.dO/ u hamlS e. haw l dr-awa. bo pa.ra.da." 

baw Sa.ra. u k I ~a.wa. ba. na.wtj a.-y hammu ko..rubo..r u pT S a.saz I yel 

Translation 

In Iraq, contrary to all other places, the affairs and interests of 

the citizens have always been carried out in such a way to make 

everyone head for the capital and find a place in it. Efforts have 

always been made to develop that city and to make it the centre of 

all kinds of business and industry. 
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TEXT No. 16 

Source: ?In 

Date: October 9, 1952 

/ hammu kasek howj o.da.t 10. ?Iyanda. u axwenet to. blgo.to. pa.yo.yek ley 

b 1 basetowo. u xl zmo.tek b I ka.ti bo.lOm esta. ba. towa.wT ba. )a.ks-I amowa.ya./ 

mlsa.lek-l plijuk bo ama. ow mu)a.lllma.t u mu)a.lllma.na.ya. ka.wa. da.rijun 

Im~a.l/ u na.yowe tlkro.rT bika.ynowa. ka. ema. ija.nd mubta.d?-l ma.ktabTn 

tJuaka. hammu a.yia.nTn ko. ra.da.-y xWendOW-o.rTmfu, t-Ja.nd nl zmal ba.lam tama.Ja. 

a.ka.yn amnna.-y da.rtJun zorynn ta.lyTn na.krawln/ 

Translation 

Everyone works hard in life and studies in order to get to a stage 

where he can live comfortably and offer a service. But now it is 
" 

completely the opposite. One little example for this is the women 

and men teachers who graduated this year. It is not necessary to 

state again how much we need schools because we all know how low 

the standard of our education is. But we find that many of those 

who graduated have not been appointed. 
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TEXT No. 17 

Source: ?Tn 

Date: December 21, 1954 

/ pa.rwa.rda.kl rdln/ ?a.tta."rblya.! pa."rwa.rda. ki rdln ba.StI rTn rega.ya. ka. 

pewlsta. bigTret bo pega.yo.ndln-I mina.1 u bl~dln ba. rewa.y Ia. sa.r 

Jewa.yek-i a.Jklra. u rest ka. xoJT u kOma.ro.netT Ie dostglrbe Ia. ?Iyan-I 

koma.l a.ya.t1 da./ 

Translation 

Education. Education is the best method that must be followed for 

bringing up the child and for guiding him on a definite and straight 

manner which makes him obtain joy and happiness in the social life. 
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TEXT No. 18 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 17 

Translation 

h I we. 

February, 1958 

/ m~g-I dastklrd/ nlzika-y du m~gek peJ towawbun-I 

~QI-I 1957 basek-I zQnyarT girlQg ha.ta kayowai basek-i 

awto ka bu ba duwa.n-I h~mu mlrovek u hammu kund,ek-I glttT 

gl~towa/ zoro.ha.y sarsOm kird galektf Ja.dumo.n bun ba sarkowtin-i 

'" . -.., -"" am pi la za.nyQrlya/ amowe lerada kurtayek-I am bas u drust 

klrdlna blxama bar tf'O.w-1 xwena.ra.n-I kurd tOku a.ga.de.rbln 

..; - -I a hammu rudClVjek u hammu peIkowt I nek-I zQnya.r-l/ 

Man Made Moon 

Nearly two months before the end of 1957, an important scientific news 

appeared. It was such a news that it became a conversation subject 

for every human being and it covered every corner of the world. It 

surprised many, but many others became happy in the stride made by 

this scientific achievement. Here, I want to put before the Kurdish 

reader a summary of this news and achievement in order that we become 

aware of all scientific events and development. 
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TEXT No. 19 

Source: 

Da.te: 

p. 8 

Translation 

/paJ a. ho..w rek- i U i lk tn/ 
/ jatna.t bQb6.n/ t..fa.pxa.na.-y ma.\'o.ri f/ ba.gd6./ 

1958 

/far-l suta.yma.nT/ fa.rek-i xlnd,i ta. u xa.nmola.yek-i na.fml ta./ 

wa.k ija.pka. gutek-l ra.zo..wa./ YOxud wa.k astera.yek-l plHll),lgdar-l - -. 
ktfawa./ dil ~un/ dasral)gTn/ ~u xoI u da.m ba. peka.nfn/ nlzrk 

bo. Sax-i goy?o.-y na.mir r6.kIS6..wo.l tJo.nd qona.gek nlz1k ba.w 

qo.l a.-y tJ wo. I o.no.l o..w q 0.-' a tJ wc.l,o.no.-y n i zfk du tJ o.rx I ama.wbo.r 

••• fwen+; Jo.no.zT u rez-l kurda.n u qa.1a.-y saxt-I mlrnlfTn,-i 

bObo.n bu/ sa.rtJa.wa.-y ~un-I za.nya.rT u tJo.Jma.-y 9o..wha.~ u 

ml rwa.rT xwendaW-o.rT bu/ 

A DIRTY PIECE OF CLOUD 

by Jama I Baban 

Ma'arif Press, Baghdad, 1958 

The City of Sulaimania 

A beautiful and lady-l ike city that looks like an arranged bunch of 

flowers or like a glimmering shooting star. It is generous, hos-

pitable, friendly and smiling. It is near the immortal/goy?o!mountain. 

Several miles from it is /qo.lo. tJwa.lo.n/ which almost two centuries 

ago ... was the centre of pride and respect of the Kurds, and was the 

strong fort and place of residence of the Baban princes. It was the 

clear source of knowledge and the centre of learning. 
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TEXT No. 20 

Source: 

1. 

2. 

3· 

4. 

Translation 

1. 

Front pages of four text books, the first and the second 
are the same text, and the third and fourth are the same 
too. 

1949,1951 
1951,1953 

1 klteb-I t~QdrustT bo mln~lOnI 

1 nus~r doktor s~lma.nl I~ I~y~n loodu..lqi).c(lr 

q~za.zaw~ k 1 ra.vm b~ kurdr 1 

1 tJQPx~n~-y m~'Q~lfl begd~1 19491 

Iklteb-I slhh~ bo mlnalanl 

1 dOn~r dokto~s~lmOnI mut~rd?lm l~yn waw nurll 

1 -U6.pxM~-y m~la.rlfl b~d~dl 19511 

1 wa.d?lba.t-1 rawlJt u xu-y nlJtlma.n11 

1 dM~r hQJim ?~I?~lut;il fu?o.d r~JTd klrduy~tT b~ kurdT/ 

/ iJ~px6.n~-y m~la.rlf/ baed~dl 19511 

/ f ~rmM -I n 1ft I ma.n I u raw 1ft 1 / 

/ nusya.r ?Mm~d ,ooulq~dl rl I~ ~a.y~n 

loodulq~dl r q~za.zaw~ kl rOw~ b~ kurdT/ 

/ {JQpx~n~-y m~fuz/ baed~d/ 19531 

Hygiene text for children 

Author: Dr: Salman 



2. 

3. 

4. 

Made into Kurdish by Abdul-Qadir Qazaz 

Ma)arif Press, Baghdad, 1949. 

Hygiene text for Children 

Author: Dr. Salman 

Translator: )a.yn WOJN nurl 

Duty of National Conduct and Manner 

Writer: Hashim Al-Alusi 

Fu'ad Rashid translated it into Kurdish 

Ma)arif Press, 1951. 

Task of Nationism and Behaviourism 

Writer: Ahmad Abdul-Qadir 

Made into Kurdish by Abu1-Qadir Qazaz 

Mahuz Press, Baghdad, 1953. 
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TEXT No. 

Source: 

Date: 

Translation 

peJka.wtln 

August 9, 1958 

/ kurd 1a."d,lh'a.nda./ ha.nde kas ka. Ia. me,u u d?u~ra.fIYo.-y 

kurdusto.n pltek na.zCinln u agndar-I gTruglrlft-i masa.la.-y 

kurd nTn ba. ema. bo.wa.r nCka.n ka. kurd I a. 9 I ttl dO. ba. ta.yba.ti 

Ia. nOw ro,ha.la.t-I na.wa.rastda. Ia. 15-20 mi lyon abet! 

Kurds in the World 

Some people who know nothing about the history and geography of 

Kurdustan and who are not aware of the complex question of the 

Kurds, do not believe us that the Kurds in the world, especially 

in the Middle East, are about 15-20 million. 
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TEXT No.2 

Source: xaba.t 

Date: Apri 1 4, 1959 

/ b I rya.r-l rOje-y 90.1 bo. k I Sa.na.wo.-y ~mh1/rl yyo.t- i drmukro.t-l ) I ra.q 

10. po.ymo.n-I Impl rya.llst1 So.rawT ba.gd6J 

Translation 

The decision of the Son-of-the-Nation for the withdrawal of the 

democratic republ ic of Iraq from the imperial istic and bell igerent 

Baghdad pact. 



TEXT No.3 

Source: xoba.t 

Date: Apri I 8, 1959 

I bi ryo.r dl rei bo, tJe.Jnek~i so,ro,t6j ko, mudirlyyo,tek-I gifn d5.blnret 

bo k-o,ruba.r-I zo.nyo.rT kurdusto.n 10, ba.ra.ga.-y dlwa.n-I wo,zo.ro,t! 

Translation 
.-

It was decided in principle that a directorate general be established 

in the administration headquarters of the ministry for the educational 

affairs of Kurdistan. 



TEXT No.4 

Source: o.za.dT 

Date: November 16, 1959 

I peSowa. a-le ijrn-l klreka.r peIr-owo. 10. pa.rastln-l d?otnhurlyyo.takotnMO, 

glftugo-y pefa.wa.-y wilo.t lo.g0.1 so.rklrda.naqObeka.n bo.bono.-y ?ict,a.zo. 

da.,,~i yeketT naqOba.ka.n- i k 1 reka.ra.nl 

Translation 

The leader says that the working class is a vanguard for the pro

tection of our republ ic ... in a meeting between the leader of the 

Country and the heads of the trade unions on the occasion of 

licensing the formation of the federation of trade unions. 
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TEXT No.5 

Source: hiwo.-y Kurdustan 

Date: December 19, 1959 

/ peSawo.-y xoSawist witT o.za.nln ke 10. plSt ruda.wa.ko.-y ko.rkukawo. buwa./ 

bo.Jgo.-y wOmo.n ho.ya. ka. law dTw slnura.wa. pTla.nya.n rekxist bo a.wa.y gyo.n-l 

n~ro.za.T: u dubo.ro.kT bi law blka.nawa. u o.gir xoS bika.n u ~eg~ ta.xt blko.n 

.- " bo ?i st i ~mo.r/ 

Translation 

The beloved leader said: "00 you know who was behind the events 

in Kirkuk?" We have proof that they prepared the plan on the other 

side of the borders in order to spread the spirit of dissatisfaction, 

set the fire ablaze and pave the way for imperial ism. 
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TEXT No.6 

Source: JTn 

Date: ,February 11, 1960 

I kOQgru-y yaketT glItT naqObakQn-1 klrekarQn-1 llraq surkawtlnek

Itir-I t!Tn-1 klrekQr~nu/ JQyun-1 Jano'ziyu bo t!Tn-1 klreKuran-1 ~lrQq 

u na.qObu 

tekoJurakanYQn ku lu ha.mu x"Ok-i xoJawlst-1 llra.qdO, u bu ha.mu nutawu 

u b Trubo.wur u dTnekawu yuk 

yaketlYM huyu u nlzik~-y 275 huza.r klreka.r u mutJuxor-1 na.qObT 

yak surk I rdu-y pi tuw u nabuzyo.n huyu/ 

Translation 

The congress of the federation of the Workers· Unions of Iraq is 

another victory for the working class. It is prideworthy for 

the working class of Iraq and for their militant unions that in all 

the beloved land of Iraq and for all its national, ideological and 

religious groups they have one federation, and that newly 275 

thousand workers and employees have a solid and undefeatable 

leadership. 



TEXT No.7 

Source: 

Date: 

hlwo.-y Kurdustan 

March 8, 1966 

/ kobuna.wo. flrawa.no.ko.-y ll"?no.-y ya.ket-l/ o.ndama.n-l ll"?no.-y 

bo.rewabl rdln-i ka.rubiir-i Ja.ra.kiin 10. ya.keti qutOby6.n-1 glIn ho.tln 

u ho.r la.w ro?o.d6. kob~na.wo.yekyQn klrd/ 

Trans 1 at i on 

The plenary meeting of the committee of the Union. The members 

of the Cities Administration Committees of the general union of 

students arrived and they held a meeting on that same day. 
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TEXT No.8 

Source: ... 
)In 

Date: September 22, 1960 

I kob una.wa.-ya.J tT xwa.ia.n/ nuqt a. girl f)ga.ka.n T b I refT bun 1 a. ta.?yT d:1 
~ ~ 

hez-I ga.lo.n-I a.frfqe. u aslya. bo rlzga.r klrdln 10. kot u zlnd)1r-1 

ImpiryallzmT bezari da.rblrfn ba.ramba.r be tekdun-I kobuna.wa.-y sa.rok-y 

w1la.ta. ga.wra.ka.nl ha.wl da.n bo ija.k damo.lTn 10. ~Iho.nda u bo qa.dO§a. 

k I rd In-I trs a.k-I a.tomT I 

Translation 

Meeting of the members of the peace partisans. The important points 

of the meeting were: the support of the forces of the peoples of 

Africa and Asia for 1 iberation.from the shackles and chains of 

imperial ism; protest against foil ing the meeting of the heads of the 

great powers; struggle for disarmament in the world and for 

banning atomic weapons. 
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TEXT No.9 

Source: b t NO. 

Date: December 10, 1960 

.., - "'- - ., - -/ I~ ?tm~r~yek-t ro?nam~-y btrw~da I~ rtst~-y d~Qg u basak~-t now 

far fttekim b~r tfa.w kowt I~ ba.ray ki rdnowa-y ka.rga-y o,tg~ra w~ 

har waha. pek hattn-t dam u dazga.-y barewabirdinT tVa. bas ktrObu/ 

Translation 

In one of the issues of Ibirwal paper in the section of the news of 

the city, I saw something about the establ ishment of a cigarette 

factory. Furthermore, the formation of its administrational set up 

was discussed in that news item. 
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TEXT No. 10 

Source: 

Date: February 21, 1961 

/ goIQ-Y ?Qdab bQ nusTn u honraw u ~Trok u roxnQ u me?u-y ?Qdab 

u folklor u dOst~n •.• bo tOYQ/ bo nQtowQ-Y kurd u bo peIxlstln-I 

Jo.r'st~netT tekra./ ?QdabQkam6.n pewlstT bQ bu?a.ndnowQ u bi?a.r klrdln 

u tom~r u lekolTnowQ u peSxlstnQ/ hQta. ZUWQ dQSt bidQrQ xOmQ u amTJ 

-~o?nOrnQj 

Translation 

The literary section with its prose, poetry, fiction, criticism, 

1 iterary history, folklore and epic is for you, for the Kurdish 

nation and for the general progress of civil ization. 

Our literature is in need of revital ization, purification, recording 

and development. While there is still time grab your pen and this 

is a newspaper. 
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TEXT No. 11 

Source: Kurdustan 

Date: March 4, 1961 

/ gal-! kurd la hommu layek-I kurdustana zor supas-! andaman-! 

" rekxraw-! ~lhOnl kurdustan u sarokOkay akatl nOs5ndln-l xoy u 

kurdust'6.nOkay bo. go.lo.n u do.rxlstin-I ru-y gaS-l meso.lo. )'o.dllOko.y wOk 

.no.ta.wo.yek-l ~Jt1xwa.z-l rlzgo.rpo.rwo.r bo. so.rka.wtlnek-l ba.S-1 o.za.ne 

la xabo.t-I nabardOnaya. dl,T Impl rya.ITzm u dilgTrkar6.n u za.wtkaro.n-! 

ma.fOka.nT / 

Translation 

The Kurdish nation ih all the parts of Kurdistan very much thank 

the members of the Kurdistan World Organisation and its leader. 

Making themselves and their Kurdistan known to other nations; un-

covering the bright face of their legitimate cause as a nation 

that loves peace and adores freedom is recognised as a great victory 

in their unabated struggle against imperialism, colonizers and 

usurpers of its rights. 
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TEXT No. 12 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 4 

Trans 1 a t ion 

Source: 

Date: 

! p~rw~rd~:y n~StlmQnr ~9 pol-i pen~~-I s~r~tQll dQn~r 
ctabdu Im~~1 d yasrn m~n.§ur! w~rger o,a'm~1 bOba.n/ tJQ.pxa.n~-y 
?~lb~wQdie! bagdad! 

1962 

~ _ v ~ 

! em~ umedek-I gawr~6.n b~ wltna.w~-y p~rtuk-I p~rw~rd~-y 

nlStlmQnf h~y~ I~ qutObx6.n~a.nma.na.! blrw<iSmQn behez~ ba.w~-y 

k~ zor I~ peSkawtln-1 slyesT u zOny6.rT u roSlnbTrTmnn I~ 

regQYaw~ abet k~ h~u kasek ferT mQf u ~rk-I s~rSo.n-1 xoy 

~a.t baw~da. k~ y~ek~ I~ kom~J. u ~ndOmek~ I~ dawl~tii! 

em~ hawlma.nda. bo aw~y ~p~~a.w~ blk~yn b~ y~k~ h~l)ga.w-1 

dMt pe klrdln! 

National Education for the Fifth Primary. 
Author: Abdul Majid Yasin Mansur. 
Translator: Jamal Baban 
Al-ThawraPress, Baghdad 

1962 

We have great hopes in the teaching of the text of National Education 

in schools. We also have strong beliefs in that much of the political, 

sc i ent i f i c and educat i ona 1 progress comes through th is route that teaches 

everybody his rights and his duties as a member of the society and 

a citizen in a country. We endeavoured in such a way as to make this 

book the first step on this way. 
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TEXT No. 13 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 54 

p. 65 

Translation 

/ XWendnClWa.-y kurdT bo po I-I tS wo.ram- i sa.ra.ta.l/ wa.rger 
mlhammed tofTq 'i'e.ZIZ ijiipx"6.na.-y da.r-id,-d,amhuriyya.? 

, b~de.1 

1964 

I d.,ula.nowa.-y dTdowClI1T mabast u nlyQ.zek-1 ba.rz u pTrozi 

ha.ye. t,Ju!)ke. abeta. hoy ijo..k klrdln u bahez klrdin-i ~owlSt-1 

I Qwa.ko.nl 

I 10. duwandlndo.. re akowet ~o.t legal be,-i ow kasad~ 

nObet Ie. xot gow re.t I raj la.ga.l ~we.Sda. mlndo.l-l ,Tr ba. 

SewQ.za. u Ia. sa.r xo ba. rezowa. walam-l gowre. ado.ta.wa. we. ba. 

S ewa.yek-l ~wo.n gift u goy I a.ga.l a.ko..t! bo wene. ••• / 

Source: Kurdish Reader for the Fourth Year Primary. 
Translator: Mohammed Tawfiq Aziz 
Dar-Al-Jamhuriyya Press, Baghdad. 

Date: 1964 

p. 54 Scouts Movement has a lofty and blessed purpose, and 

intention since it becomes a cause for developing and 

strengthening the character of our youths. 



p. 65 In a discussion it so happens that you do not agree with 

the. ideas of the one older than you are. Even then, a 

,clever child, in a good style and gently answers the old 

one respectfully and talks with him in a beautiful manner. 

For instance ..... 
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TEXT No. 14 

Source: b ra.T 

Date: ,May 6, 1967 

/ bo. bono.y do.r{Jun-l ?lmo.ra. ya.kam-l ~o?nOma.kam5.nowo. so.rak nuso.ro.n 

tI awT b 0. S o.ro.k koma.r da.kowet/ b a. b 1 f a.ket ow 0. a. J a.-y b 1 raJ 

bo pekheno.n-I yaksa.nl towaw ~ yaketl u Oso.ylf 10. hamm iA 

~ I raqda./ 

/kor-I ?a.da.b u hUno.r u zanlst Osoy ••• nwey ?o.da.blyy~tmOna./ 

Translation 

On the occasion of the appearance of the first issue of our paper, 

the chief editor is to meet the president of the republic. 

Let the banner of brotherhood flutter to bring about equality, 

un i ty and peace ina 1 I Iraq. 

Literature, art and science is the new horizon of our literary 

achievements. 
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TEXT No. 15 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 50 

Translation 

Source: 

I cr,u~ro..f I yo..-y so.ro.ta.f bo po 1- i J o.J oml wo.rger nurT 1'0.1 T 

?an;, n tJ 6.p- t ho.wtoml -\:J Q.pxo.no.-y so.lOm ?0.1 ?o.1'zomt I ba.gda.! 

1968 

I bo.J-t Jo.Joml nTwo. do.rgo.-y 1'o.rabl 

I niwo. dorgo.-y 1'o.rab 10. 1'1~iiq u w1la.t-1 Jamawo. bo.rawxwo.rawo. 

a.kJet ho.tQ kotQI bo. do.ry6.-y 1'o.rab 10. IQ-y ho.ro. xwo.rawo. 

detl u am nlw dorgo.yo. gawro.yo. u 10. zortirin cJ-:sewa. ba. da.rya. 
v_ ..., - - _ ,,_ _'" .., .., _ 

ta.nrawo.l 10. ro,a.wo.ya.wa. da.rya.-y sur u 10. xwa.rya.wo. da.ryo.-y 

1'a.rab u Ia. rO?ha.j"a.tya.wa. a.wdtr-I \'a.rabi da.wrT dOJNa./ 

Primary Geography For the Sixth Year 
Translator: Nouri Ali Amin 
Seventh Edition 
S~lam Al Adhami Press, Baghdad 

Date: 1968 

Part Six 

The Arab Peninsula 

The Arab pen i nsu 1 a extends from I raq and Syr i a southwards unt iIi tends 

in the Arab Sea in the farthest south. This peninsula is large and it 

is surrounded by seas from many parts. In its west is the Red Sea, in 

its south is the Arab Sea and in its east is the Arab Gulf. 



TEXT No. 16 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 62 

Translation 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 62 

/ b i niJrno.-y zo.nTn u po.rwo.rdo.-y tOt)drustT bo po I-I 
pen~am/ dano.n-l "?no.yek 10. wo.ia.ro.t-i po.rwo.rda./ 

,wo.rger ?ibrOhim ?abmed/ tJ6,pxo.no.-y mo.)'a.rif/ ba.gdo.d/ 

1969 

/ OJIIo.y 10. s ruf t dO. h o.y 0. k rewo. bo. du b o.f 0JIIa./ z In dOJlla.r u be 
_ _ _ _ -J 

gy6.n/ u zl ndOJllo.ra.ka.n bOJllo.do. d'.3yo. a.krenOJllo. 10. be gy6.n bo. 

ho-y dJD1Qn u xwQrdln u ha.naso. u gOJllrabun hostklrdln u 

zorbun/ zl ndOJlla.rT S a.kret bo. du' bo.S OJIIa/ gyiindiir u ruwak 

lasVruItdci ruwa.k zor ha.n u 90.Ie d-:)orva.n ho.ya./ 

Foundation of Knowledge and Health Education for the 
Fifth Class. 

Written by a Committee in the Ministry of Education. 

Translator: Ibrahim Ahmed, Ma1arif Press, Baghdad. 

1969 

The things that exist in nature are divided into two 

parts. The animates and the inanimates. The animates 

are differentiated from the inanimates by means of 

moving, eating, breathing, feeling and mUltiplying. 

Animates are divided into two parts: animals and plants. 

In nature plants are found in plenty and they are of many 

kinds .' 



TEXT No. 17 

Source: Z~ny~rr. 

Date: , 1970 

p. 1 /ama.nd? u re u Swen-1 gova.r-I za.nyo.rT/ OsOn k1rdln-1 nlisTn 

u xwendln-1 zanya.rT bQ zlma.n-l kurdT/ gQy1Stin bam 

Translation 

mabMtQ hCll)go.wek-l pew1stQ bo OYJQy gQI-l kurd bQ 

zlma.nakQY xoy bixwenet IQ hamu pi I Qka.n-l xwendOYJa.rlyQ./ 

hi wama.n wo.yQ am govo.rQ b 1 betQ hoyek bo ho.ndOn-1 nUsQra.n 

u xwendOYJa.ra.n-1 kurd bo how L dan lam Ia.YMOWQ!xwendOWo.r-1 

kurd kQ nusin-1 zOnyo.rT kowtQ dQSt twa.no.y nlisTn u 

xwendnawQY bQrabQrQ PQrQ Mene/ hQr wooD.. nusTn-l za.nyo.rT 

bQ kurdT pa.!man pewQ Qnet bo dozinowQ u da.rIStln-l w1SQ-y 

pewlstT zo.nyo.rT/ bam bonQyOYJQ zlma.nQkamo.n PQrQ Mene u 

peS Qkowet/ emQ nlyD..zma.n wo.YQ bQ pe-y tw'o..no' wlSQ-y kurdT 

~O.st bako.r blhenTn/ bQJOm ow wlSQ zo.nya.ryOnQ-y kQ IQ zor 

zl ma.nako..n-l begMQ cr,egTr bun emQS hQr wane. bako..ryo.n 

ooenTnl 

Aims and objectives of Zanyari periodical. Facilitating writing and 

reading the sciences in the Kurdish language. Arriving at this aim 

is a necessary step in order that the Kurdish nation could use their 

own as a medium of instruction in all the levels of education. Our 

hope is that this periodical becanes a means for urging Kurdish writers 

and readers to work hard in this direction. When scientific material 

comes into the hands of the Kurdish reader, his writing and reading 
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ability gradually develops. Similarly, writing sciences in Kurdish 

encourages us to look for and to form the necessary scientific terms. 

In this way pur language develops and grows. We intend, as much as 

possible, to use pure Kurdish words, however, those scientific terms 

that are firmly established in many foreign languages will be used 

by us in the same way. 
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TEXT No. 18 

Source: 

Date: 

p. I 

Translation 

Source: 

Date: 

Izlmo.n-l ?a.dabl ya.kgihij-y kurdi/ttlzza.ddln mtista.fa. rasul/ 
t/J cipxfula.-y sa.l ma.n ?a.1 ?~za.mf / bOi1dQ./ 

1971 

/ 1 a.m ~o?a.na.da. u b a. bona.y da.rij un-l yasa.-y a.ka.dfmya.-y 

zo.ntstT kurdewa. ta. zor Swen u ta.na.na.t ba. nusTnTS bas-I 

ziman-I kurdT u dtya.tekta.Ka.nT/ tahd)a./ u zlma.ni ya.kglrtu 

u zima.nT ?a.dabT Ya.kglrtu ho.tota. na.wawa./ a.m ba.sa. a.nd?Om u 

ba.rha.ml ba. dwo.y rastl u zo.nlstiyO: ga.ra.n-l a.m ma.yda.na.ya./ 

za.nlstekif ka. sud~j' ?iya.n-i ga.I-1 tVa. bet blretlya. Ia. du 

blna.ra.t/ tlyori/ na.za.rlyya./ u pra.ktTk/ ta.tbTq/ 

Kurdish Literary Standard by Izzaddin Mustafa Rasul. 
Salman Al-AIZami Press, Baghdad. 

1971 

On the occasion of the legislation of the law of the Kurdish Academy, 

the subject of Kurdish language, Kurdish dialects, Kurdish standard 

and Kurdish literary standard is being discussed and even written 

about in many places these days. This study is the result and product 

of searching for the truth and knowledge in this field. Any knowledge 

that has the advantages of the life of the people in view is 

essentially based on two foundations; theory and practice. 



TEXT No. 19 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 205 

Translation 

Source: 

Date: 

/ z6.n~ilr:T ~ pa.rwa.rda.-~ t~~rusti bo POI-~ J~Jam-i sa.r~taJ/ 
wa.rge r ra.J I d ma.l a. 1a.1 I / t~ a.p-I ya.kam/ tJ a.pxa.na.-y sa.l ma.n 'tAl 

?a.~zami / ba.gda./ 

1971 

/ koma.J a.-y xor/ 

/ zo..no.ya.n boya.n da.rkawt uwa. ka. xor tJ a.nd hasa.ra.yek I ha.ya. 

ka. ba. do.wrT dO. dasureto.wa./ zo.wl J ya.keka. lo.w hos"6..ra.nal o.w 

hasc.ra.na. ba. do.wr-l xorda. dasurenowa./ u ke. nJk-l xoryan 

1 e da.diit da.yga.rennawal loba.r awa. da.y6..nbTnTn I a. asmando. " 

da.dro.wf enawa. u we. da.io.nTn astera.n/ to. esto.J zor J I t ha.ya. 

da.rbe.ra.y boJaJ OsmOn ka. boma.n a.Jkra. ma.buwa. u run naboto.wa. 

ba.lam o.da.mizo.d ba.rdowQ~ Ia. ho.wlda.nda. bo dozlna.wa.-y o.w 

nihenlya.na. be. rege.-y zo.nlstT hame.d?ora./ 

Science and Health Education for the Sixth Class Primary. 
Translator: Rashid Mu11a Ali. First Edition. 
Salman A1 ?a.\zami Press, Baghdad. 

1971 

The Solar System 

Scientists have realised that there are several planets which move 

around the sun. The earth is one of these planets. These planets 

move around the sun and when the sun rays beat on them they reflect 

them. For this reason we See them gl ittering in the sky and we think 

they are stars. 



Until now there are many things about the sky space which we do not 

know yet and are not clarified to us, but human beings are constantly 

striving to discover these mysteries by means of the all-finding 

sciences. 
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TEXT No. 20 

Source: 

Date: 

p. 380 

Translation 

Source: 

Date: 

1973 

/ pa.r5stin-i po.Jmo.wa. derrnaka.n-I ga.lakamCin ka. ba. dOxo.wa. 

zurba.y ha.ra. za.ryo.n To.wta.w I n ka.rek-i b"6.yaxdiira./ 1 a.ba.r o.wa. 

kor-I za.nya.rT kurd ba. pe-y twa.nii ho.w 1 da.dcit OJN ba.J a. 

giri!,),:ga.-y ml'ra.tT"roflnb1rr na.tOJNo'ya.tlmo.n blpa.rezet u 

dasn USMa.-y bo bCis- I ?a.da.b u ~e,u-y ga.l- I kurd ta.rxa.n 

klra.wln ba.jku OJNa.na.Jy6.n ka. Ia. i"a.yu.n zo.na.yiln-I kurdOJNa. 

nusrawln Va. nusrOJNna.tOJNa. u bas-i me,u u zimOn u ?a.da.b-I 

ga.lan u ba.Ja.kanTtlr-1 za.nlst aka.n/ ama.f be guma.n biiyaxek-l 

Journal of the Kurdish Science Academy. 
First Volume, Part One. 

1973 

The saving of the old reI ics of our nation, the majority of which 

have, regretfully, been lost, is very significant. For this reason 

the Kurdish Science Academy will, as much as possible, try to save 

the important parts of our national intellectual heritage. For this 

purpose, it started to collect those studies devoted to the literature 

and history of the Kurdish nation, but also those studies which are 

written or re-written by educated Kurds and deal with the history, 

language and literature of other nations and those that deal with the 

other fields of knowledge. Undoubtedly, this work has a clear cultural 

importance. 
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